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Abstract
Three active thermal methods capable of detecting surface breaking cracks in metals are
considered in this Thesis. The three thermal methods exploit different means of excita-
tion, each with practical advantages and varying abilities to detect specific types of crack
morphology. Thermosonics uses a broadband, high power ultrasonic input to vibrate the
test-piece. Defects damp the vibrational energy into heat which is imaged by a thermal
camera. Laser-spot thermography uses a short laser pulse to spot heat the surface of the
test-piece, and the subsequent radial heat diffusion is then observed. Defects can cause
both increased emission of infrared and localised increases in thermal impedance, both ef-
fects causing distortion of the radial heat diffusion. Eddy-current induced thermography
uses a high power magnetic field to induce a flow of current inside the test-piece. Defects
create a localised increase in electrical impedance, diverting the electric field around the
defect. This diversion of current flow causes neighbouring regions of high and low current
density, the corresponding Joule heating imaged by a thermal camera.
In this Thesis the three methods are explored experimentally. For laser-spot thermogra-
phy and eddy-current induced thermography the physical phenomena are characterised
and experimental best-practice for short pulse excitation determined. The effect of crack
opening on each of the three methods is found to give insight into which applications the
methods are most suited. It was found that the relationship between crack opening and
detectability was complex for thermosonics, relatively linear for laser-spot thermography,
and that eddy-current induced thermography is largely insensitive to crack opening. The
methods are tested for the feasibility of detecting cracks in Inconel buried beneath metal-
lic and ceramic coatings typical of gas turbine blades, with thermosonics and eddy-current
induced thermography found to be viable methods. A study of the detectability of a large
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number of cracks in steel, titanium and Waspaloy by eddy-current induced thermography
is detailed, and from this data the probability of detection is established. Eddy-current
thermography is shown to be an extremely sensitive method capable of detecting fatigue
cracks of approximately 0.25 mm in steel and 0.50-0.75 mm in titanium and Waspaloy.
The practicality of the thermal methods is discussed, and the methods put into the context
of the wider field of NDE. Based on the works in this Thesis it was found that for most
applications eddy-current induced thermography is the most appealing thermal method
since it is highly sensitive, rapid, non-contacting and relatively easy to validate. However,
both thermosonics and laser-spot thermography remain useful alternative inspections for
more niche applications.
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A signal
a crack length
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µe effective thermal diffusion length
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Glossary
APS - Air-plasma spraying is a process in which coatings are applied by forcing the coating
feedstock (in powder, liquid, suspension or wire form) into a jet of plasma trained on the surface
which is to be coated. APS coatings are deposited as lamellae ‘splats’. Voids/pores/cracks between
the ‘splats’ reduce thermal and electrical conductivity.
Dark-field image - Dark-field images in thermography refer to infrared images with a pre-excitation
frame or temporal average of pre-excitation frames subtracted. This operation yields frames con-
taining only the transient infrared with stationary artefacts such as reflections removed. This is no
relation to dark-field imaging in microscopy where only light diffracted by the subject is captured.
Half-space - A semi-infinite solid.
Inconel - Inconel refers to a family of austenitic nickel-based superalloys with a high chromium
content and additional alloying elements such as cobalt, molybdenum, niobium, etc. Like Udimet
and Waspaloy, Inconel is used in high temperature/high strength applications, particularly in gas
turbines. Inconel is a registered trademark of Special Metals Corporation.
MCrAlY - MCrAlY comprises cobalt or nickel (or a mixture of cobalt and nickel) with chromium,
aluminium and yttrium. MCrAlY is used as a corrosion-resistant coating and as a bond coat for
ceramic thermal barrier coatings such as YSZ.
Udimet - Udimet refers to a family of austenitic nickel-based superalloys with high chromium and
cobalt content with additional titanium, molybdenum, aluminium, etc. Like Inconel and Waspaloy,
Udimet is used in high temperature/high strength applications, particularly in gas turbines. Udimet
is a registered trademark of Special Metals Corporation.
Waspaloy - Waspaloy is an austenitic nickel-based superalloy with high chromium and cobalt con-
tent, with additional molybdenum, titanium and aluminium, etc. Like Inconel and Udimet, Was-
paloy is used in high temperature/high strength applications, particularly in gas turbines. Waspaloy
is a registered trademark of United Technologies Corporation.
YSZ - Yttria-stabilised zirconia is a ceramic typically used as a thermal barrier coating in gas
turbines. It is adhered to the substrate with a bond coating, such as MCrAlY.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Engineering Doctorate (EngD) is one form of research project conducted by the
Research Centre in Nondestructive Evaluation (RCNDE). The RCNDE EngD scheme
bridges academia and industry by pairing a student with both a university and an indus-
trial employer, providing targeted research and development in nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) with a view to industrial implementation. The author was paired with Imperial
College London and RWE npower PLC, a UK-based energy supplier with mostly coal,
oil and gas power generation plant. In a typical power plant environment a combination
of six common NDE inspections are used to screen defects: visual, ultrasonics, radiogra-
phy, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle and eddy-current [1]. These methods have been
used since the power plants were built (1960s), a time when NDE techniques based on
the observation of heat were largely impractical. Various means of thermally exciting
the test-specimen have long since been known in the literature (Chapter 2), but it has
taken accelerated evolution of infrared sensor arrays over the past 10-15 years to realise
the methods in a rapid and full frame configuration which is attractive for use in power
station environments. Thermography comprises a set of thermal NDE techniques that
are typically fast, full field and non-contacting inspections. However, use of thermogra-
phy in power plant environments is currently limited to passive surveys such as checking
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lagged pipes for leaks in the thermal insulation, and of electrical components to check for
overheating or short-circuited components. Active thermography differs from the passive
observation of heat; in active thermography the initial thermal equilibrium of the tested
member is intentionally perturbed, and the evolution of the patterns of heat at the surface
of the member imaged such that the presence of any defects can be inferred. The projects
in this Thesis were undertaken to develop three active thermal methods capable of de-
tecting out of plane cracks in metals for use in existing plant and upcoming new-build
plant:
• Thermosonics - a method in which ultrasonic vibration of the tested member causes
defects to frictionally convert the vibrational energy into heat, the heat being ob-
served with a thermal camera. The vibration is typically provided by a high-power
resonator which operates at a fixed frequency, but by virtue of the non-rigid cou-
pling of the resonator to the tested member broadband harmonic frequency content
is generated (typically 20-100 kHz).
• Laser-spot thermography - a method in which a laser deposits a heat concentration
on the surface of the tested member. Defects are detected by recognising distur-
bances to the radial flow of heat from the heat concentration, and by the increased
emissivity which some defects present.
• Eddy-current induced thermography - a method in which a flow of current is in-
duced in the tested member (typically a metal) by a high frequency (typically 50-
500 kHz) AC current passed through a coil located close to the tested member. The
presence of a defect causes the induced current to take extended paths around the
defect, with corresponding increases and decreases in current density local to the
defect. Joule heating is greater where there is increased current density, allowing
defects to be imaged with a thermal camera.
A major barrier to the deployment of thermosonics in industry is the lack of a complete
physical model, so it was decided that the method should be characterised by studying
the effect of crack opening. It was believed that laser-spot thermography could have the
potential to detect open defects which thermosonics may miss or only partially detect, and
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so laser-spot thermography was also studied to determine the relative performance of the
methods. Eddy-current induced thermography (eddytherm) was trialled for the effect of
crack opening to benchmark it against the other thermal methods. Whilst the thermoson-
ics work builds on previous studies by Imperial College London and thermosonics project
partner the University of Bath, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm required addi-
tional studies to better understand the capabilities of the methods and how to process the
acquired thermal video optimally. These studies were intended to evaluate the methods
for use in new applications as they arise, particularly in new-build power plant.
Increasingly powerful and efficient gas turbine engines are run at ever-higher tempera-
tures and pressures, necessitating the use of coatings to protect the turbine blades. Most
conventional NDE methods perform poorly or are incapable of detecting cracks buried
beneath coatings, limiting inspection to when the coatings reach ‘end of life’ and are
stripped before a new coating is applied. During maintenance the coatings are stripped
at considerable cost, an expense which is lost if the blades are then found to be defec-
tive. Thermal methods have the potential to detect cracks under coatings, with feasibility
studies for thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm detailed in this Thesis.
The samples were specified to be representative of gas turbine blades, with thermal bar-
rier coating systems and coating thicknesses chosen to maintain relevance to both power
generation and aerospace.
1.2 Project Background
The thermosonics work in this Thesis is a continuation of collaborative work between the
NDE groups at Imperial College London and the University of Bath, led by Professors
Peter Cawley and Darryl Almond respectively. The previous collaborative work was per-
formed by their students, Dr. Marco Morbidini (Imperial College London) and Dr. Tim
Barden (University of Bath).
The laser-spot thermography work contributed to a RCNDE targeted research programme
led by Prof. Darryl Almond (University of Bath) and Dr. Steve Dixon (Warwick Univer-
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sity), and performed in conjunction with Dr. Teng Li (University of Bath). The work was
funded by Rolls-Royce PLC, RWE npower PLC and the National Nuclear Laboratory
Ltd.
The eddy-current induced thermography work was performed in parallel with a RCNDE
targeted research programme led by Prof. Darryl Almond (University of Bath), with con-
tributions from Dr. Erik Kostson (University of Bath). The project was funded by Rolls-
Royce PLC and Alstom Power Ltd.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This Thesis comprises studies of three thermal methods capable of detecting surface-
breaking cracks in metals: thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddy-current in-
duced thermography. The literature for each method is reviewed in Chapter 2. Given that
heat is a common byproduct of numerous physical interactions, it is unsurprising that ther-
mal NDE is a wide field with significant choice in the means of excitation. The literature
review gives a view of where thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddy-current
induced thermography fit within the wider field of thermal NDE, and the current state of
development of the methods.
In Chapter 3 the effects of crack opening and thermal barrier coating systems on ther-
mosonics are studied using fatigue cracks in nickel-based superalloy samples.
In Chapter 4 the physical mechanisms by which laser-spot thermography functions are
characterised and data processing to create images which directly represent the defects
is developed. Best-practice for scan density to ensure full coverage is established by
consideration of a semi-infinite crack analogue extrapolated from real data. The effects
of crack opening and thermal barrier coating systems are then established using the same
nickel-based superalloy fatigue crack samples as used for thermosonics in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 5 eddy-current induced thermography (eddytherm) is characterised and best-
practice developed. The magnetic field from an approximate Helmholtz coil is modelled
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and found to be relatively uniform inside the coil, and a reference defect signature is
found with a simple model. Best-practice for the testing parameters pulse duration, field
orientation and current applied to coil are found for fatigue cracks in a ferromagnetic
steel and a non-ferromagnetic nickel-based superalloy. Processing of eddytherm data is
developed, and applied to find the effects of crack opening and thermal barrier coating
systems on fatigue cracks in nickel-based superalloy samples. A study of a large num-
ber of fatigue cracks in steel, titanium and nickel-based superalloy samples establishes
approximate sensitivity limits for the method.
In Chapter 6 practical issues concerning implementation and testing by thermosonics,
laser-spot thermography and eddytherm are addressed. The dependences of the thermal
methods on crack opening are compared. The respective performances of thermosonics,
laser-spot thermography and eddytherm for the detection of cracks under coatings are
compared to the performances of dye-penetrant and conventional eddy-current inspec-
tions. An eddytherm probability of detection study is detailed using data from Chapter 5,
and probability of detection data from other sources is cited to put the sensitivity of the
thermal methods into the context of the wider field of NDE.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a summary of findings is given and further work is proposed.
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In active thermal methods a member is tested by employing a controlled perturbation of
the initial thermal equilibrium. Throughout the perturbation the transient heat flow is ob-
served at the surface of the tested member, and from the observed patterns of heat surface
and subsurface defects are inferred. Thermal NDE is a wide field with a significant num-
ber of options both in the means of applying the thermal perturbation and the associated
signal processing. In this Chapter the relevant literature that led to the development of
thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddy-therm is detailed, with supporting stud-
ies that show the capabilities of the methods.
2.1 Optical Thermography
Optical thermography has evolved from photoacoustic spectroscopy [2–4], a technique
pioneered in the mid 1970s as a variation of absorption spectroscopy. In absorption spec-
troscopy the intensity of an impinging beam of light is measured before and after being
reflected off the surface of a specimen to give a measure of the optical properties of the
surface. Photoacoustic spectroscopy utilises an AC optical stimulus to heat a test-piece
inside a sealed gas chamber (Figure 2.1). An acoustic signal is received by a sensitive mi-
crophone; the sound is believed to be caused by the flow of heat from the solid test-piece
to the surrounding gas [2]. The AC part of the received signal is understood in terms of
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the gas cell used in photoacoustic emission, adapted from Almond and
Patel [8].
wave theory, though the diffuse and highly attenuative nature of ‘thermal waves’ makes
this somewhat contentious. Though thermal waves are not discussed in nondestructive
testing literature until the 1980s [5], it has been long-established by Fourier in 1822 [6],
and later revisited by Ångstro¨m in 1868 [7] as a means of measuring thermal diffusivity.
Advances in InSb and HgCdTe infrared sensitive arrays in the 1950s and 1960s [9] com-
bined with rapid improvements in signal processing equipment in the 1980s made in-
frared images and video feasible. Pulse video thermography [10, 11] typically employed
a HgCdTe detector scanned across the surface of the test-piece with mirrors and recorded
to analogue video, requiring ‘line-stripping’ of the interlaced frames to gain temperature
profiles. This system gave a sensitivity of around 0.2 K in the spectral range 8-13 µm,
with an interlaced frame-rate of 50 Hz [11]. Digital thermography was made possible
around 1991 [12], making temporal processing of the transient thermal response viable
and thus permitting full field pulsed thermography. Notably, initial thermal camera acqui-
sition rates of around 50 Hz were significantly worse than the order of MHz possible with
a single detector element [13]. Only recently have windowed acquisition rates exceeded
the order of kHz, with around 400 Hz available for full frame capture.
Optical thermography tends to employ uniform excitation of the full camera field of view.
As such, defects must lie largely parallel to the surface in order that they block the heat
front propagating into the test-piece. Out of plane defects such as surface breaking cracks
are therefore not detected since there is no thermal gradient across the crack faces. Lo-
calised heating by laser is a means of setting up in-plane heat diffusion and is considered
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in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Lock-in Thermography
Full field lock-in (continuous wave) thermography has been available as a commercial
product [14] since before modern sensor arrays; the equipment is often also capable of
pulse and pulse-phase thermography (Section 2.1.2). Lock-in thermography sees the body
of interest heated by an amplitude modulated source, typically a sinusoidal or square wave
from a lamp or defocused laser. The phase of the excitation is compared with the phase of
the radiative response at the test-piece surface, with defective regions typically exhibiting
increased phase lag (Figure 2.2). The response of the test-piece is typically captured
with an IR camera, and the temperature-time trace associated with each pixel is used to
calculate the respective pixel of a phase image. Phase images avoid the issue of non-
uniform emissivity which is a significant problem for magnitude-based measurements.
Lock-in thermography relies on exciting the test-piece with an amplitude modulated light
source of sufficiently high power to obtain an accurate phase calculation from the radia-
tive response. The instantaneous power requirement is low relative to short-pulse (flash)
thermography, though the continuous excitation tends to give a larger energy input over
the course of the inspection [15]. Care must be taken to capture only the IR radiated from
the test-piece and not IR from the excitation reflected in the test-piece since the reflection
reduces the perceived phase of the radiated response toward that of the excitation [16].
A lamp outputs a broad spectrum of light, and as such, much of the light is of higher
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Figure 2.2: Schematic showing phase lag of the radiative response between (solid line) sound and
(dashed line) defective regions under continuous wave excitation. Schematic by author.
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energies than the IR which typically provides the majority of the heating. Light of higher
energy than IR will overwhelm an IR detector if reflected into the detector, though the ger-
manium lens acts as a filter to frequencies higher than IR by absorbing or reflecting their
energy. By considered use of IR blocking filters such as glass or water, infrared content of
the otherwise broad-spectrum EM excitation can be removed to minimise IR reflections
(excitation then provided by visible light). Objects other than the test-piece which are also
excited can become significant emitters and generate additional IR reflections, making a
controlled working area a requirement for lock-in thermography.
The distance over which the thermal wave generated within the test-piece attenuates to
1/e1 of the initial amplitude is called the thermal diffusion length, µ. The thermal diffusion
length is calculated as follows:
µ =
√
k
piρc f
(2.1)
where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is density, c is specific heat capacity and f is fre-
quency. The depth to which the thermal waves penetrate is dependent on the modulation
frequency of the excitation, with penetration increasing with the inverse square root of
frequency. The frequency is typically chosen by consideration of the Bennet and Patty
curves (Figure 2.3), which plot normalised amplitude and phase as a function of defect
depth expressed in thermal diffusion lengths [5]. The modulation frequency is therefore
chosen to maximise the change in phase response caused by a thermal interface at the
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Figure 2.3: Bennet and Patty (a) amplitude and (b) phase response curves for continuous wave
excitation of the surface of a half-space. A thermal interface of thermal reflectivity coefficient Re
is located at normalised depth L/µ. Graphs calculated from Bennet and Patty equations [5].
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depth at which defects are thought to be located. It cannot be assumed that defects closer
to the surface than those targeted will also be detected as there exist ‘blind frequencies’
at which defects are not detected [17–19]. Further, since the Bennet and Patty curves are
derived from the one dimensional (half-space) case, significant three dimensional effects
can give unexpected defect responses [18], in some cases the phase response of a defect
even leading the bulk material (though the phase still lags behind the excitation). The low
modulation frequencies required for depth-penetration of several millimetres necessitates
a testing time on the order of seconds to minutes, the test being further extended should
the stable thermal oscillation after the initial rising sinusoid be desired. Over long testing
periods convective heat transfer can become significant, altering the radiative response
and adding complication to simulation [17].
2.1.2 Pulse Thermography
Pulsed thermography [20–22] utilises a short (flash) or sustained (long) pulse of optically
applied heat. The transient emission of infrared from the test-piece is monitored from the
same side from which the flash was applied, and compared to neighbouring regions or the
modelled defect-free response. In materials of high optical absorptivity, the photother-
mal conversion of the incident EM pulse upon the test-piece is limited to the surface and
extreme near-surface only. For a sufficiently short and high power pulsed excitation the
surface is heated rapidly, setting up a significant temperature gradient. Given no further
influence from the excitation, the propagation of the front of heat into the test-piece is
governed only by the thermal properties of the test-piece. Increases in thermal impedance
slow the propagation of the heat-front into the body, causing a ‘pooling’ of heat on one
side of the defect and thereby reducing the rate of cooling at the surface above the defect.
Uniform excitation of the test-piece is desired; local changes in optical absorptivity or re-
flectivity reduce the accuracy with which the subsurface thermal diffusion can be inferred
from the radiation observed at the sample surface.
The short and long pulse equivalents to the continuous wave Bennet and Patty curves [5]
were derived by Lau, Almond and Patel [8, 22] and provide a simple means of predicting
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the radiative response. Given the greater practicality of short pulse excitation, long pulse
is not considered further in this Thesis. The analytical one dimensional solution for the
temperature rise due to short pulse heating is [8, 22]:
T (x = 0, t) =
Io
4
√
piρckt
1 + 2 ∞∑
n=1
Rnee
−n2L2
αt
 (2.2)
The first term in Equation 2.2 (i.e., the fraction before the square brackets) describes
the defect-free (half-space) radiative response, comprising the material constants ρ, c, k
(density, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity respectively) and excitation power
(I0). The part of Equation 2.2 in square brackets represents the sum of the reflections
between the half-space surface and a buried thermal interface, where Re is the reflection
coefficient, L is the depth at which the thermal interface is buried, and α = k/ρc. For
the half-space case without thermal interfaces (i.e., R = 0) the part of the equation in
square brackets is equal to unity, forcing no deviation from the t−0.5 dependence. It is
therefore convenient to plot temperature as a function of time in log scaling, such that
the decay is represented by a straight line. The presence of a defect causes an easily
identified deviation from the expected decay, with deeper defects causing deviation from
the expected decay at later times (Figure 2.4(a)). Given the highly attenuative nature of
heat diffusion, the detectability of a defect is a strong function of defect-depth (Figure
2.4(b)). Further, three dimensional heat diffusion limits the resolution of deep defects.
The sensitivity of optical flash thermography is therefore best expressed as a material-
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of log-log temperature decays for pulsed optical thermography. Tem-
perature traces are given for sound (solid line) and defects at increasing depths (dashed lines). (b)
Schematic log-log temperature traces of contrast between reference (sound) area and defects at
three increasing depths. Both Figures adapted from Almond, Lau and Patel [8, 22].
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specific defect diameter/depth ratio, and is conveniently determined by use of test-pieces
with flat-bottomed holes at various depths [23].
Emissivity is an important parameter for surface finish which if insufficient to give ade-
quate radiation necessitates artificially increasing emissivity by coating the surface in a
thin layer of a high emissivity substance such as black paint. Local variation in emissiv-
ity gives a non-uniform response to the transient thermal phenomena, which can make
interpreting the subsequent thermal images during excitation of the test-piece difficult.
The intensity of IR radiated from a surface is linearly proportional to the emissivity and
proportional to the fourth-power of absolute temperature (Stefan Boltzmann grey body
law, [24]), but limits on energy input to avoid damage to the specimen and difficulty in
applying large energy inputs (primarily due to the size of the equipment) usually make it
more practical to artificially increase emissivity than the power with which the specimen
is excited.
To analytically model the heat diffusion after Dirac pulse heating the excitation can be
thought of in terms of the superposition of multiple continuous wave excitations with an
excitation duration which tends to zero [8]. Short pulse excitation from a flash lamp ide-
ally consists of a broad spectrum of thermal wavelengths deposited on the surface of the
test-piece near-instantaneously, which unlike lock-in thermography (Section 2.1.1) does
not allow control over penetration depth. However, short pulse thermography has the ad-
vantage over lock-in thermography that there are no ‘blind frequencies’ which may hide
defects close to the surface whilst deeper defects are detected (Section 2.1.1). Flash ex-
citation gives an effective thermal diffusion length (1/e1 length) of µe = 2
√
αt, where α
is thermal diffusivity and t is time after excitation. The broad spectrum that constitutes
the pulse contains sufficient (and varied) low-frequency components to get the subsurface
penetration necessary to resolve defects at a range of depths. Given the ideal excitation
is a Dirac pulse, the afterglow of the flash-lamp excitation becomes a considerable fac-
tor. Ringermacher et al [25] have an electronic means of reducing lamp afterglow, and
a similar device is commercially available from Thermal Wave Imaging, Inc. [26]. With
de-focused laser excitation afterglow is not a problem, though less area can be heated per
inspection than is possible with flash tubes.
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In pulse thermography the infrared video is typically reviewed with minimal image pro-
cessing. It is standard practice to subtract an average of pre-excitation frames from each
frame of the video in order to give a ‘dark-field’ video showing only the transient thermal
phenomena during the inspection. Further improvements can be achieved with temporal
or spatial processing to smooth or enhance features, though viewing the video a single
frame at a time limits the usefulness of the temporal information. An alternative pro-
cessing method which has proven itself powerful is thermal wave signal reconstruction
(TWSR) [27]. In TWSR a polynomial fit of the temperature-time trace for each pixel
is found in log-space (i.e., log temperature versus log time) to permit accurate tempo-
ral differentiation. The second temporal derivative of the polynomial fit is particularly
useful for identification of the time at which deviation from the expected t−0.5 decay oc-
curs, which combined with knowledge of the thermal properties allows maps of thickness
or defect depth to be calculated. Another processing method which capitalises on the
available temporal information is pulse-phase (PP) thermography [28], a method which is
particularly popular with companies and Universities in the United States. PP uses a fast
Fourier transform to convert time domain information into the frequency domain. The
temporal content of the temperature-time trace associated with each pixel is converted to
a frequency spectrum by use of a fast-Fourier transform to identify the presence of the
frequency components which typify defects. This process forms phase images similar
to those found by lock-in (continuous-wave) thermography, with the same advantage of
independence of emissivity.
2.1.3 Laser-spot Thermography
Laser-spot thermography in the modern guise can be traced back at least as far as Ku-
biak’s work of the late 1960s [29]. Kubiak’s setup of a continuous optical source was
configured with a detection spot either on the heated spot or some distance away (Figure
2.5). Kubiak moved the excitation and detection spots continuously across the sample
together which is known as a ‘flying spot’ inspection (Figure 2.6(a)), as opposed to tests
in which the excitation and detection spots are stationary relative to the test-piece (Figure
2.6(b)). The optical excitation was filtered to wavelengths below three microns, whilst
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the single element detector was sensitive to wavelengths above five microns, therefore
receiving infrared only radiometrically, not by reflection. By offsetting the excitation and
detection spots a measure of the thermal impedance between the spots is gained. By set-
ting the detection spot upon the heating spot a measure of the speed of diffusion of heat
away from the spot is gained, a rise in the received infrared indicating an increase in ther-
mal impedance somewhat perpendicular to the three dimensional heat diffusion. Notably,
in scanning across a crack with the excitation and detection spots coincident, Kubiak ob-
serves increased radiometric response with the spots upon the crack, a phenomenon not
predicted by conductive modelling. Kubiak explains this as perhaps an artefact of “...the
resolution of the heat source and radiometer spots... [being] of finite size and therefore
some averaging is achieved” and “...high scanning rates have a tendency to smear the
temperature profile”. We now believe this to be a black body effect, the crack acting as a
near perfect emitter (i.e., emissivity coefficient near unity). This is consistent with the ob-
servations of a passive radiometric study by Kaufman and Choudhury [30]. Kubiak used
a xenon arc lamp in his initial study, but concluded that a continuous wave laser would
give higher sensitivities. Later studies by Kaufman et al [31], Wang et al [32, 33] and
Shiratori et al [34] in the late 1980s/1990s and Krapez et al [35, 36] around 2000 realised
this configuration. Notably, Hartikainen et al (1990) [37] and Bodnar et al (1993) [38–40]
synchronised line-scanning cameras to the flying spot to achieve rapid imaging. Similar
systems with amplitude modulated excitation were realised by Kaufman [31], Boccara
and Guitonney et al [41, 42].
Simultaneous to the use of radiometric detectors (and later, line-scanning cameras), in the
late 1970s through the 1980s there were published a number of laser-excited thermal stud-
ies using photoacoustic spectroscopy [2,3] (also known as photoacoustic microscopy [44],
optoacoustics [45] or simply ‘gas cells’ [4]). Given that such studies are limited to AC
stimulus and relatively small and flat test-pieces that fit inside the gas cells, photoacoustic
emission is difficult to employ industrially. It was later shown by Grice et al that a higher
sensitivity was achieved by use of the mirage effect [4], and shown by LePoutre et al that
the mirage effect allowed defect characterisation [43]. The mirage effect is measured by
use of a probe laser parallel to the surface of the test-piece [46]. The beam is deflected
by the local change in refractive index of the air above the heated spot (Figure 2.7), the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the equipment used by Kubiak, adapted from Kubiak [29].
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of (a) ‘flying’ laser-spot whereby the laser outputs continuously whilst
the laser is moved across the sample, and (b) raster of short-pulse laser-spot inspections with the
laser stationary for the duration of each pulse. Schematic by author.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the mirage effect, adapted from LePoutre [43].
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refractive index varying as a function of the local surface temperature. Like photoacoustic
emission, the mirage effect tends also to be employed with AC stimulus, though without
the requirement to enclose the test-piece. The convenience and improved sensitivities of
radiometric detectors and thermal cameras now make use of photoacoustic transmission
and the mirage effect rare.
Modern thermal cameras allow full field observation of the transient heat diffusion dur-
ing and after laser-excitation. Contemporary industrial semiconductor lasers usually em-
ployed for plastic welding allow for continuous wave excitation from milliseconds through
to seconds at powers of up to kilowatts, though for a 2 mm diameter spot a typical power
that should not damage metal specimens is ≈20-25 Watts [47]. Kephart et al [48] and
Schlichting et al [49] both employ similar setups of laser and camera with a stationary
laser pulse (Figure 2.6(b)) on the order of seconds. Kephart used up to 60 second pulses
at 2 Watts for stainless steel and 10 seconds at 9 Watts for aluminium, and considered full
field differentiation of the dark-field (pre-excitation subtracted) frames. After a signifi-
cant period with the laser on, the heat diffusion reached the cracks and set up a thermal
gradient which the differentiated frames show. Schlichting used 2 second pulses of 25
Watts and compared the temperatures at equidistant regions from the spot for compar-
ative heat flow. Schlichting also showed the ability to characterise the depths of long
spark eroded notches. Weekes and Li [50, 51] employed similar spatial differential (i.e.,
edge detection) processing to Shiratori [34] and Kephart [48], though unlike Shiratori’s
flying spot or Kephart’s use of a stationary long pulse, Weekes and Li used a stationary
short pulse of 21 Watts for 50 milliseconds. Further, Weekes and Li combined the results
from automated rasters of laser locations (Figure 2.6(b)) to form a composite image of
the full defect. Burrows et al [52] used both semiconductor lasers and gas lasers, showing
detection not only of cracks but also corrosion. Burrows et al also performed crack de-
tection by capturing the ultrasound generated by a Q-switched laser with non-contacting
electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs), trialled for combined use with laser-spot
thermography.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of thermosonic inspection of a beam specimen. Schematic by author.
2.2 Thermosonic Inspection
Thermosonic inspection (also known as sonic-IR) sees a test-piece excited by high power
vibration to cause defects to damp the vibrational energy into heat which is then imaged.
In its contemporary guise (Figure 2.8), an ultrasonic impacting horn with a focusing tip
is pressed against the test-piece or the test-piece retention with a static force and cycled
to excite the test-piece with high-power ultrasonic waves to create a strain field. Whilst
the horn induces strain of the test-piece, damping introduced by defects causes conver-
sion of strain energy into localised heat concentrations. Heat conducted to the surface is
radiated as photons primarily in the infrared regime, detected with an infrared camera.
Known research into thermal imaging of defects from a vibrational input has been tak-
ing place since 1979 [53, 54], the earliest reported examples utilising analogue cameras
with sensitivity an order of magnitude below what is now available. Thermal imaging
of defects by high-power vibrational excitation evolved from fatigue testing in which the
test-piece is subject to high cyclic stress. To generate high cyclic stress requires large
machinery which is limited in frequency to the order of tens to hundreds of cycles per
second. Pye and Adams [55, 56] observed that inspection of materials of low thermal
conductivity is possible with a reduced forcing requirement if the system is at resonance,
and concluded cracks of 28 mm in carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) and <14 mm
in glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) are detectable with a vibrator tuned to system
resonance. Mignogna et al [54, 57] utilised short-pulse, high-power ultrasound akin to
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the modern pulsed technique in the inspection of material properties in metals during
tensile loading. Henneke et al [53, 58] reported delamination detection in composites for
both high-amplitude, low-frequency and low-amplitude, high-frequency experiments. Re-
search was limited by the technology available; thermal cameras were sizeable, required
liquid-nitrogen cooling and had considerable start-up times. Observed temperature rises
were on the order of degrees to tens of degrees, the inspection causing significant plastic
deformation and unquestionably destructive.
By the mid 1990s significant improvements in thermal cameras reignited interest in ultra-
sonically excited thermographic inspection, with Busse, Rantala, Zweschper et al [59–63]
of the University of Stuttgart performing ultrasonic lock-in thermography (ULT). In 2000
Favro et al [64–68] of Wayne State University, Detroit, popularised use of transient exci-
tation provided by a short, high-power pulse from an off-the-shelf plastic welding horn.
Also in 2000 Almond et al [69] compared the performance of a variety of thermographic
methods applied to impact-damaged CFRP panels and found only lock-in ultrasonic ex-
citation identified defects from the impacted side of the panel, creating further interest
in the method. Owing to the various laboratories investigating NDE by thermal imag-
ing of an ultrasonically excited test-piece the method is also known variously as ‘vibro-
thermography’ or ‘sonic IR’, though it is hereon referred to as ‘thermosonic inspection’
or ‘thermosonics’.
The horn causes defects to generate heat primarily by frictional rubbing of defect faces,
though localised temperature rises by viscoelastic damping or structural dissipation can
also occur [70]. The horn creates a single frequency typically in the range 20-40 kHz,
though the non-linear (non-rigid) coupling between the horn and test-piece creates a
broadband vibrational response in the test-piece [71–76]. Thus, the strain field induced
in the test-piece is the superposition of resonant strain fields excited by the chaotic vibra-
tional input. Each individual resonant strain field comprises a continuum of local strains
between nodal and antinodal regions, corresponding to zero strain energy and maximal
strain energy respectively. In order for defects to damp strain energy into heat they must
therefore occupy non-nodal regions, which for damping by frictional rubbing or clapping
of the defect faces requires relative displacement of the crack faces sufficient for the crack
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faces to meet. Further, for pre-stressed cracks to generate heat by friction they must ex-
perience sufficient forcing that the crack faces are freed to move relative to one another.
Large defects may not be closed over their entirety, but will be closed at the extremities
and thus heat will be generated frictionally where the parted faces are sufficiently close
to meet under vibrational displacement. A short study on the effect of crack closure of a
through-crack in aluminium was undertaken by Lu et al [77], showing the heat generated
by the crack to be reduced significantly by putting the crack in compression. The effect
of tensional three-point loading has been shown by Renshaw et al [78] to change the lo-
cations of heat generation, with heat generation moving towards the crack tips as loading
is increased and cessation of heating in the central region of the crack.
High frequency excitation increases the rate of defect heating [79] whilst minimising ther-
moelastic standing-wave effects [70]. Thermoelasticity refers to the propensity of com-
pressed volumes of material to become hotter and volumes in tension to become cooler;
heat-flow across the temperature gradient causes the energy exchange process to be ir-
reversible and thus introduces damping. Thermoelastic standing-wave effects have the
potential to cause false calls of defect detection at stress concentrations, but have been
shown to be negligible above 20 kHz by Rothenfusser and Homma et al [70,80]. Heating
at crack tips due to tip-plasticity hysteresis has been identified by Rothenfusser, though
the extent of this effect is difficult to quantify. Though hysteretic heating from crack-tip
plasticity is identifiable in special cases, the dominant means of heat generation appears
to be frictional [81]. Given the diffuse nature of thermal waves, subsurface heat genera-
tion typically contributes less to surface temperature than any heat generated at the sur-
face, though significant subsurface heating effects have been identified by Morbidini [79].
Multiple mode excitation is beneficial for confidence that crack faces at any location on
the inspected part have some relative deflection component which will cause frictional
heating. The cause of broadband ‘acoustic chaos’ and resulting increased detectability
has been demonstrated and modelled by Han et al [71–76], who detail the unpredictable
and transient frequency content consisting of harmonics and sub-harmonics of the funda-
mental horn frequency. Han has shown acoustic chaos to decrease the power requirement
for an equivalent defect temperature rise to a non-chaotic inspection [73].
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The acoustic horn is typically an off-the-shelf welding horn with a nominal power rating
of around 1-3 kW, though it can be powered at a fraction of the nominal power. Of the
power supplied to the horn only a fraction is converted to vibration of the test-piece,
Dillenz et al finding 10-200 W of acoustic power is typically injected into the sample
from 2 kW supplied to the horn [82]. It is suspected that the primary energy-loss is to
heating of the horn-tip, with temperature rises of over 55◦ C observed in a medium-power
inspection [83] (≈400W electrical supplied to horn [84]). Excitation is typically a simple
tone-pulse of 50 ms to 1 sec, though this is varied depending on test-piece, apparatus and
operator preference. Mechanical damage to the test-piece surface by the horn is avoided
by use of a heavy tape or Teflon as coupling between the horn-tip and test-piece, which
also helps insulate the test-piece from the heat of the horn-tip.
Amplitude modulation of the ultrasonic excitation allows lock-in analysis of the ther-
mal response at the modulation frequency, reducing data considerably by outputting a
single phase and amplitude image [59–63]. The phase image shows only variations in
the phase-response, and by virtue of the integrating action of the fast Fourier transform
the phase image is of low noise. Unlike a raw thermal image, the phase image is in-
sensitive to surface emissivity and local variation in ultrasonic power (assuming adequate
strain for defects to fricationally generate heat is induced throughout the specimen). How-
ever, coupling variation distorts the desired sinusoidal (or square wave, etc) input and is
detrimental to lock-in thermosonic inspection. Furthermore, lock-in excitation can allow
standing-wave heat effects to become the dominating means of energy dissipation, which
can obscure genuine defect signatures and give false calls at anti-nodes. A means of avoid-
ing standing-wave patterns and reducing the coupling variability associated with lock-in
thermosonics is detailed by Zweschper et al [63,85] as frequency modulated ultasonic ex-
citation. Low-frequency amplitude modulation of a monotonic signal is substituted with
low-frequency amplitude modulation of a high frequency sweep, allowing lock-in to be
performed in the usual manner but with a variable frequency input from the horn. A fre-
quency sweep of 15-25 kHz is performed at up to 100 Hz, and amplitude modulated at the
lock-in frequency. An alternative solution for the standing-wave and coupling variation
problems of ULT is ultrasound sweep thermography (UST), and was also developed by
Zweschper et al [85] and Gleiter et al [86]. A single sweep between two high frequen-
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cies spanning multiple system resonances gives an ‘acousto-thermal’ spectrum for each
pixel. Whilst undamaged regions show a flat frequency response, crack resonances cause
peaks in the acousto-thermal spectrum. High quality-factor materials such as metals give
very pronounced spikes whilst low quality-factor composites give a broader, flatter reso-
nance characteristic. By smoothing the data and taking the first derivative with respect to
frequency Gleiter demonstrates low-noise dark-field images of defects in steel and com-
posites.
An alternative excitation to lock-in that gives phase and amplitude images is ultrasound
burst phase thermography (UBP), reported by Dillenz and Zweschper et al [63,82,85,87].
In UBP the thermal response to a pulsed excitation of 100 ms to several seconds of ultra-
sound is processed in the frequency domain to find the weight of frequency components
in the frequency range characteristic of defects. The tone-pulse must be sufficiently long
to excite low-frequency thermal-wave components responsible for detecting subsurface
defects, and of a higher ultrasonic power than is required for lock-in thermsonics. UBP is
similar to optically-excited pulse-phase thermography in processing [28], though the de-
fect acts as a spontaneous generator of heat rather than a thermal impedance from which
thermal-wave interferometry can be performed. Despite the potential advantages of UBP,
pulsed or lock-in thermosonics are usually chosen because of their comparative simplicity
in implementation and satisfactory performance.
Utilisation of a tunable piezo-electric stack below resonance (1-20 kHz) has been reported
by Holland [88], allowing broadband sweep excitation of the horn rather than relying on
contact non-linearity to convert a single fundamental into a broadband vibration field. The
tuneable stack can also be used with a configurable narrow-band signal to target particular
system resonances and shows particular delaminations in a thermal barrier coating that
are not detected by neighbouring frequencies. With the low-power tuneable stack Holland
still experienced some of the non-linearity observed by others with a conventional welding
horn, though his tests appear largely repeatable.
Whilst the results from thermosonic inspection in laboratories have been favourable, in-
dustrial implementation has been slowed by concern over the possibility of crack prop-
agation under high power ultrasonic excitation. Chen et al [89, 90] have shown the rate
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of crack-growth during thermosonic testing to be related to the load history of the ma-
terial by the stress intensity factor. This relationship is a consequence of the creation
of increased plasticised regions at the crack tips and the overall crack topology in sam-
ples grown with a high stress intensity factor, which increases the energy requirement for
further crack propagation. All testing by Chen et al was performed at high power with
the samples isolated on Nylon bolts, and they did not seek to establish whether a low-
power inspection would cease crack propagation altogether. Work has been performed
by Barden and Morbidini et al [83, 91] showing that considerably lower powers than the
nominal rating of the welding horn can be employed in pulse thermosonic inspection of
both composites and metals, notably with 1 W found adequate for detection of delamina-
tion damage in CFRP. Lock-in amplitude modulation of the excitation is often employed
in active thermal methods to reduce the instantaneous energy requirement (i.e., reduce ex-
citation power), however, for thermosonic inspection there is a minimum dynamic strain
below which defects fail to generate heat. In metals this threshold strain may be around
15 µ [79], though in composite materials the threshold is lower. Krapez et al [92] have
demonstrated very low power thermosonic inspection of composite plates, using ≤15 W
and typically <1 W lock-in thermosonic inspection by exciting propagating Lamb-waves
up to 200 kHz from small piezoelectric transducers clamped or adhered to the test-piece.
The method used by Krapez et al is found to be extremely dependent on the excitation
frequency, necessitating testing at multiple frequencies if low-power excitation is main-
tained (higher power excitation somewhat compensates for the lower efficiency of heating
at non-optimal excitation frequencies).
The Heating Index
In thermosonic inspection, vibrational excitation of the test-piece is converted to heat
which indicates the presence of defects. The heating index [79, 91, 93] is a quantitative
empirical measure of the excitation, which can be calibrated to validate thermosonic in-
spections. When no defects are detected it is possible that the test-piece has no defects,
or merely that the excitation was not sufficient to cause heat generation by the defects.
Since the chaotic excitation of the test-piece by the welding horn precludes equivalence
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of repeated inspections, a metric based on the observed vibration is the best criteria avail-
able for validation of the excitation. Forming such a metric gives a high dependency on
standardising the inspection variables such as exciter position, clamping condition and
excitation measurement location. Further, a large number of samples with and without
representative target defects are required in order to calibrate the heating index to the ob-
served temperature rise and determine the sensitivity limit. However, without a measure
of the excitation such as the heating index thermosonics cannot be performed as the sole
inspection of a component to a high confidence.
To form the heating index, first the energy index must be calculated to give a measure of
the instantaneous power in the vibrating system which may be damped by the presence of
a defect. Strain data can be acquired with a strain gauge to give a direct measure of strain,
or for convenience out of plane velocity can be recorded with a laser-Doppler vibrometer
or high-range acoustic microphone. The energy dissipated by a crack under ultrasonic
excitation is observed to be proportional to the strain squared or the out of plane velocity
squared [70,79,91,93], and assuming a constant amplitude of deflection the rate of energy
dissipation is proportional to the frequency. The power dissipated by a crack under vibra-
tional excitation is therefore proportional to the strain squared and frequency, and a crack
damping factor which is specific to each crack and is both a function of strain amplitude
and frequency. The excitation is broadband and each frequency has a specific vibrational
mode, hence most modes should be detected irrespective of the exact positioning of the
measurement location. I.e., whilst specific vibrational modes may be nodal at the crack or
the measurement locations, the gross heating effect of the combined modes is observed to
be consistent with that predicted from the recorded excitation. However, complex geome-
tries (especially those with changing sections) can exhibit locally increased or decreased
strain amplitude [16], so the measurement position should be standardised. In beam speci-
mens the flexural bending modes are simple to predict, but frequency response and modal
mapping may be required to increase confidence when inspecting complex geometries.
Use of a high-range microphone also requires consideration of measurement location;
a microphone located in the far-field receives a gross response from the test-piece and
exciter whilst a microphone in the near-field receives a response which emphasizes the
vibration local to the microphone. Further, a microphone has a directional response that
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is frequency dependent (i.e., it is less sensitive to high frequencies at large angles of in-
cidence). Placement of the microphone will therefore not only alter the magnitude of the
microphone output, but also the frequency content.
Once captured, successive short-time windows of the vibration record are considered from
which frequency data for each time-incremented window is calculated. It has been shown
by Morbidini that for small cracks the damping factor can be approximated as constant
for all frequencies and amplitudes, allowing a simple formulation which is proportional
to the instantaneous vibrational power in the structure available to be damped into heat by
the presence of a crack:
EI(t) =
N∑
i
2i
fi
f0
(2.3)
where EI is the energy index,  is strain, f is frequency, and f0 is the fundamental fre-
quency of the exciter. The energy index sums the heating contributions from the broad-
band spectrum of frequencies present in the test-piece to form a single term for each
window of the captured strain data. The term fif0 arbitrarily weights the frequencies rel-
ative to the exciting frequency to account for the increased rate of heating from higher
frequencies.
The energy index gives an instantaneous measure of the power in the system which may
be converted to heat by a defect, but does not take account of the build-up of heat from
previous conversion of strain energy to thermal energy. An amalgamated measure of the
material and crack thermal properties is taken by considering the temperature decay of
a defect after the excitation is turned off (Figure 2.9). The decay is seen to not follow
a standard analytical function, but rather displays two exponential decays, a fast early
decay followed by a slower late decay. The early decay is attributed to the generation
of heat by the crack at the surface which is readily detected by the thermal camera and
quickly diffuses into the bulk of the material. Heat generated subsurface has to diffuse to
the surface in order to be detected, giving rise to a later detection and slower decay.
The energy index is transformed into the heating index by means of convolution with an
exponential decay representing the early regime fast thermal decay. The heating index is
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Figure 2.9: Curve-fitting of the thermal decay exhibited by a thermosonically excited defect,
decomposition into a fast early decay and a late slow decay [79]. The heating index considers the
first decay constant only.
formed thus:
HI(τ) =
∫ τ
0
EI(t)es(t−τ)dt (2.4)
where HI(τ) is the heating index, t and τ are time and the dummy time integration variable
respectively and s is the calibrated decay constant. The heating index neglects the late
decay regime because the fast decay occurs earlier and dominates the observed transient
temperatures. Given that the heating index approximates heat generation at the surface or
near-surface only, it is assumed to correlate most strongly with the heating observed for
shallow cracks. A loss of accuracy in correlation for larger cracks is acceptable, given
that larger cracks are easier to detect.
Figure 2.10 shows three successive inspections on the same test-piece. Variation between
inspections was maximised by altering the horn location and the static force of the horn on
the test-piece between each run. The test-piece in this case was a nickel-superalloy beam
with an 8 mm long ‘half-penny’ shaped fatigue crack, the strain recorded with a strain
gauge on the rear of the sample opposite the crack. In each case the strain record (row 1)
is observed to be different to that in subsequent runs; a relatively stable excitation is seen
in run 1, with sudden reductions in excitation in runs 2 and 3. The frequency content (row
2) is also seen to vary, with stronger frequency components around 80 kHz observed in
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runs 2 and 3. The energy index (row 3) emphasises the higher frequency components and
strain amplitudes, with the peak vibration of the sample in run 3 now clearly greater than
that in run 2, and the peak vibration of run 2 greater than that in run 1. The time at which
the peak vibration is observed in each run also varies. Row 4 shows the observed heating
(red line) and calculated heating index (blue line) for each run. The shape of the observed
heating trace corresponds well with the heating index in each run, showing the heating
index is quite robust in calculation from both relatively stable and more chaotic vibration
records. The same scale factor has been applied to the heating index in each of the three
runs such that the heating index and observed heating could be plotted on the same axis;
in each case we observe roughly a one-to-one correspondence between the peak heating
index and the peak temperature rise.
Figure 2.11 shows a typical plot of peak heating index (HIMAX) against peak temperature
rise (TMAX) for a number of repeat inspections. It is observed that there is an approxi-
mately linear relationship between HIMAX and TMAX. However, where the peak heating
index was low the defect did not generate adequate heating to be detected by the thermal
camera. The heat generated by a defect must exceed the sensitivity limit of the camera
for the defect to be detected, the limit here indicated by a dashed red line. Smaller defects
tend to generate less heat for a given excitation, and so the threshold value of peak heat-
ing index for an acceptable thermosonic inspection should be set by finding at what value
of HIMAX it is reasonable to expect detection of the required defect size, then applying
a safety factor. This procedure should be repeated for a library of real defects since the
damping characteristics of cracks are also observed to vary with depth and specific mor-
phological factors such as pre-stress. The ratio of observed maximum temperature rise to
maximum heating index is called the thermosonic efficiency (TE), i.e.:
Thermosonic Efficiency =
TMAX
HIMAX
(2.5)
The thermosonic efficiency is equal to the gradient of the best-fit line in the peak heating
index versus peak temperature rise plot (here constrained to pass through the origin), and
gives a measure of the propensity of the defects to create heat from a given vibrational
excitation. Thermosonic efficiency is therefore a useful quantity for determining the de-
tectability of defects irrespective of the specific thermosonic system (neglecting camera
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Figure 2.10: Calculation of the heating index in three successive thermosonic tests (a)-(c). Row
1, strain records; Row 2, frequency content of strain records; Row 3, energy index; Row 4, tem-
perature rise (red line) and heating index (blue line). Data captured and processed by author in
accordance with work of Morbidini [79, 91, 93].
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Figure 2.11: Peak temperature rise versus peak heating index for repeated thermosonic inspec-
tions of a fatigue crack. The thermosonic efficiency is given by the slope of the best-fit line. The
sensitivity limit of the thermal camera is represented by the red dashed line. Data captured and
processed by author in accordance with work of Morbidini [79, 91, 93].
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sensitivity). Therefore, by considering thermosonic efficiency before and after a process is
performed on a sample, the change in detectability can also be found. It is in this manner
that the effects of crack opening and cracks buried under coatings are studied in Chapter
3.
2.3 Eddy-Current Induced Thermography
Eddy-current induced thermography (eddytherm) is an active thermal method in which
a current is induced in an electrically conductive (i.e., typically metal) member by an
electrical wire or coil. Schematics of induced current flow from a linear conductor and an
example coil configuration which acts similarly to multiple linear conductors for greater
uniformity of induced current are given in Figure 2.12. The induced current causes Ohmic
heating in accordance with Joule’s first law, and in ferromagnetic metals there may be
additional heating from magnetic hysteresis. A metal member within a magnetic field
of uniform flux density will exhibit broadly uniform heating in the absence of defects;
the presence of defects divert the induced flow of current leading to localised variation in
current density and thus variation in the associated heating. The distribution of heat on
the surface of the member is observed with a thermal camera.
Like the other active thermographic methods, the principles of eddy-current induced ther-
mography were established long before the technology to conveniently perform the in-
spection existed. For example, the Patent of Sielicki [94] granted in 1962 describes an
induction system with a single element infrared detector which produces a thermal line-
scan of the inspected weld on an oscilloscope. A similar system using a line-scanning
thermal camera is detailed by Kremer [95] in 1984 for detection of longitudinal cracks
in steel billet manufacture. It is worth noting that the Joule heating for thermal inspec-
tion of metal members need not be induced with a coil; Joule heating can be induced
by direct application of electrodes to the specimen, though this is both less convenient
than use of a coil, and can damage the surface at the electrode contacts. Sakagami and
Ogura [96] showed full frame thermal imaging resembling the modern eddytherm output
using Joule heating by the direct application of current to a notched steel plate in 1994.
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A similar configuration with a modern thermal camera was demonstrated by Benzerrouk
and Ludwig [97] for the detection of defects in powder-metallic compacts. The phenom-
ena of current flow diverted by a crack was taken to a logical extreme by Finkel et al [98]
who employed a high current perpendicular to the crack to cause localised melting at the
crack tips for crack-healing. The directly injected current was supplemented by an ex-
ternal magnetic field parallel to the crack, required to control the melt-pool in fusing of
the crack faces. An early system which approximates a typical contemporary eddytherm
system was demonstrated by Shiratori et al in 1990 [34]. Shiratori’s system used a full
field camera (4 bit capture, 100 mK NETD, 100 lines of 256 dots/line, 20 fps) and de-
tected a 4 mm fatigue crack in a compact tension specimen (though the parent material,
the excitation frequency and the power to the coil are not given).
In an eddytherm inspection, the induced current is ideally perpendicular to the crack such
 
Primary current 
Induced current 
(a)
 
Induced current 
Primary current 
(b)
Figure 2.12: Schematics of (a) linear conductor, (b) coil acting as multiple parallel linear conduc-
tors to increase uniformity of induced current. Schematics by author.
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that the current must take a protracted route around or under the crack. The greater the di-
version of current flow, the greater the current density at the crack tips (and as follows, the
lower the current density local to the crack faces). This ideal orientation of the crack rel-
ative to the electric field is analogous to that in alternating current potential drop (ACPD)
and alternating current field measurement (ACFM) [99–101]. These methods were devel-
oped for crack characterisation in fracture mechanics testing, and notably ACPD is not
practical as a detection technique. In ACPD, current is injected either side of a crack and a
voltage probe scanned across the surface of the test-piece, the observed electric field dis-
tribution then compared to theoretical solutions to allow defect characterisation. ACFM
has two variations: contacting and non-contacting. The contacting configuration relies
on a directly injected current as used in ACPD, the non-contacting configuration using
induced current flow from a coil similar to that used in eddytherm. In ACFM it is the
secondary magnetic field that is detected; the non-uniformity of the electric field causes
non-uniformity of the magnetic field above the surface of the specimen, which is detected
by orthogonal search coils. Although ACFM was developed for non-contact defect sizing,
it was also found convenient for detection of discontinuities in welds [100].
Eddytherm is more analogous to ACPD since it is the heat byproduct of the electric field
which is observed, also making ACPD and eddytherm more simple to model. Eddytherm
has the advantages of being non-contacting and yielding rapid, full frame imaging of a
much higher spatial resolution. However, since the magnetic field has minimal interac-
tion with non-magnetic materials, ACFM is capable of inspection through up to 10 mm
of non-conductive coating [102] whilst use of thermal methods to detect defects through
thick coatings is not possible due to the attenuative and diffusive nature of heat propa-
gation. Further, ACFM can be performed underwater, whilst thermal methods cannot be
performed underwater since water is highly absorptive of infrared.
The current induced in the test-piece is AC, which causes the current density to decay
exponentially with depth. In a half-space member the electromagnetic skin depth is cal-
culated as follows:
δe =
√
ρe
piµ0µr f
(2.6)
where δe is the electromagnetic skin depth, ρe is the resistivity, µ0 is the permeability of
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free space, µr is the relative permeability of the material and f is frequency. Equation 2.6
is analogous to the optical lock-in case in Equation 2.1. The electromagnetic skin depth
as a function of frequency is given for various metals in Figure 2.13. ACPD and ACFM
systems are commercially available with excitation frequencies of 5 kHz for use with
magnetic metals and 50 kHz for use with non-magnetic metals [102], corresponding to
skin depths of approximately 0.1 mm in steel, 0.4 mm in aluminium, 3.0 mm in titanium
and 2.3 mm in Inconel. Eddytherm is typically performed at 50-500 kHz, giving a smaller
skin depth than is typical of ACPD and ACFM.
Vrana et al [106] and Wilson et al [105] identify two modes by which current is diverted
by the presence of a crack: the slot mode and the notch mode. The slot mode is repre-
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Figure 2.13: Electromagnetic skin depth as a function of frequency for titanium 6AL-4V, Inconel
600, stainless steel 316, aluminium, medium carbon steel SAE 1045 and cast iron. Dashed line
at 210 kHz indicates typical eddytherm operating frequency employed in this Thesis. Values of
electrical conductivity and relative permeability from Paul [103] and Netzelmann [104].
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of eddytherm slot and notch modes of heat generation [105].
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sentative of a through-slot of finite length, which allows diversion of current around the
defect only (Figure 2.14(a)). The notch mode is representative of a crack which extends
to infinity in the longitudinal defect direction but has a finite depth that allows ‘tunnel-
ing’ of current under the defect only (Figure 2.14(b)). In the slot mode there is increased
current density at the slot tips and reduced current density at the centre of the slot. In the
notch mode there is an increase in current density at the bottom of the notch. Heating at
the crack tips is therefore understood in terms of the slot mode and heating along the full
crack length in terms of the notch mode. Depending on the frequency of the electical field
and the material properties it may be valid to consider one mode only, or a combination of
both modes. At a typical eddytherm inspection frequency of 200 kHz the flow of current
in ferromagnetic metals is limited to the extreme near-surface, the current therefore flow-
ing primarily around the defect in the through-slot mode. In non-magnetic metals the skin
depth is on the order of approximately 10-100 times greater than for ferromagnetic metals,
making the crack depth a significant factor and therefore potentially requiring considera-
tion of the notch mode. The notch mode has been extensively explored and modelled by
Tranta et al [107–110], primarily for the application of longitudinal cracks in steel wires.
In this case the induced current cannot flow around the defect at the surface of the wire,
causing cracks to be seen only as regions of increased heating. The effect of crack depth
on 10 mm slots (saw-cuts) in steel has been reported on by Walle and Netzelmann [111],
ultimately showing deviation from the modelled notch mode for crack depths greater than
0.8 mm. In this Thesis all samples have short fatigue cracks only and are not limited to
ferromagnetic metals (i.e., steel), necessitating consideration of both modes.
A crack is generally considered as electrically non-conductive since the crack faces tend
to have limited contact and the high electrical impedance of the oxides which grow on the
crack faces permit minimal electrical conduction. However, during eddytherm inspection
isolated hot spots along the length of some cracks have been observed, believed to be
caused by small contacting areas between the crack faces. Such contacting areas provide a
short-circuit of the otherwise protracted current path around the defect, causing significant
heating local to the contact patch. Vrana et al have shown that a crack under compressive
stress shows an increase in the number of hot spots along the crack, in the extreme case
causing a contiguous heated region along the crack [106,112]. Vrana also shows that this
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behaviour can be approximated by a line of drilled holes. Zenzinger et al have shown that
a crack that was detected with heated crack tips and reduced heating around the crack
centre (i.e., slot mode detection) showed heating along the full crack length after grinding
the sample surface [113].
A crack is most detectable when it is perpendicular to the electic field such that it causes
maximal diversion of current flow (compared to the non-defect case). The effect of crack
orientation in steel is explored by Walle and Netzelmann [111] and in both steel and a
nickel-based superalloy by Kostson et al [114]. In steel it is observed that whilst de-
tectability is reduced by approximately 50-70%, the crack remains detectable with the
crack parallel to the electric field. In the nickel-based superalloy the crack is not detectable
when parallel to the electric field. The lower magnetic permeability of non-ferromagnetic
metals does not cause adequate electric and magnetic induction for the heat byproduct
to be imaged by a thermal camera. The reason for the residual detectability of cracks in
steel with the crack oriented parallel to the electric field is currently unestablished in the
literature.
Continuous wave eddytherm with lock-in processing has been demonstrated by Riegert et
al [115,116]. Riegert used a modulation frequency of 0.8-1.0 Hz in the inspection of steel
components, with the inspection taking 20-60 seconds. Lock-in inspection of carbon fibre
reinforced ceramics and carbon fibre reinforced plastic are also shown at a modulation
frequency of 0.1 Hz. Pulse-phase [28] processing of short-pulse data to calculate a phase
image similar to that of lock-in analysis has been demonstrated by Zenzinger et al [117]
and Vrana et al [118]. Vrana et al also have shown that whilst lock-in and pulse-phase
analysis does not remove all artefacts, subtraction of a reference (no flaw) inspection
can isolate the defect [118]. Oswald-Tranta et al have shown a neural net capable of
distinguishing flaws from localised increases in heating due to geometry [119].
Automated eddytherm inspection has been demonstrated by Zenzinger et al, employing a
robot arm to hold successive turbine blades whilst the inspection is performed [113,117].
A conveyor-based system capable of both continuous and discrete stepped inspections has
been shown by Goldammer et al [120]. Oswald-Tranta et al have demonstrated detection
of cracks in steel castings by simply dropping the part through a coil [121]. The images
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were deblurred and sentenced by neural network.
2.4 Review of Chapter
In this Chapter various means of detecting defects by observation of transient heat prop-
agation were detailed. Perturbation of the initial thermal equilibrium is commonly per-
formed optically, by high-power vibration, or by electrical potential; each method having
benefits for particular types of flaw. Photothermal application of heat to the surface of the
specimen causes a front of heat to move normal to the surface, best-suited to the detec-
tion of planar defects of high thermal impedance. Use of lasers to concentrate the energy
to a heated spot permits detection of out of plane defects of high thermal impedance or
those which exhibit black body effects (i.e., open defects). High-power vibration causes
the defect itself to frictionally generate heat, the attenuative heat front then diffusing in
part to the sample surface where it can be detected. High-power vibration can therefore
be used to thermally detect both in and out of plane defects which are partially closed,
and potentially to greater depths than methods which deposit heat at the surface of the
specimen. Use of electrical potential sees the potential applied across the surface of the
specimen to permit detection of out of plane defects by the observed patterns of Joule
heating. However, current flow can only be induced electromagnetically in conductive
materials (i.e., primarily metals). Irrespective of the particular type of excitation, the ex-
citation duration often takes the form of a pulse, the pulse duration either short or long
relative to the transient heat effects to simplify understanding of the transient heat flow.
Alternatively, the excitation can be amplitude modulated (e.g., square wave or sinusoid)
to permit understanding of the heat flow in terms of thermal waves. Further modula-
tion of the excitation such as frequency modulation or combinations of frequency and
amplitude modulation have been demonstrated [63, 82, 85–87, 122], though these varia-
tions merely tend to enable exploitation of particular types of signal processing since the
fundamental physics of transient heat flow is unchanged. Indeed, the commonality of
physics also allows hybrid processing techniques, such as excitation chosen to be sim-
ple in the time domain (i.e., a short pulse) processed in the frequency domain to yield
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phase data [28]. Whilst it is intuitive to choose the excitation modulation to be consis-
tent with the interpretation or processing, the common underlying physics tends to make
choice of frequency or temporal domains a compromise of practical merits, i.e., speed of
inspection, instantaneous energy limitations, non-uniformity of emissivity, commercially
available systems, etc. The excitation type and modulation is therefore best-chosen on an
application-specific basis.
In order to expand the knowledge-base from the reviewed literature, thermosonics, laser-
spot thermography and eddy-current induced thermography are studied in Chapters 3, 4
and 5 respectively, then compared in Chapter 6. The effect of crack opening on each of the
methods is explored to better understand the respective detection mechanisms (Sections
3.2, 4.2, 5.3.4) and hence make educated choices between the methods as future appli-
cations arise. Further, laser-spot thermography and eddy-current induced thermography
are developed and explored (Sections 4.1, 5.1-5.3) such that second generation systems
can be rapidly built and deployed. Thermosonics and eddy-current induced thermography
are shown capable of detecting out-of-plane cracks buried beneath typical thermal barrier
coatings (Sections 3.3, 5.5), though laser-spot thermography is found incapable of detect-
ing said cracks under coatings (Section 4.3). Finally, a probability of detection study is
performed for eddy-current induced thermography which finds it to be a highly sensitive
method capable of detecting sub-millimetre cracks (Section 6.4).
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Chapter 3
Thermosonic Inspection
3.1 Introduction
Thermosonics (or Sonic IR) is a thermal NDE method used for the detection of surface
and near-surface defects. In Chapter 2 the current state of development of thermosonics
was reviewed, and it was found that whilst the method has significant advantages such
as rapid and large area inspection, a limited understanding of the underlying physics has
made validation of thermosonic inspection difficult. In this Chapter the effect of crack
opening on thermosonics is explored to improve understanding of the mechanism by
which vibrational energy is damped into heat by fatigue cracks. Further, thermosonics
is found capable of detecting cracks buried beneath a full thermal barrier coating system.
In a thermosonic inspection ultrasonic excitation of the test-piece causes defects to dissi-
pate vibrational energy as heat, which is imaged by an infrared camera. Excitation is per-
formed by an ultrasonic plastic-welding horn pressed against the test-piece. The test-piece
is often protected from being damaged by the horn tip with a piece of duct tape or Teflon.
The horn vibrates at a single frequency but is observed to chatter chaotically and non-
repeatably against the test-piece, typically generating broadband frequency content [123].
Broadband excitation of the test-piece is understood to increase detectability since mul-
tiple vibrational modes are present at the defect location [73]. The non-repeatability of
thermosonic inspection led to the development of the ‘heating index’ by Morbidini and
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Cawley [91, 93] to validate the excitation of a given inspection, giving confidence to null
results (no defect found). To calculate the heating index the vibration of the test-piece is
captured during each thermosonic inspection by a strain gauge, laser vibrometer or high
frequency microphone. Calculation of the heating index from the excitation record is de-
tailed in Section 2.2. The heating index is used here not to give confidence in a null result
(the defects are known), but to allow normalisation of the observed heating to the exci-
tation such that tests can be considered equivalent (thermosonic efficiency, TE, Equation
2.5). In this Chapter studies of the effect of crack opening and of the effect of cracks
buried under coatings are detailed.
3.2 Effect of Crack Opening
3.2.1 Background
This study into the effect of crack opening was performed to determine whether ther-
mosonics is the best-suited candidate method for upcoming (as-yet unspecified) inspec-
tions, particularly with respect to the alternative thermal methods laser-spot thermography
and eddytherm. Thermosonics lacks a complete physical model, which makes it difficult
to predict its appropriateness for a given application without a physical trial. However,
it is intuitive that the frictional mechanism by which heat is generated in a thermosonic
inspection might make it suited to the detection of cracks that may not have the necessary
thermal, ultrasonic or electrical impedance by which other NDE techniques detect defects
(i.e., cracks that are tightly closed).
Lu et al [77] have shown a decreased heating effect in thermosonic inspection of a fatigue
crack in an aluminium alloy by putting the crack under compressive stress. The crack
extended completely through a 7 mm plate and was of an unspecified length. In the un-
stressed case the crack heated up by approximately 0.60◦C. Under 50 N of clamping force
the temperature rise fell to 0.15◦C, with further reduced temperatures observed at each
successively increased clamping force to a maximum of 400 N (approximately 0.05◦C
temperature rise). Lu et al also calculate the ‘crack energy’ by considering Rayleigh’s
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Theorem:
E =
∫
|S (t)|2δt =
∫
|S (ω)|2δω (3.1)
where E is energy, S (t) is the out-of-plane velocity of the crack faces and S (ω) is the
Fourier transform of S (t). The relative velocity of the crack faces was taken as the differ-
ence between simultaneously acquired laser vibrometer records, with the laser vibrome-
ters trained either side of the crack. By plotting the maximum temperature rise as a func-
tion of the crack energy an approximately linear relationship was found, with a threshold
crack energy required to observe a temperature rise. Higher clamping forces reduced the
relative velocity of the crack faces, giving a lower observed temperature rise. Renshaw
et al [78] have shown that bending of beam samples such that the cracked surface is in
tension moves the heat generating regions of the crack toward the crack tips with no heat
generated in the central region. The two samples tested were titanium with approximately
13 mm cracks, grown in bending such that one crack had higher closing stresses. The
movement of heat generation toward the crack tips is attributed to heat generation only
occurring where residual stresses allow both relative and contacting movement of the de-
fect faces. Towards the crack tips the asperities of the crack faces lock under compressive
pre-stress such that there is no relative movement. Away from the crack tips relative
movement of the defect faces may occur without contact, and therefore without gener-
ation of heat by friction. Between these regions relative movement of contacting faces
can occur, frictionally generating heat. The lower closing stress of one of the samples
caused the heat generation to move toward the crack tips at lower four-point loads than
the sample with higher closing stresses. The study by Lu et al [77] gives some indication
of detectability as a function of the relative motion of the crack faces, though the single
through-crack in an aluminium alloy plate is perhaps not consistent with surface-breaking
cracks in thicker structures or of other metals. The study performed by Renshaw et al [78]
is concerned with inferring the crack pre-stress of known cracks in titanium by varying
load upon the samples; as such it is not concerned with the amount of heat generated by
each crack, but rather the location of the heat generating regions. Further, the study is
limited to two relatively large cracks (≈13 mm), and so are likely to be of a lower pre-
stress than the smaller cracks which are typically of interest in NDE. The study detailed
in this Section uses a set of five fatigue cracks in Waspaloy (an austenitic nickel-based
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superalloy) in the range 6.1-12.3 mm, and is primarily concerned with the effect of crack
opening on the detectability by thermosonics. Waspaloy was chosen as a nickel-based
superalloy typical of gas turbine blades (see Glossary).
3.2.2 Experimental Setup
Samples and Control of Crack Opening
The samples employed in this study were Waspaloy beams of dimensions 70×22×7 mm,
with a hemispherical dimple machined in the rear face (Figures 3.1(a), 3.1(b)), supplied
by Rolls-Royce PLC. The dimples were used as a point location in the generation of the
fatigue cracks by cyclic three-point loading. The samples were broken after testing to
expose the crack faces by freezing them with liquid nitrogen and striking them with a
hammer. The crack faces are shown in Figure 3.2, and observed to be of approximately
‘half-penny’ shape with an aspect ratio of 3.4-4.0:1 (Table 3.1). The longer cracks (A18,
A39, C20C) exhibit some retarded crack growth near the hemispherical dimple, likely
due to work hardening caused by the machining of the dimple. The cracks are observed
to not break through the hemispherical dimples. The static load used to control the crack
gape (i.e., crack opening) was set with a three-point bend jig (Figure 3.1(c)), the contact
locations being the same as those used to generate the defect. Micro-hardness indents
were marked on opposite sides of the crack and used as a measure of the gape. As the
load on the samples was increased the cracks opened further, with the increase in indent
separation measured on a reflecting microscope at 500× optical magnification with digital
output to a PC for sizing. The initial (unstressed) crack opening was measured using a
scanning electron microscope at 2000-4000×magnification. Milne et al [124] have found
the disparity between change in indent separations at multiple locations along the crack
length to be less than the experimental error of measuring the separation in this manner,
so a single pair of indents at the approximate centre of the crack was used in this study.
The standard error in determining gape was established by comparing measurements of
the indent size from the optical microscope to the same measurement taken on the SEM,
and found to be 0.34 µm. The larger cracks permitted greater crack openings than the
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smaller cracks at a given pre-strain, resulting in a lower range of tested gapes for the
smaller cracks. The dynamic loading of the test-piece during thermosonic testing raised
concerns of the jig loosening under vibration, which was addressed by measuring the
indent separation before and after testing. Further, the pins which provide two of the
three contacts in the three-point bend were welded in-place, and a locking nut fitted to
the bolt used to set the load. The test-piece vibration in each thermosonic inspection
was measured with a strain gauge attached to the rear of the sample, located adjacent to
the hemispherical dimple and aligned in the longitudinal direction. The decay constant
used in calculation of the heating index was set to 18 for all samples; this value was
found experimentally to give a heating index consistent in shape with the temperature-
time traces for all samples and gapes (Section 2.2).
(a) Specimen front. (b) Specimen rear
(c) Three-point bend jig with specimen in
situ.
Figure 3.1: (a) View of specimen defect face. (b) View of specimen rear face showing hemispher-
ical dimple and longitudinally-aligned strain gauge adjacent to dimple. (c) Three-point bend jig to
control crack opening.
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Sample ID Material Crack length (mm) Crack depth (mm) Aspect ratio Unstressed gape (µm)
A18 Waspaloy 12.3 3.2 3.8 8
A39 Waspaloy 10.4 2.6 4.0 3
B30B Waspaloy 6.5 1.8 3.6 <1
C20C Waspaloy 8.2 2.4 3.4 <1
C26C Waspaloy 6.1 1.7 3.6 <1
Table 3.1: Specification of crack opening samples. Samples made by Rolls-Royce PLC.
(a) A18 (b) A39
(c) B30B (d) C20C
(e) C26C
Figure 3.2: Sections of sample (a) A18, (b) A39, (c) B30B, (d) C20C, (e) C26C, samples detailed
in Table 3.1. Sample sections are 22×7 mm and the scale above each sample is in millimetres.
Images are presented with the contrast optimised for reproduction in print. Note the section of
sample C20C is partially shiny because saw-cuts were required to weaken the sample sufficiently
that it could be broken by freezing the sample with liquid nitrogen and then hitting it with a
hammer (sample shortened for the purposes of eddytherm testing detailed in Section 5.3.2).
Equipment
The thermosonics setup is pictured in Figure 3.3 and shown schematically in Figure 3.4.
An ultrasonic horn was powered by a 400 Watt amplifier for 0.5-1.0 sec to generate an
ultrasonic pulse at 40 kHz. For the purposes of this study the three-point bend jig was
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studded to the horn-tip to increase the vibrational amplitude transmitted to the test-piece
whilst retaining broadband excitation. Excitation of the test-piece with the horn attached
to the specimen retention by a piece of threaded stud has previously been demonstrated
by Kang et al to provide high amplitude broadband excitation of the test-piece [125].
Tests with the specimens in the unstressed state were performed without the three-point
bend jig, with the specimen supported as shown in Figure 3.5. Given that in both cases
the response is normalised to the heating index, this configuration is considered equiva-
lent to tests performed with the sample inside the bending jig. Infrared video spanning
pre-excitation, excitation and post-excitation is captured concurrently with the vibration
record for calculation of the heating index (Section 2.2). An average of the pre-excitation
frames was subtracted from each frame of the thermal video to return a dark-field video
of only the transient thermal phenomena. The temperature rise was taken as an average
of the hottest ten pixels within a manually-designated region of interest. The thermosonic
efficiency was calculated from the maxima of the temperature rise and heating index ob-
served in each test. Prior knowledge of decreased thermosonic efficiency after extended
periods of high power ultrasound stimulation [84] allowed a planned compromise between
repeat inspections at each gape and testing at additional gapes. For each gape, 8-16 ther-
mosonic inspections were performed, with the horn coupling condition and static forces
from the horn and vice retaining the three-point bend jig varied between each test to rep-
resent field variation. After the initial inspections at a specific gape, the running results
were compiled and further tests were performed where the range of observed tempera-
ture rises at a given gape was initially low. Once decreased thermosonic efficiency was
observed the sample was retired from testing. The gapes were set non-monotonically to
isolate the effects of any potential permanent damage to the samples from the effects of
crack opening.
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Spring-loaded 40kHz 
acoustic horn 
Infrared camera 
(Merlin Indigo) with 
25mm lens and 1/4" 
extension 
Test-piece in three-
point bend jig 
Power amplifier 
(400W) 
Vice retaining 
three-point bend 
jig in rubber jaws 
Figure 3.3: Photograph of thermosonics testing setup with three-point bend jig to control crack
opening.
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camera 
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amplifier Strain 
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Capture 
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Ultrasonic horn 
Figure 3.4: Schematic of equipment for investigation of the effect of crack opening on thermoson-
ics, as pictured in Figure 3.3.
3.2.3 Analysis of Results
Sensitivity to Crack Opening
The peak heating index versus peak temperature rise plots for each sample are given in
Figures 3.6(a)-3.6(e), separated by tested gape. To find a meaningful correlation between
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Spring-loaded 40kHz 
acoustic horn 
Test-piece held 
against vertical 
posts 
Infrared camera 
(Merlin Indigo) with 
25mm lens and 1/4" 
extension 
Figure 3.5: Thermosonic setup for testing of samples in the unstressed state. The sample is
clamped against the posts with a pair of locking pliers and by the static force of the horn.
HIMAX and TMAX the clamping force on the specimen/bend jig and the static force of the
horn were purposefully varied to give a range of values of temperature and heating in-
dex (and represent field variation). It was expected that at each gape there would be a
positive linear correlation between HIMAX and TMAX, the gradient of which is equal to the
thermosonic efficiency. For all samples at most tested gapes there is a clear positive corre-
lation between HIMAX and TMAX, though for others there is a significant amount of scatter.
The tests which showed poor linear correlations could not be attributed to a particular
sample or range of gapes. The number of repeat tests at each gape was kept low (8-16)
to allow testing at multiple gapes before the samples showed decreased thermosonic effi-
ciency, the low repeat count likely causing some variability. Further variability may have
been caused by the assumptions which form the heating index (Section 2.2); it is under-
stood that the heating index is most accurate for small cracks whilst the cracks here are
relatively large. Further, the heating index was developed by consideration of real de-
fects, the artificially opened defects considered here may cause additional variability. To
quantify the scatter at each tested gape (for each sample) a Pearson correlation coefficient
(hereafter called correlation), ρP, was calculated. ρP is unitless and can take a value from
-1 to 1, with -1 and 1 denoting a perfect negative or positive linear correlation respectively,
irrespective of the gradient or y intercept of the fit. A value of 0 denotes no correlation.
Values between 0 and 1 indicate the quality of a positive correlation and values between
0 and -1 the quality of a negative correlation. All peak heating index versus peak tem-
perature rise plots are expected to exhibit a positive correlation, i.e., the ρP value should
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approach 1. The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined:
ρP =
E¯[(X − X¯)(Y − Y¯)]
σXσY
(3.2)
where for brevity X = HIMAX and Y = TMAX, E¯ is the expected value (i.e., mean), σ is
standard deviation, and a superscript bar denotes the mean. Clustered data with an outly-
ing data point can give a false strong correlation, and if the range of heating index values
is low compared to the error then poor correlation will be found. As observed in Figures
3.6(a)-3.6(e), clustering is minimal, and so the correlation values appear valid. A strong
correlation should therefore be taken as an indication that a range of temperature rises was
observed, and that the heating index scaled with the temperature rise. The correlation for
each tested gape in Figures 3.6(a)-3.6(e) is given as a function of gape in Figure 3.7(a),
and as a histogram in Figure 3.7(b). The scatter is observed to not be a function of gape
or particular to any sample, and most tested gapes are observed to have a moderate or
strong correlation between HIMAX and TMAX. Use of thermosonic efficiency to normalise
thermosonic tests is further supported by consideration of the observed temperature rise
as a function of gape (Figure 3.8(a)), and the thermosonic efficiency as a function of gape
(Figure 3.8(b)). Given the large degree of scatter and sometimes non-Gaussian distribu-
tion, the median and quartiles at each gape are denoted here by box-plots and the maxi-
mum and minimum values are indicated by vertical whiskers. The horizontal error bars
are standard error. It is clear that despite significant scatter, the excitation-normalised re-
sponse (i.e., thermosonic efficiency) gives a better representation of the response of cracks
to crack opening than the raw temperature rise values. For each sample the thermosonic
efficiency as a function of gape is observed to conform to a ‘packet’ shape, that for mod-
est increases of gape also increases, but beyond a critical opening then reduces. The two
smallest cracks of 6.1 mm and 6.5 mm (C26C and B30B) were not detected in the un-
stressed case, but were detected under pre-strain. The five samples show a large variance
in absolute thermosonic efficiency and poor correspondence in the observed behaviour at
a given gape. By normalisation of each sample to its peak thermosonic efficiency and ex-
perimental calibration of gape to the DC surface strain, the data can be replotted as shown
in Figure 3.9. It is observed that the thermosonic efficiency shows a good correspondence
between the samples when normalised to the peak response of each respective sample and
plotted as a function of surface strain. For all samples the DC strain at which the peak
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Figure 3.6: Peak heating index versus peak temperature rise for various values of crack opening
for samples (a) A18, (b) A39, (c) B30B, (d) C20C, (e) C26C.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Pearson correlation coefficient for each peak HI versus peak T plot in Figure 3.6,
plotted as a function of crack opening. (b) Histogram of the Pearson correlation coefficient values
in (a).
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Figure 3.8: (a) Maximum temperature rise as a function of gape. (b) Thermosonic efficiency as
a function of gape. In both Subfigures the box-plots show median and quartiles, vertical whiskers
show maximum and minimum values. Horizontal error bars are standard error.
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thermosonic efficiency is observed is in the range 637-989 µ, and is plotted as a function
of crack length in Figure 3.10. The DC strain at which peak thermosonic efficiency occurs
is observed to increase with crack length.
Thermal Signature Variation with Crack Opening
As the pre-strain on the samples was varied the thermal signature was observed to change
(Figure 3.11). In the unstressed case (i.e., specimen under no external stress) if the defect
was detected at all, it was seen as a small region of heat production at the centre of the
surface-breaking extent of the crack. Upon applying pre-strain to the sample the thermal
signature is observed to separate into two or more distinct regions of heat generation
which move toward the crack tips. As the pre-strain is incrementally increased the regions
of heat generation separate further. By pre-straining the samples the closure stresses at
the crack are reduced. The pre-strain condition of the crack superposes with the dynamic
loading condition of the thermosonic inspections. By changing the pre-stress condition of
the crack it will change the amount of dynamic contact between the defect faces during
thermosonic inspection. Samples B30B and C26C were not detected in the unstressed
state. Notably, sample C26C is detected once the gape is opened to one micron with a
signature similar to the larger defect detections in the unstressed state, i.e., a single region
of heat generation at the centre of the crack. In the unstressed case the closing stresses at
the centre of the crack likely exceeded the dynamic loading such that no relative motion
of the defect faces could be achieved to damp vibrational energy into heat. The first
detection for sample B30B is also at a gape of one micron, though at this modest pre-
strain the thermal signature has already separated into two discrete regions.
Thermosonics is typically regarded as a screening method, which is to say it does not
characterise defects. However, accepting that the discrete regions of heat generation are
resultant from a single crack and measuring across the outside of the two discrete regions
an apparent crack length is implied. The measurement was performed on an early frame
to limit the effects of heat diffusion. The apparent crack length is plotted as a function
of gape in Figure 3.12. The trend of increasing apparent crack length with gape is clear,
though there is variability between runs at a given gape, and crack-specific morphology
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Figure 3.9: Thermosonic efficiency as a function of pre-strain, each sample normalised to its peak
response. All error bars here are standard error.
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Figure 3.10: DC strain at which peak thermosonic detectability is observed in Figure 3.9 as a
function of crack length.
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Figure 3.11: Example thermosonic detections at various gapes for the five samples tested. An
early frame is considered to limit heat diffusion.
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effects. For example, samples A39 and C20C were observed to reach an apparent crack
length approximating the true (optically determined) crack length at relatively modest
values of gape, not increasing further under additional crack opening. Sample A18 re-
quired significant opening before the heat generating regions tended toward the true crack
tips. The two samples with cracks of 6.1 mm and 6.5 mm (C26C, B30B) did not vary
significantly in apparent length as they were opened.
Observed Damage to Samples through Extended Thermosonic Inspection
It has previously been observed that there is a reduction in the thermosonic efficiency of
cracks in metallic specimens after an extreme number of thermosonic inspections [84].
This observation was corroborated by this study, with a marked reduction in thermosonic
efficiency observed in the late sets of data. Figure 3.13 isolates sample C20C from the
thermosonic efficiency as a function of gape plot in Figure 3.8(b). At each gape 16 tests
were performed, the number above each whisker plot indicating the order of testing. The
gapes tested before the sample exhibited signs of damage are indicated in cyan, and serve
to establish the expected ‘packet shape’ of thermosonic efficiency as a function of gape.
A further three sets of 16 tests were taken, plotted in black. These three sets show a
marked reduction from the expected packet shape, indicating the sample had undergone a
permanent transition. The defect no longer generated as much heat for a given vibrational
excitation.
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Figure 3.12: Apparent crack length of thermosonic detection signature as a function of gape.
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Samples A18, A39 and C20C were subject to a greater number of thermosonic inspections
than samples B30B and C26C (i.e., the samples with shorter cracks), with the former
samples ultimately showing signs of reduced thermosonic efficiency after approximately
2.5 minutes of ultrasonic excitation under various levels of pre-strain. Since thermosonic
inspection generates heat primarily by frictional rubbing of the defect faces, it is logical to
suppose that the reduced thermosonic efficiency is a result of decreased friction between
the defect faces. If asperities of the crack faces are blunted or smoothed by the same
action which causes them to generate heat, this is a significant motivator for optimising
the excitation to minimise damage, i.e., a long low-power excitation or a short high-
power excitation. Given that Morbidini has shown there to be a threshold strain which
must be exceeded to generate adequate heating [79], a short, high-power excitation is
recommended.
The crack lengths were measured before and after testing, given in Table 3.2. Only the
longest crack length of 12.3 mm showed evidence of crack propagation with all other
cracks measured as equal to their respective initial lengths. It must be noted that the
summed test lengths here are approximately 150-300 times that which is typical in a
short-pulse thermosonic inspection, and that the additional three-point loading may have
contributed to the crack propagation observed in sample A18.
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Figure 3.13: Thermosonic efficiency as a function of gape, illustrating the reduction in ther-
mosonic efficiency in late tests for sample C20C. The order of gapes tested (16 inspections each)
is given by the number above each whisker-plot. The final three sets of testing are shown in black.
A marked reduction is observed in the final three sets.
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Sample ID Initial crack length Approximate total excitation time Crack propagation
(mm) (secs) (mm)
A18 12.3 162 1.4
A39 10.4 156 0.0
B30B 6.5 38 0.0
C20C 8.2 160 0.0
C26C 6.1 51 0.0
Table 3.2: Initial crack lengths and crack propagation after extended thermosonic testing under
three-point loading. Only sample A18 showed signs of crack propagation. Summed test lengths
here are significantly higher than are typical of a single thermosonic test (0.5-1.0 sec is usual), and
tests were performed with the samples under various three-point loads.
3.3 Effect of Cracks Under Coatings
3.3.1 Background
The temperature within the high pressure section of a modern gas turbine engine can ex-
ceed the melting point of the turbine blades. Whilst an air-film provides some of the req-
uisite cooling, a ceramic thermal barrier coating (TBC, top coat) is also required to create
a temperature gradient that reduces the operating temperature of the blade substrate. Ap-
plication of TBC requires prior application of a metallic bond coat for adhesion, the TBC
adhering by means of a chemical bond with the thermally grown oxide (TGO) which
grows on the bond coat. Delamination between the bond coat and TGO is observed to
occur during fatigue at (relatively) low mechanical stress during thermo-mechanical fa-
tiguing (TMF), whilst TMF at a (relatively) higher stress causes cracks in the bond coat
to propagate into the substrate [126], the cracks are therefore buried beneath the intact
top coat. This study finds the feasibility of using thermosonic inspection to detect cracks
in an Inconel substrate under a full TBC system of bond coat plus top coat, and also to
detect cracks in the Inconel substrate and bond coat buried under the ceramic top coat.
Detection of cracks in, and buried under bond coat (i.e., no ceramic top coat) is also of
interest as a quality control measure, and some older gas turbine engines on Naval aircraft
(e.g., Rolls-Royce Pegasus/F402) are coated with just the bond coat to minimise corro-
sion from marine spray. NDE methods such as ultrasonics and dye-penetrant inspection
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require stripping of coatings from the blade to find the underlying cracks. Stripping the
blades is a violent process and a wasted expense if the blade is found defective. A rapid
means of detecting cracks buried beneath thermal barrier coatings would allow inspection
of the blades in the interim periods between the removal of coatings for blade refurbish-
ment, and a means of scrapping defective blades without having to first strip the coating
to establish the blade is defective.
Examples of the thermosonic detection of delamination between TBC and bond coat have
been reported by Busse et al [60] and Holland et al [88]. Thermosonic detection of a pair
of cracks under TBC has been demonstrated by Han et al [127], though no information
on the coating is given and the cracks are not accurately sized. In this study the coating
materials and coating thicknesses are known, and the length and depth of the cracks were
determined by sectioning after testing. This study was performed to answer whether the
detection of cracks under coatings typical of gas turbine blades is feasible.
3.3.2 Experimental Setup
Equipment
The thermosonic testing configuration is illustrated in Figure 3.14, and shown schemati-
cally in Figure 3.15. The sample is clamped against two posts, the static force of the horn
pressed against the specimen providing one of the clamping points, with Teflon sheet be-
tween the horn and specimen. Excitation times of 0.5 seconds for the bare Inconel and
bond coated cases, and 2.5 seconds for the TBC case were used. The strain record was
captured with a strain gauge on the rear of the specimen, opposite the cracks.
Samples Fatigued Before Coating Application
Four Inconel samples with a total of five fatigue cracks were tested before and after the
application of metallic bond coat and ceramic top coat, the cracks located as shown in
Figure 3.16. The bond coat and top coat applied were MCrAlY and YSZ respectively
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Figure 3.14: Photograph of thermosonics testing setup for the coated beam samples.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the thermosonics testing setup pictured in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of the crack locations of (a) crack IDs 1-2 on sample T26016, (b) crack
ID 3 on sample T26020, (c) crack ID 4 on sample T26024, (d) crack ID 5 on sample T26025.
Cracks grown on bare Inconel substrate by fatigue.
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Sample ID Crack ID* Crack Length Crack Depth Aspect Ratio Location As Sized By MCrAlY YSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm)
T26016 1 11.2 3.1 3.6 Centre Section 100 300
2 13.0 2.6 5.0 Centre Section
T26020 3 9.3 2.8 3.3 Centre Section 60 200
T26024 4 10.2 2.7 3.8 Centre Section 80 250
T26025 5 9.8 2.6 3.8 Centre Section 100 300
Table 3.3: Crack details for samples T26016, T26020, T26024 and T26025 (Crack IDs 1-5),
fatigued before application of bond coat. The cracks were sized by a posteriori sectioning of the
samples. *Crack IDs given in Figure 3.16. Samples made by RWE npower PLC and coated by
Praxair Surface Technologies, Inc.
(see Glossary), typical coatings for power generation and aerospace gas turbine engines
subject to low thermal cycling. The coatings were CoNiCrAlY (AMDRY 995 equivalent
from CO-211 powder) and 8% yttria YSZ (from ZRO195-2 powder), both coatings ap-
plied by air-plasma spraying by Praxair Surface Technologies, Inc. Coating thicknesses
were limited to those advised as typical for power generation and aerospace applications
by RWE npower PLC and Rolls-Royce PLC, i.e., 60-100 µm of bond coat and 200-300
µm of top coat.
The cracks were identified with conventional eddy-current and dye penetrant inspections,
and measured optically after breaking the samples (Table 3.3). Measurement was per-
formed by focus-stacking high resolution digital photographs of the crack faces to in-
crease the depth-of-field, and performing the measurements in-PC. The resolution of the
images in each case was approximately 93 pixels/mm.
Before each coating application the sample was grit-blasted, thereby potentially altering
the crack pre-stress. As shown in the study of the effect of crack opening (Section 3.2),
the crack response to vibration is significantly altered by pre-stress. It is for this reason
that the coatings cannot be assumed to be the only cause of variation in the thermosonic
inspections performed before and after the application of each coating. The grit-blasting
process is a standard procedure in the application of thermal barrier coatings, and re-
quired for coating adhesion. The grit-blasted cracks are analogous to the practical case of
undetected cracks in parts then sent for coating.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of the crack locations of (a) crack IDs 6-9 on sample T26003, (b) crack
IDs 10-12 on sample T26009, (c) crack IDs 13-16 on sample T26011, (d) crack IDs 17-22 on
sample T26025. Cracks grown on bond coated Inconel substrate by fatigue.
Samples Fatigued After Bond Coat Application
Four Inconel samples were coated with 300 µm of MCrAlY bond coat, then fatigued. The
thickness of bond coat was chosen for a previous study, the specifics of which are not
known to the author. A total of 17 separate fatigue cracks were identified with a combi-
nation of eddy-current, dye-penetrant and thermal methods (Figure 3.17). As detailed for
the samples fatigued before coating, the cracks were measured after breaking the samples
(Table 3.4).
3.3.3 Analysis of Results
Samples fatigued before coatings application
Figure 3.18 shows example inspections of a crack in uncoated, bond coated and bond
coated plus top coated cases. In each case the crack is detected, though the image quality
is reduced after each successive coating. The application of bond coat reduces the ob-
served temperature rise, with increased background noise evident (note change in colour-
mapped range between Figure 3.18(a) and Figures 3.18(b), 3.18(c)). The application of
top coat gives a more diffuse defect signature, with further increased levels of background
noise.
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Sample ID Crack ID* Crack Length Crack Depth Aspect Ratio Location As Sized By MCrAlY YSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm)
T26003 6 10.1 4.2 2.4 Edge Section 300 200
7 7.3 1.0 7.3 Centre Section
8 7.6 3.2 2.4 Edge Section
9 7.7 - - Edge ET
T26009 10 8.9 4.2 2.1 Edge Section 300 250
11 11.0 2.1 5.2 Centre Section
12 9.1 3.7 2.5 Edge Section
T26011 13 4.0 1.8 2.2 Edge Section 300 300
14 7.9 - - Centre LS
15 7.4 1.3 5.7 Centre Section
16 4.5 2.0 2.3 Edge Section
T26028 17 3.7 2.5 1.5 Edge Section 300 300
18 3.5 - - Edge ET
19 8.1 1.4 5.8 Centre LS/Section
20 9.9 1.7 5.8 Centre Section
21 2.0 - - Centre LS
22 4.1 1.4 2.9 Edge Section
Table 3.4: Crack details for samples T26003, T26009, T26011 and T26028 (Crack IDs 6-22),
fatigued after application of bond coat. Where possible, cracks were sized by a posteriori section-
ing of the samples. Crack faces not fully exposed by the breaking process were characterised by
laser-spot thermographic inspection (LS, Chapter 4) or eddytherm (ET, Chapter 5), but lack depth
measurements. Sizing by laser-spot thermography and eddytherm was justified by an observed
good agreement between the sectioned cracks and sizings by LS/ET. *Crack IDs given in Figure
3.17. Samples made by RWE npower PLC and coated by Praxair Surface Technologies, Inc.
Time-traces of heating index and temperature rise are given for crack ID 1 in the bare
(blackened) Inconel, bond-coated Inconel and the full TBC system in Figures 3.19, 3.20
and 3.21 respectively (tests on crack IDs 2-5 showed similar temperature and heating in-
dex traces). Though the static force of the horn was varied and re-coupled between each
test, there is minimal variation observed in each set of tests. For all tests there is a good
to strong correspondence between the heating index and temperature traces, with the ex-
ception of the test in Figure 3.20(f) which also exhibits a second peak in temperature
which is not predicted by the heating index. The cause of the second peak is likely heat
generated deep within the crack which the simple exponential decay convolved with the
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energy index does not consider (Section 2.2, Figure 2.9). The tests with the full TBC
system required an extended excitation period, and reduction of the heating index decay
constant s from 18 to 1 to better-represent the slower thermal properties of the thermally
insular top coat (Section 2.2). The reduced decay constant and increased excitation period
yields higher values of heating index for the tests on the full TBC system. Plots of peak
heating index versus peak temperature rise for crack IDs 1-5 in the bare, bond coated and
full TBC system cases are given in Figure 3.22. Given the excitation period in both the
bare Inconel and bond coated cases was the same, it is unsurprising that the values of
heating index achieved are similar (Figure 3.22, blue crosses and green circles). The ob-
served temperature rise is lower after the application of bond coat, with the corresponding
reduction in thermosonic efficiency observed. In part this is due to thermal diffusion be-
tween the heat generated at the crack and that observed at the surface, and the reduction in
emissivity between blackened Inconel and MCrAlY. The emissivity difference was found
by two point calibration with a thermocouple to be a factor of approximately 2.0. The
emissivity-corrected values of thermosonic efficiency for MCrAlY are given in Table 3.5
in italic parenthesis, and indicated by black circles and dashed black lines in Figure 3.22.
Detection of the cracks through the full TBC system was possible for four of the five
cracks, though the excitation period had to be increased significantly to achieve the de-
tection. The thermally insular properties of the ceramic top coat caused a build up of heat
local to the surface during the extended excitation, though consequently the detection is
less well defined than in the uncoated and bond coated cases (Figure 3.18). Given the
translucency of TBC to infrared [128, 129], a simple emissivity correction could not be
performed for the TBC case, so thermosonic efficiency is provided in terms of raw de-
tectability (i.e., infrared received by camera) only. Figure 3.22 shows the temperature rise
for the top coated case (in terms of received IR) to be approximately equivalent to that for
the bond coated case for crack ID 2, and lower for crack ID 1. Whilst crack IDs 3 and 4
were detected, the detection was weak and required 10 repeat tests to achieve the single
positive detection. After 10 repeat tests crack ID 5 was not detected. The heating index
values observed after application of the top coat were significantly larger than the bare
Inconel and bond coated cases since the excitation period was necessarily extended from
0.5 secs to 2.5 secs, and required reducing the heating index decay constant from 18 to 1
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to better represent the thermally slow decay of the ceramic top coat (Equation 2.4).
Samples fatigued after bond coat application
Figure 3.23 shows the peak heating index versus peak temperature rise plots for the cracks
through the MCrAlY bond coat, and after the application of YSZ top coat. Temperatures
are given in terms of IR received by the thermal camera, the bond coat tested partially
blackened and the top coat tested bare. The average thermosonic efficiencies for the
positive-detection cases are given in Table 3.6. In 15 of 17 cases the thermosonic effi-
ciencies observed in the top coated case were similar or lower than those in the cracked
bond coat case, in one case they were higher (crack ID 12), and in one case the crack
was detected through the top coat but not before the top coat was applied (crack ID 11).
The increased thermosonic efficiencies of Crack IDs 11 and 12 are assumed to have been
caused by the grit-blasting process, and since they are located on the same test-piece
(T26009) both anomalies may have been caused by a single error/artefact in the cleaning
and coating procedure. 16 of 17 cracks were detected in the cracked bond coat case and 11
of 17 cracks detected through the top coat. The cracks which were not detected through
the top coat are observed to be those which were weakly detected in the cracked bond coat
case. Thermosonic efficiency for each coating case is plotted as a function of crack length
in Figure 3.24(a), including the results for cracks in bare Inconel, cracks buried under
intact bond coat and cracks buried under the full intact TBC system (previous Section).
Similarly, temperature rise is plotted as a function of crack length in figure 3.24(b). Both
thermosonic efficiency and temperature rise are observed to be weak functions of crack
length for all coatings cases; though no high temperature rises are observed for low crack
lengths, there are both high and low temperature rises for longer cracks.
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Crack ID Crack Length Crack Depth MCrAlY YSZ TEBare TEMCrAlY TEYSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm) (A.U.) (A.U.) (A.U.)
1 11.2 3.1 100 300 60.5 16.0 (31.8) 0.4
2 13.0 2.6 100 300 34.5 3.8 (7.5) 0.4
3 9.3 2.8 60 200 15.7 4.6 (9.1) 0.3
4 10.2 2.7 80 250 62.3 7.0 (13.9) 1.3
5 9.8 2.6 100 300 14.5 5.0 (10.0) -
Table 3.5: Thermosonic efficiencies for cracked Inconel, crack IDs 1-5 before and after the ap-
plication of MCrAlY bond coat and YSZ top coat. Emissivity-corrected values for MCrAlY are
given in italic parenthesis.
Crack ID Crack Length Crack Depth MCrAlY YSZ TEMCrAlY TEYSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm) (A.U.) (A.U.)
6 10.1 4.2 300 200 70.4 2.5
7 7.3 1.0 300 200 116.3 0.7
8 7.6 3.2 300 200 57.1 1.9
9 7.7 - 300 200 47.5 1.1
10 8.9 4.2 300 250 13.0 9.7
11 11.0 2.1 300 250 - 2.5
12 9.1 3.7 300 250 15.1 29.4
13 4.0 1.8 300 300 8.7 1.1
14 7.9 - 300 300 8.8 0.5
15 7.4 1.3 300 300 6.1 0.4
16 4.5 2.0 300 300 10.8 0.8
17 3.7 2.5 300 300 3.4 -
18 3.5 - 300 300 3.5 -
19 8.1 1.4 300 300 8.5 -
20 9.9 1.7 300 300 4.1 -
21 2.0 - 300 300 2.7 -
22 4.1 1.4 300 300 3.4 -
Table 3.6: Thermosonic efficiencies for cracks through MCrAlY, crack IDs 6-22 before and after
the application of YSZ top coat.
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(c) Crack ID 1 under full TBC system.
Figure 3.18: Example thermosonic detections of crack ID 1 in (a) bare Inconel, (b) buried beneath
100 µm of bond coat, (c) buried beneath 100 µm of bond coat and 300 µm of thermal barrier
coating. Frames given are peak contrast (arbitrary units).
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Figure 3.19: Normalised temperature rise (dashed red line) and heating index (solid blue line) for
all thermosonic tests of crack ID 1 in bare Inconel (sample blackened with poster paint). Note
traces are not synchronised.
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Figure 3.20: Normalised temperature rise (dashed red line) and heating index (solid blue line) for
all thermosonic tests of crack ID 1 buried under 100 µm of MCrAlY bond coat. Note traces are
not synchronised.
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Figure 3.21: Normalised temperature rise (dashed red line) and heating index (solid blue line) for
all thermosonic tests of crack ID 1 buried under a full thermal barrier coating system of 100 µm
of MCrAlY bond coat and 300 µm of YSZ top coat. Note traces are not synchronised.
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Figure 3.22: (a)-(e) Maximum temperature rise versus maximum heating index for all ther-
mosonic tests of crack IDs 1-5 respectively. Tests performed before application of coatings (i.e.,
blackened with poster paint only) are indicated by blue crosses with solid blue linear fit. Tests
performed after application of bond coat are indicated by green circles with dashed green linear
fit. Tests performed after application of bond coat are also plotted emissivity-normalised in black
to represent surface temperature (rather than received IR) relative to that for bare Inconel. Tests
performed after application of full thermal barrier coating system are indicated by red triangles
with red dash-dot linear fit.
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Figure 3.23: (a)-(q) Maximum temperature rise versus maximum heating index for all ther-
mosonic tests of crack IDs 6-22 respectively. Tests performed on cracked bond coat are indicated
by green circles with dashed green linear fit. Tests performed after application of top coat are
indicated by red triangles with dash-dot linear fit.
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Figure 3.24: (a) Mean thermosonic efficiency as a function of crack length for each coating case.
(b) Mean temperature rise as a function of crack length for each coating case.
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3.4 Review of Chapter
The effect of crack opening on thermosonics was investigated by putting beam samples
with fatigue cracks into three-point loading. It was found that heat generation moves
toward the crack tips as crack opening increases, with no significant heat generated at the
middle of the crack. Thermosonic detectability increases to a maximum at a critical DC
surface strain, and decreases beyond this critical strain. Though the strain at which peak
detectability is observed is specific to each specimen, there exists a range of pre-strain
within which all tested samples showed significantly increased detectability. Detectability
is best expressed in terms of DC surface strain, whilst the apparent crack length is better
expressed as a function of gape.
In the second study a coating system of Inconel with a metallic bond coat and ceramic
thermal barrier coating was considered. It was found to be feasible to detect cracks buried
beneath a full thermal barrier coating system, though the heating observed was markedly
reduced and the defect signature blurred. To detect defects buried beneath a thermally
insular coating it was found necessary to extend the inspection time to allow heat to accrue
in the top coat.
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Chapter 4
Laser-Spot Thermography
Laser-spot thermography is a thermal NDE method which primarily targets surface break-
ing cracks in metals, making it directly comparable with thermosonics (Chapter 3) and
eddy-current induced thermography (Chapter 5). Various implementations of laser-spot
thermography were reviewed in Chapter 2, and it was found that though the method is gen-
erally understood it is not well developed for industrial implementation. In this Chapter
a novel implementation of laser-spot thermography using affordable off-the-shelf compo-
nents is characterised and image processing to enable full frame imaging detailed. With
this setup studies of the effect of crack opening and cracks buried under coatings on de-
tectability by laser-spot thermography are found.
Though there are variations in how laser-spot thermography is performed (Section 2.1.3),
the basis is always use of a laser to spot-heat the surface of the test-piece, and measure-
ment of the surface temperature on and/or at a distance away from the laser-spot. The
surface temperature of the heated spot provides a measure of local optical and thermal
properties: open cracks can act as black body emitters which increase the received IR,
and localised thinning or neighbouring cracks can reduce the rate at which heat diffuses
from the heated spot. The surface temperature away from the heated spot provides a mea-
sure of the thermal impedance between the heated spot and the measurement location,
the impedance increasing if a defect which restricts heat flow is present between the two
points. The method used here is innovative by combination of a series of point inspections
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to yield a full defect-image.
4.1 Equipment and Effect Characterisation
4.1.1 Characterisation of Industrial Welding Laser
In a laser-spot thermographic inspection a laser concentrates heat on a limited area of the
surface of a specimen and the transient heat diffusion is observed with a thermal cam-
era. Cracks aligned largely tangentially to the flow of heat present an increased thermal
impedance which diverts the flow of heat around and/or under the defect. The ideal laser-
spot excitation is therefore a concentration of optical intensity which is small relative to
the minimum crack length which is to be detected, else the crack will not significantly per-
turb the radial flow of heat compared to the defect-free case. The laser used in this Chapter
is a 21 Watt, 808 nm Laservall semiconductor laser with a focusing head attached by op-
tical fibre. The laser is class IV (extreme eye and skin hazard) though the beam is not
collimated and focuses at a distance of 150 mm from the diode head. The intended usage
of this laser is industrial thermoplastic welding and brazing/soldering; it was chosen as
the excitation source for laser-spot thermography for its low price and high power, contin-
uous wave output. Since the laser is not optimised for spot quality it is observed to have a
non-Gaussian form. Figure 4.1 shows sections of the spot in x and y directions, measured
with a thermal camera on a matt black plastic surface with the laser on and at reduced
power. The x section is wider than the y section because the laser is off axis relative to the
surface onto which the spot is projected. Gaussian best-fits of the sections are given in
dashed form. The laser profiles plateau, clearly failing to conform to the peak of the Gaus-
sian profile. The poor fit between the laser profiles and the Gaussian best-fit makes the
typical 1/e1 standard for measuring laser-spot diameter inapplicable here. Measurement
of the full-width half maximum (FWHM) gives a spot-diameter of 2.0 mm and 1.6 mm in
the x and y sections respectively. The cracks inspected in this Chapter were typically 5+
mm long, and so the laser-spot was small relative to the inspected crack lengths.
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Figure 4.1: Thermal sections of the laser-spot in the (a) x direction and (b) y direction. Full-width
half-maximum indicated by vertical and horizontal lines (2.0 mm in x direction and 1.6 mm in y
direction). Best-fit Gaussian indicated by dashed red lines.
4.1.2 Disturbance of radial (planar) heat propagation
Heat deposited by the laser diffuses three-dimensionally, the planar heat diffusion ob-
served at the test-piece surface with an IR camera. A crack aligned largely perpendicular
to the planar heat diffusion will block the flow of heat [38, 130]. Figure 4.2(a) shows a
dark-field contour-plot of the heated spot immediately after laser-off. A 10.4 mm fatigue
crack with an opening of 3 µm located to the left of the spot distorts the otherwise uni-
form radial heat diffusion into a ‘D’ shape. In Figure 4.2(b) the spot is sectioned through
the spot-centre in the x and y directions. The y section is observed to be symmetrical
whilst the x section shows a local increase in gradient on the left side. The sections are
spatially differentiated in Figure 4.2(c). By consideration of the spatial differential the de-
fect indication becomes the most significant feature, allowing automated defect detection
by thresholding. This single spot procedure is applicable where the location of the sus-
pected defect is known and can potentially be used to distinguish cracks from scratches, a
significant problem with dye-penetrant inspection. For an inspection in which defect lo-
cation is not known a single spot inspection is not practically applicable without spatially-
incremented repeat testing; a method combining a raster of point inspections into a single
composite image is detailed in Section 4.1.4.
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4.1.3 Radiative effect of open defects
Open cracks can act as black body emitters and are therefore detectable with an IR camera
as a localised increase in received IR. Whilst in some cases cracks acting as black bodies
can be detected passively [30], by heating the test-piece the IR emission is increased and
so smaller defects become detectable. Detection of cracks by their increased emissivity
has been performed extensively by flying laser-spot [32,33,35–38,41]. Here, a stationary
spot is considered, allowing concurrent detection by the radiative effect and the distur-
bance of the radial heat propagation. In Figure 4.3(a) the heated spot is deposited to the
left of a 12.3 mm fatigue crack opened from the unstressed opening of 8 µm to 27 µm
by three-point loading (Section 3.2.2). The crack is observed to show an increase in in-
frared emission, seen as a local increase in temperature superposed upon the otherwise
rotationally symmetrical spot. Sections through the spot centre in the x and y directions
are shown in Figure 4.3(b). The y section here acts as a reference heat distribution. The
x section follows the same distribution as the y section (albeit slightly broader since the
laser-head is off axis), with a superposed spike. Though an open crack tends to infer a
high thermal impedance, in this case the location of the heated spot relative to the crack
appears to permit detection by the black body effect only, i.e., the left and right sides of
the x section are similar, unlike the case detailed for disturbance of radial heat propagation
(previous Section). The x and y sections are spatially differentiated in Figure 4.3(c). In
this case the spike in the x section causes both positive and negative spikes in the spatially
differentiated x section, allowing radiative contributions from defects to be distinguished
from disruptions in planar heat diffusion (where a single spike was observed).
The crack in this case was a 12.3 mm crack opened to 27 µm by use of a three-point
bend jig. Cracks of lesser openings were observed to have significantly lower/negligible
radiative responses, hence the primary detection mode for small cracks is typically by
the disturbance of radial heat diffusion. It is for this reason that laser-spot thermography
is best characterised by use of real defects, since artificial defects (such as spark eroded
notches) tend to have openings of 25+ µm.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Dark-field image of the laser-heated spot after laser-off showing impeded heat flow
on the left side of the spot due to a crack. x and y sections indicated by solid blue and dashed red
lines respectively. (b) Sections of heated-spot indicated in (a). (c) Spatially differentiated sections
from (b) showing a high value in the x section at the location of the crack.
4.1.4 Metric for Quantification
As observed in Section 4.1, the disturbance to the heated spot by perturbation of the
radial heat-flow and by black body effects can be emphasised by spatial differentiation.
Whilst in the previous Section only cross-sections of the heated spot were considered, the
analogous full field operation also emphasises the defect. Figure 4.4(a) shows a dark-
field image with the crack detected by perturbation of the radial heat diffusion, the section
of which was previously considered in Figure 4.2. Figures 4.4(b) and 4.4(c) show the
dark-field image differentiated in the x and y directions respectively. By differentiating in
the x direction the steep gradient at the crack is observed to become the most significant
feature in the image. Differentiation in the y direction shows no significant gradient since
heat diffusion in the y direction is not noticeably perturbed. The magnitude of the vector
sum of the two differentiated images yields a single frame which both rectifies the defect
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Figure 4.3: (a) Dark-field image of the laser-heated spot after laser-off showing increased radia-
tive emission on the right side of the spot due to a crack. x and y sections indicated by solid
blue and dashed red lines respectively. (b) Sections of heated-spot indicated in (a). (c) Spatially
differentiated sections from (b) showing a high value in the x section at the location of the crack.
signature and shows defects irrespective of orientation (Figure 4.4(d)), and has previously
been employed by Shiratori [34] and Kephart [48]. The magnitude of the vector sum is
calculated thus:
m =
√(
δT
δx
)2
+
(
δT
δy
)2
(4.1)
Or in discrete form:
mi, j =
√(
Ti+1, j − Ti−1, j
2
)2
+
(
Ti, j+1 − Ti, j−1
2
)2
(4.2)
where m is the ‘direction-independent thermal gradient image’ (DITG image [50]), T is
the chosen post-excitation dark-field frame from the thermal video, and i and j are discrete
pixel references in the x and y directions respectively. The heated spot leaves a residual
artefact notable for consisting of low spatial-frequencies which could be reduced/removed
by further image processing, but for simplicity further processing is not considered here.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Dark-field image of heated spot after laser-off showing impeded heat flow on the
left side of the spot due to a crack. (b) Dark-field image in (a) differentiated in x direction. (c)
Dark-field image in (a) differentiated in y direction. (d) DITG image equal to the magnitude of the
vector sum of images (b) and (c).
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Figure 4.5: (a) Dark-field image of heated spot after laser-off showing increased radiative emis-
sion on the right side of the spot due to a crack. (b) Dark-field image in (a) differentiated in x
direction. (c) Dark-field image in (a) differentiated in y direction. (d) DITG image equal to the
magnitude of the vector sum of images (b) and (c).
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The same operation is performed on a crack detected by the black body effect in Figure
4.5. Differentiation in the x direction (Figure 4.5(b)) here gives a more complicated defect
representation than the dark-field image (Figure 4.5(a)). Again, there is negligible crack
signature observed by differentiation of the dark-field image parallel to the crack direction
(Figure 4.5(c)). The DITG image (Figure 4.5(d)) gives the strongest isolation of the defect
signature, suppressing the unwanted contributions from the heated spot.
In order to cover an area significantly larger than the heated spot, multiple spot locations
must be considered. The point inspections at different spot locations can be combined by
superposing the key-frames for each spot location. Given that the test-pieces considered
in this Thesis are relatively flat, relative translation of the test-piece and laser-spot was
achieved simply by moving the test-piece on a 2D stage perpendicular to the field of view
of the thermal camera (Figure 4.6), i.e., M is initialised as zeros and for n = 1, 2, 3, ...,N:
Mi−In, j−Jn = Mi−In, j−Jn + mi, j,n (4.3)
where In and Jn are the 2D stage location in x and y directions respectively for point in-
spection n. References In and Jn are subtracted from i and j since positive displacement
of the stage moves the test-piece in the negative direction relative to the field of view of
the camera. Conversion of In and Jn from metric units as used by the stage to discrete
pixel references was performed by knowledge of the size of the camera field of view on
a nearest pixel basis. The size of the field of view can be found simply by displacing
the 2D stage by a known distance and acquiring images at each location. The images are
 
21W infrared 
semiconductor 
laser (fibre-optic 
focusing head) 
Infrared camera 
(Merlin Indigo) 
with 25mm lens 
and 1/4" extension 
Test-piece 
2D stage 
Figure 4.6: Annotated photograph of laser-spot thermography equipment.
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then cross-correlated to find the corresponding frame offset for the known displacement.
To improve the accuracy of the mosaicing process the images were first interpolated to a
higher resolution. The combined image, M, is hereon referred to as the ‘master DITG’
(MDITG) image. The lens used was an Indigo 25 mm f/2.3 with 1/4” extension, chosen
for its medium focal length, high reproduction ratio and negligible geometric distortion:
barrel distortion typical of wide-angle lenses and pincushion distortion typical of tele-
photo lenses [131] require correction if the spatially translated images of the test-piece
are to be accurately superposed. Longer focal length lenses tend to have larger minimum
focusing distances, and so use of medium to long focal lengths will typically require ex-
tending the lens away from the lens flange to increase the reproduction ratio of the image
on the focal plane array (by reducing the minimum focusing distance). Figure 4.7 shows a
single point inspection, the superposition of six spatially-incremented spot locations, and
the MDITG image calculated from 89 laser-spots per cm2 (LS/cm2). Given an adequately
fine raster scan of point inspections, the artefacts of the residual gradient contributions
from the heated spot average to a uniform (DC) baseline. The elevated baseline can be
considered validation that the laser fired and thus that the area local to the spot was in-
spected.
4.1.5 Calibration and Determining Best Practice
The building of a crack image by a series of point inspections requires a critical number
of laser-spots per unit area to guarantee full coverage of a crack. In order to gauge the
coverage as a function of scan density, a semi-infinite crack extrapolated from a single
line of point inspections was considered. An infinitely long crack has a predictable crack
signature and allows identification of poor coverage. A line of point inspections was taken
perpendicular to and bisecting the centre of a 10.4 mm fatigue crack in Waspaloy such
that the heat deposited by the laser only interacted with the central region of the crack.
Since the heated spot only interacted with the central region of the crack, a full 2D scan
of a semi-infinite crack of depth equal to that at the centre of the 10.4 mm crack can
be synthesised from the single line of inspections. The crack is shown in cross section
in Figure 3.2(b) (sample A39), and is approximately 2.2 mm deep at the centre of the
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Figure 4.7: (a) MDITG image calculated from a single laser location showing partial detection of
the crack local to the heated spot. (b) MDITG image calculated from six superposed laser locations
showing a further detection of the crack in (a). (c) MDITG image calculated from full coverage
of laser locations at 89 LS/cm2. The full crack extent is detected and the residual artefacts of the
heated spots average-out to uniform baseline.
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crack (maximum depth of 2.6 mm). The distance between the point inspections was 0.05
mm, such that a large number of scan densities at integer multiples of 0.05 mm could be
calculated. Further, at each scan density there are multiple permutations of raster-location
to consider, the variation in the defect detection for each permutation depending on the
distance between the point inspections of the raster grid and the crack. Since detection is
also a function of crack opening, this procedure was repeated with the crack opened from
the unstressed opening of 3 µm to 15 µm in 3 µm increments using the three-point bend
jig detailed in Section 3.2.2. Example detection images of the extrapolated semi-infinite
crack are given in Figure 4.8 for a 15 µm open crack with scan densities of 1250, 78 and
50 LS/cm2. To each row of pixels in the MDITG image a Gaussian was fitted, and the
signal, A, was taken as the minimum amplitude of the fitted Gaussians. The noise, σn,
was taken as the standard deviation of the data away from the crack detection. The SNR
was taken as the ratio A/σn. The results are shown in Figure 4.9. For the crack opened to
6-15 µm a scan density of approximately 60-100 LS/cm2 was required to guarantee full
coverage of the crack. A greater scan density of around 200-300 LS/cm2 was required
for the crack at an opening of 3 µm. Whilst the calculation here was conservative, clearly
a scan density pragmatically shown sufficient to detect a crack of a wide opening does
not infer that the scan density is sufficient to fully detect a crack of a narrower opening.
This is because detectability is a function of the proximity between the heated spot and
the crack; the effects by which laser-spot thermography identifies defects are too weak at
some parts of the narrow crack to be detected, and require further inspections with a more
ideal proximity of the heated spot to the crack, or further inspections simply to increase
noise-averaging. A case of non-ideal proximity between the heated spot and crack is
evident at a crack opening of 6 µm with a scan density of 78 LS/cm2. There is significant
variation in the minimum SNR depending on the location of the grid of point inspections
relative to the crack (Figure 4.10).
Laser-spot thermography is a scanning method, which for wide-area inspection negates
the usual speed advantage of thermal methods. The number of laser-spots per unit area
is therefore the limiting factor in inspection time. As the heat concentration deposited
by the laser diffuses radially, defects at greater distances from the spot can be detected.
However, the heat attenuates quickly, and so detections away from the heated spot are
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Figure 4.8: Example laser-spot inspections of a semi-infinite crack analogue (≈15 µm opening,
≈2.4±0.2 mm depth), extrapolated from a single line of point inspections. Scan densities of (a)
1250 LS/cm2, (b) 78 LS/cm2, (c) 50 LS/cm2. Whilst full coverage of the crack at optimal SNR
is observed in (a), (b) and (c) show decreases in SNR at some regions of the crack length. Raster
performed at 45◦ to crack.
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Figure 4.9: SNR as a function of scan density for a semi-infinite crack analogue, extrapolated
from a single line of laser-spot point inspections. Crack openings of 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 µm are
considered. SNR taken as the minimum cross-sectional SNR for each spatially incremented raster.
weaker. Figure 4.11 shows SNR as a function of time, evaluated as per Figure 4.9. The
traces of SNR were averaged across each permutation of grid location. The peak SNR is
observed at later frames for lower scan densities. However, for the peak SNR to occur at
a significantly later frame than is optimal for fine scan densities, the scan density must be
lower than is required for full coverage of tight cracks (i.e., below 50 LS/cm2).
The system used in this Thesis was capable of performing one point inspection every
eight seconds. However, this includes significant time capturing more IR video than was
required, then subsequently writing the video to disk and incrementing the stage location.
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Figure 4.10: Example laser-spot inspections of a semi-infinite crack analogue (≈6 µm opening,
≈2.4±0.2 mm depth), extrapolated from a single line of point inspections. Scan density is 78
LS/cm2, with the raster displaced in the x direction by (a) 0 mm, (b) 0.20 mm, (c) 0.30 mm.
Each Subfigure detects different sections of the crack to varying strengths. Images equivalently
contour-mapped. Raster performed at 45◦ to crack.
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Figure 4.11: SNR as a function of frame number for the same 15 µm semi-infinite crack analogue
considered in Figure 4.9. Peak SNR is observed at later frames for reduced scan densities. The
final laser-on frame is indicated by the dashed black line.
The fundamental requirement for a single point inspection is merely one or more frames
of pre-excitation, a laser pulse (here of 50 ms), and 2-3 frames of capture after laser-off.
A second point inspection local to the prior inspection requires a wait time of up to one
second (in Waspaloy) for the previous heating to disperse sufficiently to not affect the
second inspection, though the point inspections could be taken in a non-monotonic order
to remove this wait time. Since the heated spot is small in comparison to the camera
field of view, there is the possibility of observing multiple laser-spots simultaneously
without any interference of the spots. The field of view employed here was ≈25×20
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mm, though the heated-spot is observed to be only 2-3 mm in diameter at the frame
of interest. Allowing a conservative 2 mm frame of unheated area around each heated
spot, at least 5×4 laser-spots could be observed concurrently at no loss of resolution.
Such a system would be possible with modern off-the-shelf semiconductor lasers and
would make inspection of small areas achievable in seconds to tens of seconds, making it
only marginally slower than typical pulsed thermal techniques such as thermosonics and
eddytherm.
4.2 Effect of Crack Opening
4.2.1 Background
Laser-spot thermography detects cracks by a combination of the increased thermal im-
pedance presented by a crack, and the black body effect. Since both effects should in
theory increase with crack opening, laser-spot thermography is assumed best-suited for
the detection of open defects. This Section finds the specific nature of the dependence
of laser-spot detectability on crack opening. The effect of crack opening on thermosonics
was detailed in Section 3.2, including the samples and three-point bend jig used to control
the crack opening that were also employed in this Section. The effect of crack opening on
eddy-current induced thermography is detailed in Section 5.3.4.
4.2.2 Experimental Setup
The equipment used is shown schematically in Figure 4.12 and pictured in Figure 4.6.
A Visual Basic program on the stage-control PC sets the stage location and synchronises
with the capture PC. The capture PC controls an Indigo Merlin InSb thermal camera,
which is triggered automatically by ActiveX commands from the stage-control PC. The
PC controlling the 2D stage rasters through a predetermined raster of stage locations,
pausing to allow capture from the thermal camera at each position. Infrared video span-
ning pre-excitation, excitation and post-excitation is captured by a second PC which also
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of laser-spot thermography equipment.
triggers the laser. The laser is an 808 nm semiconductor laser with focusing head attached
by optical fibre (characterised in Section 4.1.1), which fires a 50 ms pulse of 21 watts. The
stage rasters through two inset square rasters stepped in 1.5 mm increments, equivalent to
a single raster of 1.06 mm at 45◦ to the crack direction (Table 4.1). The scan comprises
89 LS/cm2. An area of approximately 12×12 mm was inspected in 145 point inspections,
taking approximately 18 minutes with this highly unoptimised system (the potential for
an optimised system is discussed in Section 4.1.5). A repeat scan was taken with the raster
incremented 0.75 mm in the x direction. The thermal videos were processed in MATLAB.
4.2.3 Analysis of Results
Example MDITG images for each of the five samples at each tested gape are given in
Figure 4.13. In each case detectability was enhanced at greater crack openings. Sample
B30B was not detected in the unstressed state of <1 micron opening, but was detected at 1
micron and greater openings. In order to quantify the MDITG images a region of interest
box was manually drawn around the defect, with a reference area adjacent to the region
of interest automatically generated. The SNR was then evaluated as follows:
SNR =
AROI − A¯REF AREA
σn, REF AREA
(4.4)
where the signal, AROI, was taken as the mean of the ten greatest pixel-values in the region
of interest, the baseline, A¯REF AREA, was taken as the mean of the reference area, and the
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x stage position
0.000 0.750 1.500 2.250 3.000 ...
y
st
ag
e
po
si
tio
n
0.000 1 2 1 2 1
0.750 2 1 2 1 2
1.500 1 2 1 2 1 ...
2.250 2 1 2 1 2
3.000 1 2 1 2 1
... ... . . .
Table 4.1: Rasters of laser-spot point inspections schematic. A point inspection at each cell of the
table was acquired, then the point inspections decomposed into the two possible permutations of
1.06 mm raster at 45◦ to the horizontal to comprise repeat testing. The point-locations for the two
permutations are denoted by the numbered squares.
Gape (µm)
 
 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
A18
A39
B30B
C20C
C26C
Figure 4.13: Example laser-spot MDITG crack images for samples A18, A39, B30B, C20C and
C26C. Each subimage is approximately 4×15 mm, colour-mapping consistent across all subim-
ages.
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Figure 4.14: Laser-spot per-pixel detectability as a function of gape for samples A18, A39, B30B,
C20C and C26C. Crack openings of <1 micron (unresolvable by optical microscopy) here is con-
sidered equal to zero.
noise, σn, REF AREA, was taken as the standard deviation of the reference area. Figure 4.14
shows the SNR as a function of gape. All cracks exhibit a roughly linear increase in
SNR as gape is increased, though there is little consistency between the cracks. The
cracks approximately 6.1-6.5 mm in length (samples B30B and C26C) show the smallest
increase in detectability with gape, whilst samples C20C and A18 (crack lengths of 8.2
mm and 12.3 mm respectively) show a larger increase in detectability with gape. Sample
A39 (crack length of 10.4 mm) does not exhibit as significant an increase in detectability
with gape as the similarly long cracks in C20C and A18. This is because detectability
as defined in Equation 4.4 is quantified on a per-pixel basis, and the centre of the crack
in sample A39 is strongly detected in the unstressed case whilst the tips of the crack are
not. Observing the crack detections in Figure 4.13, sample A39 is clearly more strongly
represented at increased gapes. By integrating over the defect a gross detectability value
can be found:
Gross detectability =
∑
MROI −median(MROI).(Area of ROI) (4.5)
where MROI is the region of interest of the MDITG image and the area of ROI is evalu-
ated in pixels. In each case the size of the region of interest was kept as a constant size
of 200×50 pixels (approximately 4×15 mm). The value of gross detectability defined in
Equation 4.5 is a baseline-subtracted sum of all defect pixels. The gross detectabilities
are plotted against gape in Figure 4.15(a) and are observed to be approximately linear for
all samples. The gape was calibrated to surface pre-strain, allowing replotting of the data
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Figure 4.15: (a) Laser-spot gross (area integrated) detectability as a function of gape for samples
A18, A39, B30B, C20C and C26C. (b) Gross detectability data from (a) replotted as a function of
strain.
in Figure 4.15(a) as a function of pre-strain (Figure 4.15(b)). The gross detectability is
observed to also be an approximately linear function of pre-strain, though the relationship
between the different crack lengths differs from that observed for per-pixel SNR. By plot-
ting gross detectability as a function of gape it is observed that the gradient of the best-fit
line is similar for four of the five specimens, whilst plotting gross detectability as a func-
tion of strain the gradient is observed to increase with crack length (Figure 4.16). It is also
notable that owing to the integrating action of determining gross detectability the repeat
error is reduced. Gross detectability is convenient because in opening the cracks a mix-
ture of two behavioural modes are observed: specimens such as A39 show no significant
increase in per-pixel SNR but the detected crack length increases, whilst specimens such
as C20C are detected in entirety in the unstressed state but the per-pixel SNR increases
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with crack opening. The gross detectability has contributions from both of these opening
modes. Slight deviation from a linear relationship between gross detectability and pre-
strain is observed for sample A18, with the detectability at the greatest two strains tested
(1311 µ and 1434 µ) notably higher than would be expected if linearly extrapolating
from the gross detectability exhibited at lower strains. Referring back to the MDITG im-
ages in Figure 4.13, the additional gross detectability is resultant from the detection of
the lower crack extent only at these high values of pre-strain. Detected crack length as a
function of gape is given in Figure 4.17. The crack lengths were determined by manually
thresholdolding the MDITG image to separate the crack signatures from the background
noise, then measuring the contiguous crack-extent. Whilst the crack indication in sample
C20C is not observed to increase in length at increased crack openings, the other four
samples all showed a broadly consistent upward trend before converging on their respec-
tive ‘true’ (optically determined) crack lengths.
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Figure 4.16: Rate of increase in gross detectability with respect to surface pre-strain, as a function
of crack length, i.e., gradient of best-fit lines in Figure 4.15 as a function of crack length.
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Figure 4.17: Detected crack length as a function of gape for samples A18, A39, B30B, C20C and
C26C.
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4.3 Effect of Cracks Under Coatings
4.3.1 Background
The motivation for detection of cracks buried beneath thermal barrier coatings is given in
Section 3.3.1. To the author’s knowledge, there exists no record of laser-spot thermog-
raphy demonstrated for the detection of out of plane cracks beneath coatings, though the
detection of corrosion [52], and buried planar defects such as adhesion of coatings [37]
and adhesion of tape [32, 33] have been shown. Detection of buried planar defects by a
number of methods of optical thermography have been demonstrated variously (Section
2.1).
4.3.2 Experimental Setup
Samples
Eight Inconel samples were fatigued for the purpose of studying the effect of cracks buried
beneath coatings on thermal methods. Four of the samples were fatigued before applica-
tion of the bond coat and four fatigued after application of the bond coat, yielding five
cracks in the bare samples and 17 cracks in the bond coated samples, as determined by
conventional eddy-current and dye penetrant inspection. After testing, the cracks were
sized by sectioning, detailed in Section 3.3.2 (Tables 3.3 and 3.4).
The bare Inconel samples were extremely shiny in the visible spectrum, and measured to
have an emissivity approximately 29% that of black poster paint in the 3.5-5.5 µm mid-IR
range of the camera. The MCrAlY coated samples had a dull metallic finish in the visible
light spectrum, and were found to have an emissivity of approximately 50% that of black
poster paint. Whilst it is typical to apply black paint to a sample to improve emissivity, for
the purposes of laser-spot thermography this was not possible since the paint is quickly
destroyed by the high optical intensity of the laser, immediately marring the surface finish.
Further, the porous microstructure of MCrAlY bond coat makes full removal of the paint
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x stage position
0.000 0.375 0.750 1.125 1.500 1.875 2.250 ...
y
st
ag
e
po
si
tio
n
0.000 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
0.375 5 6 7 8 5 6 7
0.750 3 4 1 2 3 4 1
1.125 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 ...
1.500 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1.875 5 6 7 8 5 6 7
2.250 3 4 1 2 3 4 1
... ... . . .
Table 4.2: Rasters of laser-spot point inspections schematic. A laser-spot point inspection at
each cell of the table was acquired, then the point inspections decomposed into the eight possible
permutations of 1.06 mm raster at 45◦ to the horizontal to comprise repeat testing. The point-
locations for each of the eight permutations are denoted by the numbered squares.
infeasible, so is to be avoided where possible.
Testing
The equipment employed in testing was the same as that pictured for the study on the
effect of crack opening (Figures 4.6, 4.12). The samples were each inspected with a fine
square raster of 0.375 mm increment, aligned parallel/perpendicular to the cracks. The
fine raster was decomposed into eight spatially-incremented coarse rasters at 45◦ to the
crack with an increment of 1.06 mm (Table 4.2). The eight spatially incremented rasters
were considered repeat tests and were used to determine standard error.
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4.3.3 Analysis of Results
Samples Fatigued Before Coatings Application
Each of the five cracks were detected in the bare Inconel samples, as shown in Figure
4.18. The defects comprise both cracks and pits, with the pits detected considerably more
strongly than the cracks (Table 4.3). This is unsurprising given the emissivity of shiny,
bare Inconel was low, causing detection of the pits to be primarily by the black body
radiative effect (Section 4.1.3) rather than the radial heat-blocking effect (Section 4.1.2).
The effect of local emissivity increase due to the black body effect of a crack or pit is
highest when the test-piece emissivity is otherwise low, making this the primary detection
regime; detection of impeded planar heat diffusion requires a high quality raw image
which a low emissivity surface does not support. The crack lengths and depths were not
varied enough in range to show any meaningful correlation with detectability, but do show
a reasonably strong detection for each crack.
After the application of MCrAlY bond coat the defects were not detected, and so testing
was halted before the full thermal barrier coating system was applied.
Crack ID Crack length Crack Depth Mean SNR SNR error Mean SNR SNR error
(mm) (mm) (incl. pits) (incl. pits) (excl. pits) (excl. pits)
1 11.2 3.1 - - 20.2 0.4
2 13.0 2.6 31.1 2.7 21.1 1.1
3 9.3 2.8 61.4 9.6 - -
4 10.2 2.7 110.3 10.5 31.6 1.2
5 9.8 2.6 65.3 8.2 16.8 1.0
Table 4.3: Signal to noise ratios for laser-spot inspection of crack IDs 1-5 in bare Inconel, includ-
ing and excluding pits. Standard error based on eight repeats at different raster positions. Note
crack 1 has no pitting, and crack 3 was pitted to the extent that the crack could not reasonably be
isolated.
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Figure 4.18: Exaple MDITG laser-spot images for crack IDs 1-5. Note colour-mapping clipped
and scaled to each image individually.
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Figure 4.19: Example MDITG laser-spot images for crack IDs 6-22. Each crack is isolated within
a red box and the crack ID denoted by the adjacent number. Colour-mapping is consistent for all
images.
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Samples Fatigued After Bond Coat Application
MDITG images for the samples fatigued with the MCrAlY bond coat already applied
are given in Figure 4.19. Testing of cracked bond coat beneath the thick 200-300 µm
ceramic top coat was not attempted because failure to detect cracks in the less challenging
case of cracked Inconel beneath a thin (60-100 µm) metallic coating (previous Section)
was unsuccessful. Further to the increased thickness and thermally insular properties
of the ceramic, testing of cracked Inconel buried beneath a thin metallic bond coat was
performed at full laser power (21 W), whilst testing of the top coat would necessitate
reduced power to avoid damaging the ceramic. All cracks in the bond coat were detected
with the exception of crack IDs 7 and 15, which were hidden by damage to the surface
of the bond coat which was preferentially detected. Additional surface damage without
underlying cracks are observed as regions of high signal. The cracks were characterised
in terms of per-pixel SNR as used in the study of crack opening (Equation 4.4). The
SNR for each crack is given in Table 4.4 and plotted as a function of crack length in
Figure 4.20. A weak positive correlation is observed, likely because only the surface
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Figure 4.20: SNR as a function of crack length for cracked MCrAlY (blue). Cracks IDs 1-5
(cracks in bare Inconel) are also given, both including and excluding contributions from the pits
(red and green respectively). Crack IDs 7 and 15 are masked by surface damage, and so are not
included.
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of the crack is probed by the technique. SNRs for the cracks in bare Inconel from the
previous section are also given, both including and excluding the strong pit detections.
In all cases the results exhibit good repeatability with minor variation across the eight
spatially incremented repeat inspections.
The detected cracking of the bond coat is assumed to be limited to the near-surface, as
supported by the complete lack of detection of the cracks buried beneath bond coat (pre-
vious Section) and comparison with eddytherm images (Section 6.3).
Crack ID Crack length Crack depth Crack location Mean SNR SNR error
(mm) (mm)
6 10.1 4.2 Edge 6.7 0.4
7 7.3 1.0 Centre (22.9) (0.7)
8 7.6 3.2 Edge 6.0 0.3
9 7.7 Edge 6.3 0.8
10 8.9 4.2 Edge 3.7 0.3
11 11.0 2.1 Centre 14.5 0.6
12 9.1 3.7 Edge 3.6 0.2
13 4.0 1.8 Edge 2.2 0.5
14 7.9 Centre 13.1 1.2
15 7.4 1.3 Centre (12.6) (0.8)
16 4.5 2.0 Edge 2.8 0.2
17 3.7 2.5 Edge 1.4 0.4
18 3.5 Edge 1.0 0.2
19 8.1 1.4 Centre 9.1 0.5
20 9.9 1.7 Centre 6.5 0.5
21 2.0 Centre 4.2 0.6
22 4.1 1.4 Edge 3.8 0.4
Table 4.4: Signal to noise ratios for crack IDs 6-22 in Inconel/MCrAlY. Standard error based on
eight repeats at different raster positions. Crack IDs 7 and 15 were masked by surface damage to
the coating, causing detection of the surface damage rather than the crack (indicated with italic
parentheses). Only cracks sized by sectioning have crack depth information.
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4.4 Review of Chapter
In this Chapter the black body and heat-blocking regimes by which cracks are detected by
the laser-spot method are identified and a means of producing a full frame image which
comprises contributions from both detection regimes is specified. The work detailed is
notable for its use of a modern and affordable semi-conductor laser which has been char-
acterised. The effect of crack opening is found by putting the beam samples in three-point
loading, and is found to be monotonically increasing over the tested range and approxi-
mately linear both in terms of per-pixel SNR and gross (integrated) detectability. The rate
at which the detectability increased with pre-strain of the specimen was observed to in-
crease with crack length. A study of the effect of coatings found laser-spot thermography
unsuited to the detection of cracks buried beneath an intact coating, though cracks through
MCrAlY bond coat were resolved with fine detail. It was found that cracks in specimens
with a shiny surface finish were detected primarily by the black body effect, whilst cracks
in specimens with a dull surface finish were detected primarily by the blocking of radial
heat flow.
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Chapter 5
Eddy-Current Induced Thermography
Eddy-current induced thermography (hereon referred to as eddytherm) is a rapid, full
field thermographic method in which a current is passed through a coil to induce a flow
of current in the surface of an electrically conductive (i.e., typically metallic) member.
If a defect is present in the member the flow of current takes an extended path around
the defect, resulting in increases and decreases in current-density local to the defect. The
amount of Joule heating produced by the flow of current increases with current-density,
allowing defects to be imaged as regions of increased and decreased heating at the surface
of the test-piece by a thermal camera. In Chapter 2 the current state of development of
eddytherm was reviewed, and it was found that whilst there are various institutions cur-
rently developing the method there remains characterisation and developmental work to
be performed, particularly with genuine cracks in laboratory-type samples. In this Chap-
ter an eddytherm system built from affordable off-the-shelf components is detailed and
characterised with such samples. Image processing is developed such that the detections
can be quantitatively assessed. Studies of the effect of crack opening, cracks buried under
coatings and of the detectability of small cracks are then detailed using the characterised
equipment and processing routines.
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5.1 Eddy-Current Phenomena
5.1.1 Magnetic Field
The coil used in this chapter approximates a Helmholtz coil, i.e., two sets of coils sep-
arated along the longitudinal axis by a distance equal to the coil radius. The coil was
chosen for the relatively uniform field inside the coil, and scaled to allow the test-pieces
to fit inside the coil. The sets of coils are separated by 50 mm and each comprises two
turns with a radius of 35 mm, though given the 6 mm copper piping which constitutes
the coil, measurements are approximate only (the piping which constitutes the coil is rel-
atively large to accommodate water-cooling). The magnetic flux density at the midpoint
between the coils for a perfect Helmholtz coil is given by:
B =
(
4
5
) 3
2 µ0ncI
rc
(5.1)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, nc in the number of wire turns in each coil, I is
the current in the coil and rc is the coil radius. The eddytherm system used in this Thesis
has a peak current output of 270 A, which from Equation 5.1 is found to correspond to a
field strength at the coil midpoint of approximately 13.9 mT. For a full and more accurate
representation of the magnetic field we can consider the Biot-Savart law:
B =
∫
µ0
4pi
I
|r|2 δl × rˆ (5.2)
where δl is the length of the differential element of coil (aligned with conventional cur-
rent), rˆ is the displacement unit vector in the direction pointing from the coil element to
the point at which the field is being computed and r is the displacement vector from the
coil element to the point at which the field is being computed. The Biot-Savart model as-
sumes a steady flow of current (i.e., DC), and calculates the magnetic field at each point in
space by integrating over the magnetic field contributions from each differential element
of the coil. A Biot-Savart model of the true coil geometry (i.e., not a perfect Helmholtz
coil) was written in MATLAB. The coil is pictured in Figure 5.1(a) and was approximated
as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The calculated direction of the magnetic field lines is given
in Figure 5.1(c) and the flux density given in Figure 5.1(d). The Biot-Savart calculation
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predicts a flux density of ≈13.9 mT at centre of coil which is consistent with Equation
5.1, but also predicts a strong field inside the full volume of the coil despite the imperfect
approximation of the Helmholtz coil geometry.
5.1.2 Induced Current Flow
The magnetic field was modelled in the previous Section and the flux density found to
be relatively uniform inside the coil. The coil was designed such that a test-piece could
be placed inside the coil as illustrated in Figure 5.2(a). The AC magnetic field inside
(a) Photograph of coil.
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(c) Modelled magnetic field direction.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Photo of coil used in this Chapter. (b) Approximation of coil for Biot-Savart
calculation of magnetic field used to find: (c) the direction of the magnetic field, and (d) the
magnetic flux density. Note field-lines in (c) are for visualising field direction only and their
spacing does not infer flux density.
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the coil is aligned along the coil axis, as is the magnetic field induced within the surface
of the test-piece inside the coil (albeit in the opposite direction). The magnetic field
in the test-piece also induces a current in the skin of the test-piece illustrated in Figure
5.2(b). The differential element at the surface of the test-piece is subject to orthogonal
magnetic and electric fields (B and I respectively), and because the current flow is AC the
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(c) Wideangle infrared dark-field image.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Photograph of blackened nickel-based superalloy test-piece within coil. (b)
Schematic of magnetic and electrical fields within test-piece. (c) Wideangle dark-field image
showing test-piece inside coil. Black dashed region indicates field of vision of the telephoto lens
used in this Chapter (region ≈25×20 mm). (d) Horizontal section A-A through test-piece indi-
cated in (c). Note field of view from telephoto lens indicated by dashed black lines is limited to
the region in which the greatest heating effect is observed.
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density of the current field decays exponentially with depth (Equation 2.6). The current
flow in the test-piece causes Joule heating, which can be imaged with a thermal camera.
The heating of a nickel-based superalloy (Waspaloy) specimen with no flaws is shown in
Figure 5.2(c). The infrared image is of a wider field of view than would typically be used
in an eddytherm inspection, with the ≈25×20 mm field of view used in the majority of
this Chapter indicated by the dashed black box. Section A-A is plotted in Figure 5.2(d).
Note that the induced heating rapidly falls away toward the ends of the test-piece, but
that within the typical inspection region (indicated by the dashed black lines) the induced
heating is both high and relatively uniform. The bulk temperature rise can be calibrated
to determine which regions of a test-piece have been subjected to adequate magnetic field
strength, but this is not explored in this Thesis.
5.1.3 2D Impedance Model
In this Chapter the eddytherm method is used in the inspection of surface-breaking fatigue
cracks, most of which are assumed to be of ‘half-penny’ cross-section. Such cracks may
present a combination of the ‘slot’ and ‘notch’ modes of current flow, i.e., current may
pass around and/or under the crack (Section 2.3). A resistance-capacitance flow model
[132] was made in MATLAB to find the current distribution resultant from the extended
current-path presented by a crack. The model is two dimensional (i.e., a shell), and was
chosen as a simple geometry to determine a reference current distribution. At an excitation
frequency of 150-400 kHz, the 1/e skin-depth is approximately 10-20 µm in steel and 1-2
mm in Inconel and titanium (Equation 2.6). For ferromagnetic steel a thin-skin (shell)
surface model will therefore give results grossly consistent with a full three-dimensional
model. A DC model is considered here since the result will be equivalent to the peak
current observed in an analogous AC model. The crack morphology considered here is a
semicircular, surface-breaking crack normal to the substrate surface (shown schematically
in Figure 5.3(a) and the mesh local to the crack in Figure 5.3(b)). The current path across
the crack via touching asperities of the crack faces was neglected, and so current was
allowed to flow under or around the void only. An arbitrary potential difference of 10
V was applied perpendicular to the crack. All nodes led on integer values of Cartesian
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coordinates and were connected only to immediately neighbouring nodes by orthogonal
paths. All current paths were therefore of equal length and so the resistance between
all connected nodes was also equal and was set to unity. Each node was also connected
to Earth via a capacitor of unit capacitance (Figure 5.3(c)). The model was temporally
incremented with each node checked for consistency with Kirchoff’s law of conservation
of current. For nodes not obeying Kirchoff’s law, the current was adjusted by considering
the charge or discharge on the capacitor connected between the node and Earth. The
procedure at each node was therefore:
In,l =
N∑
n=1
(
Vn,l/Rn,l
)
(5.3)
if:
In,l , 0 (5.4)
then:
δqn,l = In,lδt (5.5)
q′n,l = qn,l + δqn,l (5.6)
Vn,l+1 = q′n,l/Cn (5.7)
where the current paths to neighbouring nodes are denoted n of total N, l is the loop
iteration, I is current, V is voltage, R is resistance, q is charge and C is capacitance.
δq is the amount by which the capacitor joined between the node and Earth is charged
or discharged, and q′ is the adjusted charge on the capacitor. The time-increment δt
was set as the minimum capacitor value (all capacitors equal to unity) divided by the
maximum number of current-paths to a node (six). The model was run until the sum of
error in current across the 10,320 nodes was less than 1×10−3 A and was observed to have
converged. The power at each node was calculated by considering the sum of flow through
the node and taking P = V2/R, where R = 1. The resulting surface and crack-face power
distributions are given in Figures 5.3(d) and 5.3(e). Ignoring additional thermoresistive
effects, the rate of Joule heating is assumed to scale with the power distribution. The
power distribution is observed to peak at the crack tips and be reduced adjacent to the
crack, consistent with the heat distribution observed in an eddytherm inspection of a crack
without contacting areas bridging the crack faces.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic of current flow shell model. The crack is represented as a semi-circle
limiting flow of current to around or tunneling beneath the crack faces. (b) View of the mesh local
to the defect. (c) Schematic of electrical circuit analogue, top-left corner of shell shown in (a).
(d) Distribution of power flowing through the sample surface. (e) Distribution of power flowing
across the crack faces. Note colour-mapping is log-scaled to emphasise the colder regions.
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5.1.4 Defect Signature
In an eddytherm inspection the bulk temperature of the sample is increased by induced
current flow causing Joule heating. This is illustrated for the cases of a 6.5 mm crack in
Waspaloy (Figure 5.4(a)) and a 3.9 mm crack in ferritic steel (Figure 5.4(b)). Temperature-
time traces for the mean of the bulk regions (indicated by black boxes in Figures 5.4(a)
and 5.4(b)) are plotted in Figures 5.4(c) and 5.4(d) respectively. The bulk temperature
rise after a 50 ms, 270A pulse from the coil detailed in Section 5.1.1 is observed to be
approximately 0.8◦ C in Waspaloy and 25.5◦ C in steel. The heating at the crack tips
here is taken as the mean of the hottest ten pixels in the red boxes, the temperature rise
over the bulk observed as approximately 1.3◦ C in Waspaloy and 5.7◦ C in steel. Point-
contacts between the crack faces allow a short-circuit between the crack faces, and so
create a higher temperature than the bulk. Example point contacts here are taken as the
mean of the hottest ten pixels in the dashed red boxes, the temperature rise over the bulk
being approximately 1.3◦ C in Waspaloy and 13.0◦ C in steel. The region adjacent to the
crack is subject to a lower current density and so the temperature increases less than the
bulk. Example regions adjacent to the crack here are taken as the minimum of the green
boxes, giving a temperature rise of 0.5◦ C below the bulk temperature rise in Waspaloy
and 1.9◦ C in steel. The temperature rise adjacent to the crack in Waspaloy is observed to
rise monotonically over the considered frames whilst all other regions considered - both
in Waspaloy and steel - show a peak at the final frame with excitation on (frame 12).
Whilst the temperature contrast from the bulk temperature rise is significantly lower for
Waspaloy than for steel, in both cases the contrast is large compared to the typical noise-
equivalent temperature difference of around 20 mK for a cooled InSb or HgCdTe thermal
camera, or 50-80 mK for a relatively inexpensive microbolometer camera.
In order to calibrate the camera for absolute temperatures, two-point calibrations of the
steel and Waspaloy samples were performed with a thermocouple attached to the surface
of each test-piece. It was found that there were ≈481 digital levels per degree Celsius
for painted steel and ≈516 digital levels per degree Celsius for painted Waspaloy. The
surface finish of the unpainted steel is extremely shiny, whilst the machined surface fin-
ish of Waspaloy is more dull. Since the calibrations of the painted samples are similar
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Figure 5.4: Example eddytherm defect detection images for (a) Waspaloy and (b) steel (frame
12). Coloured boxes indicate maximum heating at the crack tips (red), maximum heating at point
contacts (dashed-red), median bulk heating of the substrates (black) and the coldest points of the
cooler defect-adjacent regions (green). The respective temperature-time traces are given for (c)
Waspaloy and (d) steel. The excitation is on during frames 10-12.
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Figure 5.5: Eddytherm defect detection images of a 3.9 mm crack in steel (a) unpainted and (b)
painted with matt black acrylic paint.
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despite the difference in the underlying surface finishes, it can be assumed that the matt
black acrylic paint used has good optical characteristics in the 3.5-5.5 µm spectral range
of the InSb (Indigo Merlin) camera. Inspection of the steel sample in the unpainted state
is shown in Figure 5.5(a), and after painting in Figure 5.5(b). The temperature is given
in terms of raw digital levels from the camera (pre-excitation subtracted), and whilst the
induced temperature in the test-piece in each case is the same, the received infrared varies
by an order of magnitude. In the unpainted case the image is of low quality, with interfer-
ence from the exciting EM pulse present as noisy horizontal stripes. In the painted case
the EM interference is barely noticeable as it is overwhelmed by the received infrared.
All eddytherm of metal samples without metal or ceramic coatings in this Chapter was
performed with the samples painted for optimal defect detection and characterisation.
5.2 Processing of Eddytherm Data
In addition to image processing to optimise the raw digital output from the thermal cam-
era, the processing of eddytherm data requires separation of the bulk temperature tempera-
ture rise from the localised increases and decreases in heating which indicate the presence
of a defect. The full step-by-step procedure employed in this Thesis is as follows:
• Replace ‘dead’ pixels with median of neighbouring values
• Spatial median filter applied to each frame to reduce noise
• Temporal average of pre-excitation frames subtracted from full video to remove
temporally stationary reflections
• Remove underlying gradients caused by edge effects and subtract bulk temperature
rise (Section 5.2.1)
• (Ferritic steels only) subtract post-excitation frame to remove non-uniform paint
effects (Section 5.2.2)
It is typical for InSb focal plane arrays to have dead pixels, which tend to give either
a value of zero, or the maximal digital level in the range of the sensor. These values
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were identified by thresholding the data and interpolated as a median of the neighbouring
values. A spatial median filter (3×3 kernel) was then applied to each frame to reduce
electronic and shot noise. It is typical in thermographic inspections to subtract a pre-
excitation frame or average of pre-excitation frames from the full video to produce a
dark-field video. This procedure removes any stationary artefacts such as reflections and
retains only the transient thermal phenomena. Eddy-current induced heating tends to
cause a non-uniform increase in heating due to geometric effects and non-uniformity of
the magnetic field, so it is useful to apply a correction procedure to remove underlying
gradients to isolate the localised effects of defects. The procedure employed in this Thesis
is detailed in Section 5.2.1. Given the large temperature rises observed in ferritic steel
samples, localised artefacts due to imperfections in the applied black paint can arise. A
further processing procedure is applied to these samples, detailed in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Removal of Underlying Gradients
A local increase in heating can result from specimen geometry. A dark-field image with
example region of interest is given in Figure 5.6(a). The region of interest was manually
defined such that the borders were away from the defect signature. The region of interest
is given as a surface plot to better show the underlying gradient caused by proximity to
the edge of the sample in Figure 5.6(b). The values bordering the region of interest (or
a polynomial fit of each border-edge) are used to interpolate the region inside the border,
weighting the border values by the inverse-square of the respective distances to the pixels
within the border. The interpolated value is then normalised to the sum of the weights,
i.e.:
T ′i′, j′ =
∑
i, j
 Ti, j| #                   »(i′, j′)(i, j)|2
 /∑
i, j
1
| #                   »(i′, j′)(i, j)|2 (5.8)
 i = (1,Nx) for j = (1, 2, 3, ...,Ny)i = (2, 3, 4, ...,Nx − 1) for j = (1,Ny)
where T ′i′, j′ is the interpolated temperature value at pixel reference i
′, j′, Ti, j is a temper-
ature value at pixel reference i, j, and
#                   »
(i′, j′)(i, j) is the distance between array elements
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Figure 5.6: Walkthrough of the removal of edge-effect from eddytherm data. (a) Image of raw
frame immediately after excitation off, a strong edge effect evident at top of image. The region of
interest is denoted by the black box. (b) Surface plot of region of interest in (a). (c) Schematic of
pixel references used in Equation 5.8. (d) Region of interest removed by inverse-square weighting
of the values around the frame of the box. (e) Surface plot of interpolated region (d) subtracted
from raw data (a). The edge effect is removed by this operation.
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T ′i′, j′ and Ti, j. Nx and Ny refer to the size of the border in pixels in the x(i) and y( j) direc-
tions respectively. Pixel references i and j are considered for the border of pixels from
which the inner-region is interpolated, and i′ and j′ are dummy pixel references for i and j
considered for the interpolated region inside the frame (Figure 5.6(c)). The original image
with inset interpolated region is shown in Figure 5.6(d). This interpolated region is sub-
tracted from the region of interest (Figure 5.6(b)) to remove the underlying gradient. The
corrected surface is given in Figure 5.6(e). Note that the surface is now centred about a
temperature of zero, the temperature values being effectively bulk-temperature subtracted.
Whilst during and immediately after excitation the defect-adjacent regions are lower than
the bulk, the temperature is higher than it was pre-excitation. The defect-adjacent regions
are variously referred to as ‘cold’ hereon, though this is only for convenience and is rela-
tive to the bulk temperature rise only. As such, in bulk temperature-rise subtracted frames
the ‘cold’ regions will take a negative value.
5.2.2 Correction of Paint Artefacts for Ferrous Metals
The bulk temperature rise in ferritic steels is approximately 20 times as great than that
observed in a nickel superalloy (Section 5.1.4). However, the emissivity of shiny metals is
low, necessitating increasing the emissivity artificially by painting the samples matt black.
The quality of finish achievable by aerosol application becomes an issue with cracks on
the order of tenths of millimetres, and is exacerbated by the high bulk temperature rises
in ferritic steels. Localised paint-rich regions cause small pools of heat since the paint
is thermally slow compared to the substrate to which it is applied. In comparison, the
heat concentrations at the crack tips dissipate quickly relative to the paint-rich regions
and the frame-rate of the thermal camera, causing the defect signature to ‘blink’ out of
existance between frames whilst the heat is retained in the thicker regions of paint. In
Figure 5.7 six consecutive frames show the time evolution from pre-excitation (frame 9)
to post-excitation (frame 13 and on). The frames have had underlying gradients removed
as detailed in Section 5.2.1, hence are bulk-subtracted and so centred about 0◦C. A 0.27
mm defect is observed in the centre of the frame (indicated in Figure 5.7(b)), surrounded
by numerous paint inconsistencies which manifest at similar temperatures and higher.
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In the top-right of the frame is a particularly bad thickening of the paint, immediately
surrounded by a region of reduced emissivity likely caused by thin paint. Whilst the
excitation is on (frames 10-12) the defect is visible, though not distinct from the paint
artefacts. In the post-excitation frames (13, 14) only the paint artefacts are visible and
the defect signature has disappeared. It is therefore logical to subtract a post-excitation
frame from an excitation-on frame to isolate the crack signature by removing the paint
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Figure 5.7: (a)-(f) Frames 9-14 of dark-field (gradient corrected) eddytherm video. The excitation
was on in frames 10-12. Defect location circled in dashed-black in (b).
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Figure 5.8: (a) Dark-field eddytherm image calculated by subtraction of the frame immediately
post-excitation from frame 11 (excitation on frames 10-12). (b) Dark-field image calculated by
subtraction of an average of pre-excitation frames from frame 11.
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artefacts. In Figure 5.8(a) frame 13 is subtracted from frame 11 and most paint artefacts
are observed to disappear. The rate of heat decay from the paint artefacts was sufficiently
slow that no significant change is observed between frames 11 and 13, and so no scaling of
the temperatures was required before performing the subtraction. The major paint artefact
in the top-right of the frame remains, but is significantly diminished. Though the residual
signature of the paint flaw is similar in magnitude to the defect signature, the 0.27 mm
defect is around the apparent detection-limit for the method and the paint flaw was the
worst observed throughout testing. Frame 11 is displayed as a dark-field image in Figure
5.8(b), which fails to distinguish between the paint artefacts and the defect.
5.3 Effects and Equipment Characterisation
5.3.1 Effect of Pulse Duration
The bulk temperature rises for various pulse durations are given in Figures 5.9(a) and
5.9(b) for a 3.9 mm crack in steel and 6.5 mm crack in Waspaloy respectively (capture
performed at 60 Hz). Note that the pulse durations referred to are the pulses used to
trigger the amplifier which powers the coil, and not a direct measure of the pulse duration
outputted to the coil. The bulk temperature rise follows the same characteristic rise and
decay for both metals, albeit the greater induced temperature in steel causes a more rapid
decay. In the case of steel the maximum pulse duration that could be tested was limited by
the calibrated dynamic range of the thermal camera, the heating effect from a 100 ms or
greater pulse duration causing saturation of the camera response. The temperature of the
crack tips relative to the bulk temperature rise (TMAX) is given in Figures 5.9(c) and 5.9(d)
for steel and Waspaloy respectively. Both metals show an initial steep rise for a short
pulse duration then a transition into a slower temperature rise, the cause of which is not
clear. It is notable that after an 85 ms pulse in steel, the crack tips are ≈15◦ C over a bulk
temperature rise of ≈40◦ C, i.e., at a room temperature of ≈20◦ C the absolute temperature
of the crack tips would be approximately 75◦ C. After a 112 ms pulse the crack tips in
Waspaloy were a mere 3.5◦ C above room temperature (i.e., crack tips 1.5◦C above the
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bulk temperature rise of ≈2◦C). Figures 5.9(e) and 5.9(f) show the temperature of the
crack-adjacent regions relative to the bulk temperature rise (TMIN) in steel and Waspaloy
respectively. In steel the crack-adjacent regions show a transition from rapid increase
in the magnitude of TMIN to a reduced rate of increase, similar to that observed at the
hot crack tips. The transition is not observed in the crack-adjacent regions in Waspaloy,
with all considered pulse durations showing no signs of saturating contrast. It should be
noted that the cracks considered here were relatively large, and the temperature difference
between the hot crack tips/cold crack-adjacent regions and the bulk are later observed to
vary with crack length (Section 5.4).
Whilst increasing pulse duration gives a greater contrast in temperature between the bulk
and the hot and ‘cold’ regions signifying a defect, the image quality does not scale with the
temperature contrast. In Figure 5.10 the hot crack tips and ‘cold’ crack-adjacent regions
are considered again in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. This was calculated simply by
considering the hottest or coldest ten pixels, then normalised to the standard deviation of
a reference area on the bulk, away from the defect. Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b) show the
SNR of the crack tips for steel and Waspaloy respectively, an equal peak SNR observed in
Steel for pulses of over 22ms, and an equal peak SNR observed in Waspaloy for all pulses
(22-112 ms). The peak SNR for the crack tips occurs at an early frame, with continued
inductive heating then reducing the image quality significantly in Waspaloy and to a lesser
degree in steel. The ‘cold’ crack-adjacent regions (Figures 5.10(c), 5.10(d) show a lower
SNR than the hot crack tips, but are less sensitive to pulse duration. The peak SNR
for the crack tips (TMAX) and crack-adjacent (TMIN) regions are given as a function of
pulse duration in Figure 5.10(e). Since the SNR is observed to peak at an early frame
there is clearly a critical pulse duration beyond which there is no improvement in signal,
corresponding to approximately 16 ms for TMAX and TMIN in steel and TMAX in Waspaloy,
though TMIN in Waspaloy shows marginal improvement in SNR to approximately 50 ms.
The peak before saturation in maximum observed SNR for TMAX in Waspaloy is likely
because of the specific indexing of excitation-off and the integration period of the frame
which follows excitation-off. Though the camera acquires 60 frames per second (i.e., a
capture interval of 16.67 ms), the integration period over which each frame is based is
shorter - in this case 1.8 ms. Once the pulse duration of the excitation is long enough
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Figure 5.9: Temperature-time traces for eddytherm pulse durations of 12, 22, 50, 85 ms in steel
and 22, 50, 82, 112 ms in Waspaloy. (a),(b) Bulk temperature rises in steel (sample LB057, 3.9
mm) and Waspaloy (sample B30B, 6.5 mm) respectively. (c),(d) Temperature rises at the crack tips
relative to bulk temperature rise in steel and Waspaloy respectively. (e),(f) Reduction in heating
near crack-centre relative to bulk temperature rise in steel and Waspaloy respectively.
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Figure 5.10: SNR-time traces for eddytherm pulse durations of 12, 22, 50, 85 ms in steel and 22,
50, 82, 112 ms in Waspaloy. (a), (b) SNR from the temperature rises at the crack tips normalised to
the standard deviation of a reference (non-defect) area in steel and Waspaloy respectively. (c), (d)
SNR from the temperature reduction adjacent to the crack, normalised to the standard deviation of
a reference (non-defect) area in steel and Waspaloy respectively. (e) Peak SNR for TMAX and TMIN
as a function of frame number for steel and Waspaloy. Note high baseline SNR is a consequence
of the large sample of considered pixels in the region of interest (150×80), giving rise to sampling
of the most extreme noise when no genuine signal is present.
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to extend through the integration period of the frame at which peak SNR is observed, the
peak SNR becomes constant. Example images taken upon cessation of the excitation after
various pulse durations are given for steel in Figure 5.11 and for Waspaloy in Figure 5.12.
For both metals it is observed that a 22 ms pulse gives a well-defined defect signature,
and that longer pulses allow for greater heat diffusion whilst the excitation remains on
which blurs the signature somewhat. The 12 ms pulse in steel also appears blurry, likely
caused by the indexing of the cessation of the excitation and the integration period of the
frame capture; for both the 12 ms and 22 ms pulses the nearest excitation-off frame is
frame 10 due to the 60 Hz (16.67 ms) capture rate of the camera. The interference from
the excitation is visible in the top-quarter of the 22 ms frame, indicating the majority of
the frame was captured within a short period after excitation-off. Therefore, for the 12
ms pulse there was sufficient time between excitation-off and the capture of the frame for
some heat diffusion to occur. This example shows that whilst a short pulse duration can
be employed, for high conductivity metals a high frame-rate camera or careful indexing
is required for optimal capture.
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Figure 5.11: Peak temperature frames for eddytherm pulse durations of 12, 22, 50 and 85 ms in
steel. Temperature traces given in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.12: Peak temperature frames for eddytherm pulse durations of 22, 50, 82 and 112 ms in
steel. Temperature traces given in Figure 5.9.
5.3.2 Effect of Electric Field Orientation
The optimal orientation of a crack for peak detectability is perpendicular to the flow of
current, i.e., parallel to the magnetic field. Images with a crack at 0-90◦ relative to the
current field are given in Figure 5.13 for Waspaloy and Figure 5.14 for steel. In Waspaloy
the defect is not detected with the flow of current parallel to the crack, whilst in steel some
defect signature remains. The hot crack tips (TMAX) and ‘cold’ crack-adjacent (TMIN)
regions are plotted as a function of the angle between the crack and the current field
for Waspaloy and steel in Figure 5.15. Each plot is normalised to its peak response.
Waspaloy is observed to follow an approximately sinusoidal dependence on crack angle
for both the crack tips and defect-adjacent regions. The crack tips in the steel sample
also follow an approximate raised sinusoid, though the ‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions are
less predictable. Since the noise of a region away from the defect is unaffected by the
angle of the crack relative to the current-field, the image quality (SNR) can be assumed to
scale with the temperatures given in Figure 5.15. The results for TMAX in steel are broadly
consistent with those of Walle and Netzelmann [111] who observed ≈30% residual signal
with the electric field parallel to the crack, whilst here ≈20% is observed. The reason that
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.13: 8.2 mm crack in Waspaloy at an angle relative to the induced current field of (a)
≈90◦, (b) ≈67.5◦, (c) ≈45◦, (d) ≈22.5◦, (e) ≈0◦. Colours clipped to ±2◦C
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.14: 4.0 mm crack in steel at an angle relative to the induced current field of (a) ≈ 90◦,
(b) ≈67.5◦, (c) ≈45◦, (d) ≈22.5◦, (e) ≈0◦. Colours clipped to +1◦ and −0.4◦ C
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Figure 5.15: Normalised crack-tip (TMAX) and crack-adjacent (TMIN) as a function of the angle
between the crack and the induced current field. The crack in steel is 4.0 mm in length and the
crack in Waspaloy 8.2 mm.
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a crack in steel which is parallel to the current field is detectable is not given by Walle and
Netzelmann. To the author’s knowledge no one has comprehensively shown the cause
of the residual detectability, though theories include that it is the result of a geometric
edge effect, or a magnetic flux leakage (MFL) effect. Edge effects at geometrical features
parallel to the current field (i.e., increased heating local to edges) are readily observable
in beam specimens. Whilst a significant amount of heat is damped by Joule heating and
magnetic hysteresis throughout the ferromagnetic member, local to the crack the diffusion
of heat is reduced by the increased thermal impedance of the crack, causing a localised
concentration of increased heat. Current may also be induced directly in the exposed
crack faces. Alternatively (or perhaps also contributing) to the increased heating local to
the crack is increased electric field density as a result of a MFL effect [133]. The magnetic
field inside the test-piece projects out from the surface of the specimen in the presence
of a crack, before returning to the defect at the other crack face. ‘Leaking’ magnetic
fields are well known from the MFL method of corrosion detection already employed
in the inspection of ferritic steel structures, though in MFL the magnetic field is DC
since a permanent magnet is used to create the magnetic field inside the test-piece. The
case of transverse defect detection by alternating current field measurement (ACFM) is
analogous to the eddytherm case of current flowing parallel to the crack, and again MFL
effects allow a residual detectability [100]. In the case of eddytherm the electric field
associated with the leaking magnetic field may cause an increase in eddy-current density
local to the crack, which in ferritic steels may cause adequately strong Joule heating to be
imaged with the thermal camera.
5.3.3 Effect of Current Applied to Coil
The effect of increasing the current supplied to the coil on crack detectability is shown
in Figure 5.16. Two steel samples, LB028 (crack length 2.0 mm) and LB057 (crack
length 3.9 mm), and two Waspaloy samples, B30B (crack length 6.5 mm) and A39 (crack
length 10.4 mm) are considered at various currents for a 50 ms pulse. The bulk-subtracted
temperature of the crack tips and crack-adjacent regions are observed to rise with an
approximately current-squared dependence over the tested current range in both steel and
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Figure 5.16: Temperature rise as a function of current applied to coil (50 ms pulse duration)
for (a) steel and (b) Waspaloy. SNR as a function of current applied to coil for (c) steel and (d)
Waspaloy. Crack lengths for the steel samples are 2.0 mm for LB028 and 3.9 mm for LB057, and
for Waspaloy samples 6.5 mm for B30B and 10.4 mm for A39. (e) Example images of sample
LB057 subject to currents of 4.9-260.1 A.
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Waspaloy (Figures 5.16(a), 5.16(b)), though they saturate beyond approximately 200 A
in Waspaloy. The corresponding signal-to-noise ratios (Figures 5.16(c) and 5.16(d)) show
diminishing returns at different currents for each specimen. Example images of steel
sample LB057 are given for various currents in Figure 5.16(e). Whilst the clarity of the
defect signature improves markedly as the current is increased, it is worth considering
that the power requirement is proportional to the current squared, so there is scope for
use of a considerably less-powerful (and therefore more portable) device if a low current
inspection can be performed adequately.
5.3.4 Effect of Crack Opening
The samples used in establishing the effect of crack opening were made of Udimet, a
nickel-based superalloy that is similar to Waspaloy and Inconel (see Glossary). It was nec-
essary to use longer (120×22×7 mm) Udimet samples instead of the shorter (70×22×7)
Waspaloy samples tested variously in this Chapter to fit a larger three-point crack-opening
jig outside the coil with the samples inside the coil (pictured in Figure 5.17(a) and shown
schematically in Figure 5.17(b)). The Udimet samples (like the Waspaloy samples) were
made by Rolls-Royce PLC. The three-point bend jig is an upscaled version of the jig de-
tailed in Section 3.2.2. The samples employed are specified in Table 5.1. Each crack has
an unstressed central gape of less than one micron (i.e., cannot be reliably resolved with
an optical microscope), with crack lengths varying from 0.80-4.11 mm. The samples were
instrumented with a strain-gauge on the rear-face and monitored with a DC strain amp to
set the opening. The DC strain was then calibrated against crack opening on an optical
microscope. The range of tested strains was set non-monotonically to avoid the possibility
of any spurious trends due to the order of testing. The temperatures of the crack-tip and
crack-adjacent regions are taken relative to the bulk temperature rise, denoted TMAX and
TMIN respectively. −TMIN is convenient to allow direct comparison between the crack-tip
and crack-adjacent regions since either may be the most prominent feature of a crack de-
tection. In Figure 5.18 TMAX and −TMIN are given over the range of tested strains for each
sample. It is observed that the temperatures of the crack tips and crack-adjacent regions
are a weak function of strain, with a minor increase in temperature observed at increased
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Figure 5.17: (a) Photograph of sample in crack-opening jig, sample positioned in coil. (b)
Schematic for crack-opening setup.
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Figure 5.18: Bulk-subtracted temperature difference for the crack tips (TMAX) and crack-adjacent
(TMIN) regions as a function of front-face strain.
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Figure 5.19: Example images at minimum and maximum tested crack openings in samples (a)
VE004, (b) VE005, (c) VE016. The initial unstressed crack opening of <1 µm taken here as 0
µm with additional opening measured by calibration of DC strain. (d) Sample VE003 is given
at minimum and maximum tested crack openings, with additional intermediate crack openings.
Colours clipped to ±2◦C except VE005 which is clipped to ±1◦C.
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strains. It is notable that the crack-adjacent ‘cold’ region is more detectable than the hot
crack tips of the 0.80 mm crack, whilst the opposite is true for the 4.11 mm crack. The
3.00 mm crack has equally high values of TMAX and −TMIN, consistent with the study
of a large number of Waspaloy samples in Section 5.4. Example images for each sam-
ple in the unopened case and at the maximum tested opening are given in Figure 5.19
(the maximum achievable crack opening is a function of crack length, limiting the max-
imum opening of smaller cracks). The images of samples VE004, VE005 and VE016
show minimal differences between the unopened and maximum opening cases. Sample
VE003 however shows a hot-spot near the centre of the crack which reduces before dis-
appearing completely at higher crack openings. The hot-spot is assumed to result from a
point-contact or small area of contact which electrically bridges the potential difference
across the crack faces, allowing a local increase in current density and therefore increased
Joule heating. Zenzinger et al have shown similar hot-spots by grinding the surface of a
crack to ‘smear’ the defect faces together [113, 117], and Vrana et al have shown similar
hot-spots by putting a crack in compression [106]. The heating effect of the electrical
bridge is reduced as the crack is opened up until the effect disappears altogether (the elec-
trical bridge then becoming an open circuit). The point contact acts to slightly inhibit
the ‘cold’ defect-adjacent region, which accounts for the marginally stronger function of
crack opening exhibited by the specimen.
Sample ID Material Crack length Unstressed gape
(mm) (µm)
VE003 Udimet 720Li HIP 4.11 <1
VE004 Udimet 720Li HIP 2.62 <1
VE005 Udimet 720Li HIP 0.80 <1
VE016 Udimet 720Li HIP 3.00 <1
Table 5.1: Specification of crack opening samples. Samples made by Rolls-Royce PLC.
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5.4 Fatigue Crack Detectability Study
5.4.1 Samples and Equipment
In this study 25 ferritic steel, 36 nickel-based superalloy (Waspaloy, see Glossary) and
43 titanium 6246 Rolls-Royce PLC fatigue crack specimens were tested. The specimens
measure 70×22×7 mm and have a hemispherical dimple of approximately 8 mm in di-
ameter in the rear face. The dimple was used as a point location in the generation of the
fatigue cracks by three-point bend, and so the cracks grew opposite the dimple on the
front face. The samples were tested inside a coil of approximately Helmholtz geometry
(Section 5.1.1), in the optimal configuration of crack perpendicular to the induced electric
field (Section 5.3.2). The coil was excited by a 50 ms pulse of 182 A. The steel samples
have an extremely shiny finish, the Waspaloy and titanium samples having dull and ex-
tremely dull machined finishes respectively. Sizing of the cracks in steel was performed
at 500× optical magnification with a digital output to a PC. The surface finish of the Was-
paloy and titanium samples made optical sizing of the cracks impractical and necessitated
use of level 4 ultra high sensitivity post-emulsified dye-penetrant. The dye-penetrant en-
hanced sizing was performed at 400× optical magnification. The steel samples were found
to have cracks in the range 0.23-3.94 mm, the Waspaloy samples 0.28-5.33 mm, and the
titanium samples 0.05-4.20 mm. All samples were coated with matt black acrylic paint
to increase emissivity (Section 5.1.4). The full catalogue of samples was inspected three
times with the sample order varied such that no sample was inspected twice in a row.
The physical interaction by which eddytherm inspection is performed is highly repeat-
able, so requiring each inspection to involve seating the sample within the coil maximised
experimental variation to better-indicate repeatability. A datum face made of aluminium
was fixed inside the coil, against which the specimens could be seated. The datum face
allowed only translation of the specimens normal to the lens axis, such that the camera
did not require refocusing before each test. The processing of the data was performed as
detailed in Section 5.2.
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5.4.2 Analysis of Results
Example defect images for each specimen are given in Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22, the
sample IDs prefixed with the material (St.=steel, Wa.=Waspaloy, Ti.=titanium) and suf-
fixed with a sample number for each material subset. All of the cracks in the steel samples
are visible in Figure 5.20, the smallest crack being 0.23 mm in length. The cracks in Was-
paloy and titanium start to become visible in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 at around 0.5-0.7 mm
in length. The temperatures of the crack tips and crack-adjacent regions relative to the
bulk temperature rise (TMAX and TMIN respectively) are given for each metal in Figure
5.23 (note −TMIN is considered rather than TMIN to allow direct comparison with TMAX).
In steel TMAX is observed to have an approximately linear dependence on crack length,
whilst Waspaloy and titanium show an approximately exponential increase in TMAX with
respect to crack length. In steel and Waspaloy −TMIN is observed to saturate beyond crack
lengths of ≈1.5-2.0 mm, whilst in titanium −TMIN continues to rise approximately linearly
throughout the tested range of crack lengths and shows no saturation. In steel, Waspaloy
and titanium −TMIN is greater than TMAX for the smallest detectable cracks, then beyond
a critical crack length TMAX is observed more strongly. This critical crack length varies
for each of the metals, corresponding to approximately 1.4 mm in steel, 2.6 mm in Was-
paloy and 4.0 mm in titanium. The repeat tests show minimal variation, with some of the
variability likely due to the defect location varying in position within the magnetic field.
Some of the discrepancy between the values above and below the best-fit lines is thought
to be a consequence of small hot-spots along the length of some of the crack signatures,
i.e., cracks with what are assumed to be short-circuiting bridges between the crack faces
tend to show decreased −TMIN and can show increased TMAX. This is particularly evident
considering the cracks in steel from 1.97-3.94 mm in Figure 5.23(a), the corresponding
crack images given in Figure 5.20 St.20-25. The variation in whether TMAX or −TMIN is
the stronger effect, combined with the variability due to additional hot-spots along the
length of some cracks makes consideration of a sample of the greatest magnitude (bulk-
subtracted) pixel-values - be they hot crack tips (i.e., TMAX) or the ‘cold’ defect-adjacent
(i.e., −TMIN) regions - a useful measure of detection strength. This measure is used in
establishing the probability of detection in the Chapter 6.
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St.1 0.23 mm St.2 0.27 mm St.3 0.34 mm St.4 0.39 mm St.5 0.47 mm
St.6 0.49 mm St.7 0.49 mm St.8 0.54 mm St.9 0.54 mm St.10 0.55 mm
St.11 0.64 mm St.12 0.70 mm St.13 0.76 mm St.14 0.77 mm St.15 0.78 mm
St.16 0.81 mm St.17 1.03 mm St.18 1.04 mm St.19 1.32 mm St.20 1.97 mm
St.21 2.18 mm St.22 2.67 mm St.23 3.06 mm St.24 3.66 mm St.25 3.94 mm
Figure 5.20: Example eddytherm images of 0.23-3.94 mm cracks in steel (samples St.1-25),
processed as detailed in Section 5.2. The colour-mapping is clipped to ±1◦C. Each image covers
an area of 7.75×7.75 mm.
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Wa.1 0.28 mm Wa.2 0.38 mm Wa.3 0.40 mm Wa.4 0.40 mm Wa.5 0.48 mm
Wa.6 0.53 mm Wa.7 0.53 mm Wa.8 0.53 mm Wa.9 0.56 mm Wa.10 0.56 mm
Wa.11 0.58 mm Wa.12 0.61 mm Wa.13 0.64 mm Wa.14 0.76 mm Wa.15 0.76 mm
Wa.16 0.76 mm Wa.17 0.76 mm Wa.18 0.81 mm Wa.19 0.81 mm Wa.20 1.27 mm
Wa.21 1.35 mm Wa.22 1.57 mm Wa.23 1.65 mm Wa.24 1.78 mm Wa.25 1.91 mm
Wa.26 1.91 mm Wa.27 2.69 mm Wa.28 2.92 mm Wa.29 3.18 mm Wa.30 3.56 mm
Continued overleaf.
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Wa.31 4.06 mm Wa.32 4.06 mm Wa.33 4.06 mm Wa.34 5.08 mm Wa.35 5.33 mm
Wa.36 5.33 mm
Figure 5.21: Example eddytherm images of 0.28-5.33 mm cracks in Waspaloy (samples Wa.1-
36), processed as detailed in Section 5.2. The colour-mapping is clipped to ±0.1◦C. Each image
covers an area of 7.75×7.75 mm.
Ti.1 0.05 mm Ti.2 0.08 mm Ti.3 0.10 mm Ti.4 0.13 mm Ti.5 0.25 mm
Ti.6 0.25 mm Ti.7 0.36 mm Ti.8 0.38 mm Ti.9 0.38 mm Ti.10 0.38 mm
Ti.11 0.38 mm Ti.12 0.46 mm Ti.13 0.46 mm Ti.14 0.50 mm Ti.15 0.64 mm
Continued overleaf.
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Ti.16 0.64 mm Ti.17 0.64 mm Ti.18 0.64 mm Ti.19 0.69 mm Ti.20 0.69 mm
Ti.21 0.76 mm Ti.22 0.76 mm Ti.23 0.76 mm Ti.24 0.89 mm Ti.25 0.94 mm
Ti.26 1.00 mm Ti.27 1.02 mm Ti.28 1.14 mm Ti.29 1.14 mm Ti.30 1.70 mm
Ti.31 2.03 mm Ti.32 2.16 mm Ti.33 2.54 mm Ti.34 2.79 mm Ti.35 2.79 mm
Ti.36 2.79 mm Ti.37 3.00 mm Ti.38 3.05 mm Ti.39 3.30 mm Ti.40 3.56 mm
Ti.41 3.81 mm Ti.42 3.94 mm Ti.43 4.20 mm
Figure 5.22: Example eddytherm images of 0.05-4.20 mm cracks in titanium (samples Ti.1-43),
processed as detailed in Section 5.2. The colour-mapping is clipped to ±0.1◦C. Each image covers
an area of 7.75×7.75 mm.
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Figure 5.23: Temperature of the hot crack tips (TMAX) and ‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions (TMIN)
as a function of crack length for cracks in (a) steel, (b) Waspaloy, (c) titanium.
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5.5 Effect of Cracks Under Coatings
5.5.1 Background
The motivation for detection of cracks buried beneath thermal barrier coatings is given
in Section 3.3.1. To the author’s knowledge, there exists no literature on the detection
of cracks buried beneath coatings by eddytherm inspection. The closest analogue is a
demonstration by Zenzinger et al showing a surface breaking crack in titanium subject to
grinding to ‘smear’ the surface is detected by eddytherm, but not dye-penetrant inspection
[113, 117]. The grinding process is believed to electrically close the crack, leaving the
remainder of the crack effectively buried. The detection of the crack before the grinding
process was equivalent to the modelled result in Figure 5.3(d), and after grinding the crack
was detected as a region of increased heating along the full length of the crack.
5.5.2 Scanning Equipment and Processing
The size of the samples used in this study prohibited the ideal coil configuration of sam-
ple inside the coil with the crack aligned with the coil axis, as employed in Section 5.4.
Instead, a fringing magnetic field was used by orienting the coil turns parallel to the spec-
imen surface (pictured in Figure 5.24(a) and shown schematically in Figure 5.24(b)). To
characterise the field a Biot-Savart model was employed (Equation 5.2). The final turn of
the coil was simplified to a ring, offset 10 mm from the sample surface (Figure 5.25(a)).
The resulting magnetic flux density is given in Figure 5.25(b), the magnetic field oriented
radially. The magnetic field is concentrated in the region directly beneath the coil, limiting
inspection coverage. The resulting induced current flow direction is shown schematically
in Figure 5.25(c). To overcome the problem of field coverage a scanning rig was assem-
bled, allowing displacement of the coil in the y direction (Figure 5.24). The test-piece and
camera remained stationary whilst eddytherm tests were performed with the coil position
incremented parallel to the crack direction. This one dimensional scan is permitted by
knowledge of the direction of the induced current field and the crack; for detection of
the crack with circulating current (Figure 5.25(c)) the optimal crack alignment is radial.
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Figure 5.24: (a) Photograph of eddytherm scanning rig. The specimen and camera remain sta-
tionary whilst the coil is incremented vertically. (b) Schematic of eddytherm scanning rig.
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Further, the crack is ideally located away from the centre of the circulating current such
that current field is as perpendicular to the crack as possible. Whilst the magnetic field
is strong beneath the coil and induces a large flow of current, the majority of the region
is blocked from the camera by the coil. The coil location was incremented to move the
position of the region of high current at which defects can be detected. For example, a
large Inconel sample with two cracks (T26016, Figure 5.26(a)) was inspected with the
coil successively moved in 5 mm increments in Figures 5.26(b)-5.26(e). Different sec-
tions of the two cracks were detected at each position of the coil, whilst the sections of
crack located centrally within the coil were not detected. Since the coil is water-cooled
and has a shiny plastic coating it emits little infrared, and so is barely detected by the cam-
era. This makes removal of the coil and combining best parts of the images taken at each
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Figure 5.25: (a) Simplified representation of coil used in simulation. (b) Modelled magnetic flux
intensity of the fringing field from the coil at the specimen, 10 mm from the coil. The field direc-
tion is radial. (c) Schematic of current flow direction in specimen. Note directions are notional
since input is AC.
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Figure 5.26: (a) Locations of cracks in considered sample (T26016). (b)-(e) Successive coil po-
sitions 6-9 of 11, in each successive increment the coil is moved 5 mm in the y direction. In each
subfigure different sections of the two aligned cracks are detected. (f) Composite image calculated
from 11×5 mm coil position increments. (g) Image showing which coil position increments con-
tributed to the final composite image in (f). (h) Composite image calculated from 51×1 mm coil
position increments.
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coil position simple; the images taken at each position of the coil can be stacked, then the
maximum value for each pixel in the stack dimension considered as the optimal detection
signature. This simple non-linear operation combines the images to give a single com-
posite image which approximates a single eddytherm inspection with a uniform current
field aligned perpendicular to the crack. The resulting composite image for a coarse scan
of 11×5 mm increments of the coil position is given in Figure 5.26(f). Both cracks in
the test-piece were detected in their entirety, though given the coarse scan there is varia-
tion in how strongly sections of the cracks were detected. The regions of the composite
frame which were contributed from each coil position are given in Figure 5.26(g). The
region of the test-piece immediately above the lower section of the coil turn is where the
field was strongest, and so the image of coil position increment contributions manifest as
an inverted rainbow. Figures 5.26(b)-5.26(e) correspond to coil position increments 6-9
of 11 respectively. A fine scan of 51×1 mm increments of the coil position is given in
Figure 5.26(h), and shows good image uniformity. The fine 51×1 mm scan density was
used in this study, with the scan performed automatically. The system built was extremely
sub-optimal and performed approximately eight incremented tests per minute.
The samples are detailed in Section 3.3.2.
5.5.3 Analysis of Results
Samples Fatigued Before Coatings Application
The composite images for the samples fatigued before the application of coatings (Ta-
ble 3.3) are given for the cracks in blackened Inconel, cracked Inconel buried under
MCrAlY bond coat, and cracked Inconel buried under the full thermal barrier coating
system (MCrAlY and YSZ) in Figures 5.27-5.29. The images are presented in log colour-
mapping to emphasise the ‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions. In each case the defects are
detected, though the detection signature varies. In the bare Inconel case crack ID 3 is
detected simply as a region hotter than the bulk, though crack IDs 1, 2, 4, and 5 comprise
both regions hotter and colder than the bulk temperature rise. Note that additional small
cracks around the major cracks are present in the samples and are not considered here
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Figure 5.27: Eddytherm inspection composite images of cracks in bare Inconel. Crack IDs 1-5
indicated by numbered boxes.
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Figure 5.28: Eddytherm inspection composite images of cracks in Inconel buried under MCrAlY
bond coat. Crack IDs 1-5 indicated by numbered boxes. Bond coat thickness were (a) 100 µm, (b)
60 µm, (c) 80 µm, (d), 100 µm.
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Figure 5.29: Eddytherm inspection composite images of cracks in Inconel buried under MCrAlY
bond coat and YSZ top coat. Crack IDs 1-5 indicated by numbered boxes. Bond coat/top coat
thickness were (a) 100/300 µm, (b) 60/200 µm, (c) 80/250 µm, (d) 100/300 µm.
(cause of secondary cracking unknown). After application of MCrAlY bond coat and
retesting, the ‘cold’ regions of the cracks disappeared and were replaced by hot regions.
The disappearance of the ‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions was likely caused by a combina-
tion of the grit-blast cleaning procedure performed prior to each application of coating
causing ‘smearing’ of the crack faces to form numerous contacts across the crack faces
at the surface, and the current simply travelling through the thin metallic coating over the
crack. The cracks were also detected through the full TBC system with defect signatures
similar to those through only the bond coat, though weaker. A detection strength for each
defect was determined by isolating the region of interest and considering the mean of the
ten pixels which contrast most from the bulk (i.e., hot crack tips or rectified ‘cold’ defect-
adjacent regions). The raw detection values are given in Table 5.2. After application of
60-100 µm bond coat the detections were reduced to an average of 67% of the initial de-
tection strength, with a standard error of 23%. After application of 200-300 µm top coat
the defect signature was further weakened to an average of 14% (standard error of 5%)
of that of the bond coated case (9% with a standard error of 3% of the initial detection
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Crack ID Crack Length Crack Depth MCrAlY YSZ TInconel TMCrAlY TYSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm) (A.U.) (A.U.) (A.U.)
1 11.2 3.1 100 300 2458 1536 225
2 13.0 2.6 100 300 5858 1931 292
3 9.3 2.8 60 200 2098 1631 334
4 10.2 2.7 80 250 1447 1363 175
5 9.8 2.6 100 300 2321 1540 121
Table 5.2: Eddytherm detection strengths for cracked Inconel, crack IDs 1-5 before and after the
application of MCrAlY bond coat and YSZ top coat.
strength), but was otherwise similar to the detections through the bond coat.
Samples Fatigued After Bond Coat Application
The composite images for the samples fatigued after the application of 300 µm MCrAlY
bond coat, and retested after application of YSZ top coat are given in Figures 5.30 and
5.31. In the cracks through MCrAlY case the detection signatures show both pronounced
‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions with hot crack tips, and some additional hot-spots thought
to be caused by contacting areas between the defect faces (Section 5.3.4). Cracks which
extended through the edge of the samples tended to be more strongly detected since the
currents induced at the edge of the sample were stronger due to geometric effects. After
application of the top coat all defects were detected as hot regions only. As observed
in moving from cracked Inconel to cracked Inconel buried under bond coat, this was
likely caused by the grit-blast cleaning procedure performed prior to the application of
the top coat, ‘smearing’ the crack faces together to form electrical contacts. Unlike the
metallic bond coat, ceramic top coat is not a good electrical conductor, limiting flow
of current in the coating over the crack. After application of 200-300 µm top coat the
reduction in detection strength was on average 14% of the initial detection strength, with a
standard error of 17%. The reduction in detection strength is consistent with that between
cracks buried under bond coat, and cracks buried under bond coat and top coat (previous
Section).
The temperatures (in terms of IR received by the camera) are given in Table 5.3, and
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Figure 5.30: Eddytherm inspection composite images of cracks in Inconel and 300 µm of
MCrAlY bond coat. Crack IDs 6-22 indicated by numbered boxes.
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Figure 5.31: Eddytherm inspection composite images of cracks in Inconel and MCrAlY bond
coat buried under YSZ top coat. Crack IDs 6-22 indicated by numbered boxes. Top coat thickness
were (a) 200 µm, (b) 250 µm, (c) 300 µm, (d) 300 µm.
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Figure 5.32: Eddytherm temperature rise (in terms of received infrared) as a function of crack
length for each crack under coating case. Lines of best-fit given for edge cracks through MCrAlY
bond coat, before and after application of YSZ top coat. ‘Centre’ and ‘edge’ refer to the location
of the crack on the test-piece.
as a function of crack length in Figure 5.32. The detections are split into cracks in the
centre of the specimens, and through the edges of the specimens where the induced cur-
rents were stronger. The samples fatigued before the application of bond coat are also
included (previous Section). The reduction in observed heating was not consistent in all
cases, e.g., crack IDs 21 and 22 fell from an observed temperature of approximately 400
digital levels to 35 and 186 digital levels respectively. Given that crack ID 21 was 2.0
mm long and crack ID 22 was 4.1 mm long, it appears likely that the lesser gross amount
of heat concentrated at the shorter crack diffused such that there was negligible emission
of infrared from the surface of the top coat. The detection strength is observed to be a
moderate function of crack length, with the Pearson correlation coefficients (ρP) given for
the cracks through the edges of the specimens in Table 5.4 (the central cracks have clus-
tered crack lengths and so are unsuitable for quantifying correlation). After application
of the top coat the edge cracks showed a reduction in the gradient of the best-fit line of
temperature versus crack length (Figure 5.32). The x axis intercept of the best-fit line
(corresponding to the largest undetectable crack) is increased after application of the top
coat.
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Crack ID Crack Length Crack Depth MCrAlY YSZ TMCrAlY TYSZ
(mm) (mm) (µm) (µm) (A.U.) (A.U.)
6 10.1 4.2 300 200 2929 1121
7 7.3 1.0 300 200 611 77
8 7.6 3.2 300 200 2354 110
9 7.7 - 300 200 714 112
10 8.9 4.2 300 250 3452 1064
11 11.0 2.1 300 250 839 139
12 9.1 3.7 300 250 5857 2329
13 4.0 1.8 300 300 1025 163
14 7.9 - 300 300 571 22
15 7.4 1.3 300 300 459 22
16 4.5 2.0 300 300 467 291
17 3.7 2.5 300 300 493 291
18 3.5 - 300 300 210 108
19 8.1 1.4 300 300 391 81
20 9.9 1.7 300 300 736 163
21 2.0 - 300 300 373 35
22 4.1 1.4 300 300 407 186
Table 5.3: Eddytherm detection strengths for cracks through MCrAlY, crack IDs 6-22 before and
after the application of YSZ top coat. Cracks detailed in Section 3.3.2. Only cracks sized by
sectioning have crack depth information.
ρP δT/δa a0
Cracked Inconel/MCrAlY (edge) 0.77 534 -1487
Cracked Inconel/MCrAlY under YSZ (edge) 0.67 187 -607
Table 5.4: Pearson correlation (ρP) for centre and edge cracks through bond coat, and after appli-
cation of top coat. Linear best-fit coefficients also given (T = δT/δa + a0). Only edge cracks are
considered because the cracks lengths of cracks in the centre of the specimens are clustered.
5.6 Review of Chapter
In this Chapter the magnetic field used to excite the test-pieces was modelled with the
Biot-Savart equation. It was shown that the characteristic heat signature of an eddytherm
inspection could be found by considering a thin-skin flow model which forces the current
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to either travel around or under a ‘half-penny’ crack. The characteristic heat signature
of a crack was explored for the ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic cases of steel and
Waspaloy (respectively), the ferromagnetic steel inducing significantly greater currents at
shallower depths, with correspondingly higher heating.
The effect of pulse duration was found, with a pulse duration of approximately 22 ms
found to be adequate to observe maximal SNR in both ferritic steel and Waspaloy. Further
heating creates an increase in the observed temperatures, though the image quality of later
frames degrades. The effect of crack orientation relative to the electric field was found to
be significant for both steel and Waspaloy; whilst the crack in steel was detectable even
parallel to the electric field, the crack in Waspaloy ceased to be detectable. The effect
of the current applied to the induction coil was studied; in Waspaloy it was found that
beyond a certain current no further heating was observed, though steel continued with an
approximately current-squared dependence over the tested range. The image quality was
found to increase with current, albeit at a reduced rate beyond a critical current which was
specimen specific. The effect of crack opening was found to be minimal, likely because
even in the unstressed state the cracks are already highly electrically isolated. Contacting
areas between the crack faces may be parted by opening the crack, extinguishing localised
hot-spots.
A data processing routine was recommended which minimises the effects of underlying
gradients caused by geometric edge-effects. Further processing to reduce artefacts from
uneven paint distribution was shown to be effective. A study of a large number of steel,
Waspaloy and titanium samples found that the defect-adjacent ‘cold’ regions were more
detectable than the hot crack tips below a critical crack length, the critical crack length
different for each metal.
A scanning rig to inspect large parts which employed a fringing magnetic field was
demonstrated, with a simple means of combining the images to form a composite im-
age with the coil removed established. The scanning rig was used in a study of cracks
buried beneath coatings. It was found that eddytherm is well-suited to the detection of
cracks beneath both metallic and ceramic coatings, with detection of cracks beneath 100
µm of MCrAlY bond coat and 300 µm of YSZ ceramic top coat shown possible.
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Chapter 6
Comparative Analysis of Thermosonics,
Laser-Spot Thermography and
Eddytherm
Thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddy-current induced thermography (eddy-
therm) each detect defects by fundamentally different thermal processes. Therefore, the
complexity of implementation and performance of each method is not equal. In this Chap-
ter practical considerations are given to aid in determining the suitability of the thermal
methods for new applications. Case studies drawn from testing detailed in previous Chap-
ters are used to illustrate specific aspects of the capabilities of the respective thermal meth-
ods. The studies of cracks under coatings are benchmarked against conventional NDE
methods eddy-current (EC) and dye-penetrant inspection (DPI). Finally, to compare the
detection capabilities of the thermal and conventional methods an eddytherm probability
of detection (PoD) study performed by the author is compared to results from similar PoD
studies of thermosonics, dye penetrant, conventional eddy-current, ultrasonics and x-ray
radiography from other institutes.
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6.1 Inspection Complexity and Practical Considerations
Given that thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm exploit different physi-
cal phenomena to generate heat it is unsurprising that the complexity of inspection is dif-
ferent for each method. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of thermosonics,
laser-spot thermography and eddytherm is given in Table 6.1.
-Excitation
The excitation for laser-spot thermography and eddytherm is non-contacting, whilst the
injection of ultrasound into the test-piece in thermosonics requires contact with the test-
piece. The ultrasonic horn which provides the excitation is non-rigidly coupled to the
test-piece and so generates broadband harmonic content (typically in the range 20-100
kHz), which is desirable because multiple mode excitation enhances detectability [73].
However, the non-rigid coupling generates ‘acoustic chaos’ [71–76] and so precludes
repeat inspections equivalent to a prior inspection. Equivalent repeat inspections can be
performed by laser-spot thermography and eddytherm.
-Test time
The inspection time for thermosonics and eddytherm is typically less than one second,
and so the major time consideration is the logistics of setting up the equipment and test-
piece, and in processing the data after the inspection. Laser-spot thermography is slower,
but remains rapid for small area inspections.
-Materials and defect types
All three methods are capable of detecting defects in metals. It is typical for metals to
crack roughly perpendicular to the surface, which is the optimal detection case for all
three methods. Defects in composite materials are typically planar such as delamination
in CFRP, and can be detected by thermosonics [69, 83]. Detection of defects in com-
posites by laser-spot thermography has not been trialled because composite materials are
highly anisotropic, thus making identification of defects by radial heat flow difficult. Fur-
ther, the thermal impedance mismatch between parent material and defect (i.e., air) on
which laser-spot thermography functions is lower for composite materials, and compos-
ite materials are easily damaged by the laser. Composite materials cannot typically be
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Thermosonics Laser-spot thermography Eddytherm
Excitation Broadband ultrasound Optical (IR Laser) AC magnetic field
Detection mechanism Frictional heating Thermal impedance, Electrical impedance +
black body effect Joule heating
Non-contacting No Yes Yes
Repeatable No Yes Yes
Typical inspection time Seconds Minutes Seconds
Detects defects in metals Yes Yes Yes
Detects defects in composite materials Yes No Few
Detects defects perpendicular to surface Yes Yes Yes
Detects defects parallel to surface Yes Some Some
Detects cracks under coatings Yes No Yes
Surface preparation requirement Minimal* High Minimal*
Detects artificial defects No Yes Yes
Validation Heating index Observed heat rise, Observed heat rise,
calibration standard calibration standard
Supporting studies/required knowledge Modal analysis, Maximum permissible Induced current
HI calibration laser power direction, coil design
Complete physical model No Yes Yes
Ease of modelling Complex Simple Complex
Processing Simple Simple Complex
Parts retention Simple(/complex**) Complex(/simple***) Simple(/complex****)
Hazards Ear Burns (eye, skin) Burns (skin)
Personal protective equipment Ear defenders Laser safety glasses None (gloves)
matched to laser
wavelength
Table 6.1: Practical considerations for thermosonic, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm.
*Detectability improved significantly by application of matt black paint. **Complex if part is
sufficiently small that there is nowhere to directly locate the horn tip. ***Simple if motorised mir-
rors move laser-spot rather than test-piece moved on stage. ****Complex if multiple coil locations
are required for full coverage.
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inspected by eddytherm since electrical conductivity is required to induce current flow
with an impinging magnetic field. However, the conductive fibres in CFRP composites
permit the detection of delaminations with eddytherm inspection [115, 116]. Delamina-
tions in metal/non-metal coatings systems such as thermal barrier coating systems are
known to be detectable with thermosonics [60, 88]. Detection of planar defects in metals
by laser-spot thermography is possible since increased heating at the heated spot will be
observed if thermal propagation into the test-piece is limited. This has been demonstrated
by Burrows et al for the detection of corrosion which thins the inspected specimen from
the rear [52]. Riegert et al have demonstrated eddytherm detection of planar defects in
aluminium and Glare (a glass-fibre reinforced plastic/aluminium composite) [116], and
CFRP and CFRP reinforced ceramics [115]. In metal/non-metal coating systems mag-
netically induced current flow in the buried metal substrate will generate heat that flows
through the coating to the surface where it can be observed. It is expected that planar de-
fects between the metal and non-metal coating will impede the flow of heat to the surface.
Detection of cracks perpendicular to the surface buried beneath coatings was found to be
possible by thermosonics (Section 3.3) and eddytherm (Section 5.5), but not laser-spot
thermography (Section 4.3).
Laser-spot thermography requires a high degree of surface preparation to permit accurate
observation of the planar diffusion of heat, whilst for thermosonics and eddytherm heat
concentrations are taken as a direct indication of a defect and so are less sensitive to
variation in surface finish.
-Calibration
Thermosonics is incapable of detecting artificial defects such as saw-cut or spark-eroded
notches, making manufacture of reference standards for calibration difficult. Further, in a
thermosonic inspection with no defect detected there may be no indication that the exci-
tation was applied. Validation of thermosonics is therefore difficult, but can be performed
by use of the heating index (Section 2.2). Use of the heating index requires a library of
representative samples to calibrate the threshold excitation level which validates a null
result (no defect found). Modal analysis can be used to increase confidence that multiple
vibrational modes are likely to be excited and that adequate strain energy is induced over
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the full surface of the part. Laser-spot thermography and eddytherm are capable of detect-
ing artificial defects, though in the case of laser-spot thermography an artificial defect will
be detected significantly more strongly than a real defect of equivalent length and depth
because artificial defects typically have an opening of 25+ µm whilst a real defect is typi-
cally open to the order of approximately 1 µm. In laser-spot thermograpy and eddytherm
inspections heating of the test-piece is observed in null (no defect found) tests, indicating
that the excitation is functioning. Laser-spot thermography is relatively simple to set up
assuming the test-piece has a high quality surface finish, requiring only knowledge of the
maximum permissible laser power to avoid damage to the test-piece (typically ≈25 W for
metals [47]). Eddytherm requires knowledge of the direction of the induced current flow
(which is determined by the coil design) because detectability is a function of the angle
between the induced current flow and defect (Section 5.3.2). Alternatively, inspection at
multiple angles can be performed to ensure detection.
-Modelling and Processing
Thermosonics lacks a complete physical model, though it is now widely agreed that fric-
tion between the crack faces is the primary source of heat generation [70, 77, 78, 80, 81,
134]. The lack of a complete model tends to limit modelling to consideration of reference
surface/sub-surface heat generators or vibrational mode analysis, i.e., mode shapes and
modal density (more advanced models that demonstrate how ‘acoustic chaos’ is gener-
ated [72, 74, 75] and attempt to mimic friction between crack faces [75, 76] have been
demonstrated by Han et al). Laser-spot thermography is simple to model, with a conduc-
tion model [51] adequate for smaller defects where black body effects are negligible. The
physics upon which eddytherm functions are understood in terms of Maxwell’s equations
and Joule (Ohmic) heating, but several steps are required for a full eddytherm model.
The current flowing in the coil induces a primary magnetic field which interacts with the
test-piece inducing secondary electric and magnetic fields. It is the heat byproduct of the
secondary electric field that is ultimately observed with the thermal camera.
Processing of thermosonics data is simple; the defects act as thermal beacons, and so a
simple background subtraction yields a dark-field image which shows only defects. A
relatively simple means of processing laser-spot thermography data is detailed in Section
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4.1.4. Eddytherm data typically requires multiple corrections if quantitative analysis is
required (Section 5.2), and so is more complex than thermosonics and laser-spot ther-
mography.
-Test Setup
In a previous unpublished study the author found the stiffness of the retention in the ther-
mosonic inspection of a metre-long last stage steam turbine blade to have minimal influ-
ence on the vibrational amplitude or frequency content [16]. Large parts can therefore
be supported on foam or other compliant material, provided the horn can be brought into
contact with the test-piece directly. Kang and Cawley [125] have shown that thermosonic
inspection of a small gas turbine blade can be performed with the horn studded to the
test-piece retention, permitting high amplitude, broadband excitation. Laser-spot ther-
mography requires relative translation of the laser-spot and the test-piece, and so either
the laser or the test-piece must move during the inspection. The laser-spot can be moved
simply by use of motorised mirrors [52]. Relatively small test-pieces can be moved whilst
the laser remains stationary by placing the test-piece on a translating stage (Chapter 4).
Eddytherm is simple if a single-shot inspection covers the required area, though if rela-
tive translation of the coil and test-piece are required for full coverage then complexity
increases. An example scanning rig is demonstrated in Section 5.5.2, and a conveyer
system has been demonstrated by Siemens [120].
Thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm system can all be built from off-
the-shelf components and in each case the major equipment cost is the thermal camera
itself. Though the cost of thermal cameras is ever-decreasing, it remains high when
compared to the equipment cost for conventional methods such as eddy-current, dye-
penetrant, magnetic particle inspection and basic (single element transducer) ultrasonic
testing. Cooled thermal cameras are also more cumbersome than the highly developed
hand-held units or simple aerosol cans utilised by the aforementioned conventional NDE
methods, though increasingly high performance uncooled microbolometer cameras and
laptops are closing this gap.
-Hazards
Ear protection is typically required for persons performing thermosonic inspection be-
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cause significant noise is caused by the clattering/hammering of the horn on the test-piece.
Laser-spot thermography requires use of glasses which filter the wavelength specific to
the laser to avoid severe eye damage from the class IV laser. The laser also presents a
burn hazard if directed upon skin, though the divergent beam quickly reduces the inten-
sity of laser-light reflected in the test-piece. The intensity of the laser is such that it also
can cause fire if directed upon combustible materials. Class IV lasers require additional
security such as lit warning signs, and locking doors or doors with security interlocks
that disable the laser to avoid unprotected people entering the room whilst the laser is
on. Eddytherm presents a minor burn-risk from direct handling of the heated test-piece,
or heating of other metal objects that may be close to the primary magnetic field, e.g.,
jewellery. In non-ferromagnetic metals the temperature rise is typically on the order of
several degrees, and the magnetic field drops off quickly as distance from the coil is in-
creased. In Section 5.3.1 ferromagnetic steel test-pieces were heated from ≈20◦ C (room
temperature) to ≈60◦ C in 85 ms, which is sufficiently high that use of thermally insulating
gloves is advised.
-Certification
Whilst the conventional NDE methods have established training courses, standards and
personal certification available, active thermal methods rely on those written and per-
formed in-house by companies using the technology. Societies such as ASNT provide
certification in active thermography to their own recommended standards, though the
certificate bears the name of the employer and not the training organisation or camera
manufacturer [135]. Courses in active thermography are typically limited to optical flash
and lock-in thermography.
6.2 Effect of Crack Opening
Understanding of the detection regimes for thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and
eddytherm was enhanced by consideration of the effects of crack opening (or pre-strain),
represented schematically in Figure 6.1. Thermosonics was observed to have a complex
relationship between detectability and crack opening; the amount of heat generated for
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a given excitation (i.e., thermosonic efficiency, Section 2.2) was observed to increase at
modest crack openings, whilst a reduction was observed beyond a critical opening. Heat is
generated frictionally where crack faces are both contacting and have relative motion [78],
and so the dynamic strain must overcome the closing stresses of tight cracks in order that
the crack faces are freed to move to generate heat. Optimal detectability was observed
with the crack sufficiently open that the cracks failed to generate heat in the central region
(i.e., no contact between crack faces at the centre of the crack extent), with two discrete
regions of heat along the length of the crack generating heat. The critical pre-strain at
which thermosonic efficiency peaked was observed to increase with crack length (Figure
3.10).
Detectability by laser-spot thermography was observed to rise approximately linearly over
the range of tested gapes, spanning from sub-micron openings to beyond those likely to
be observed in genuine parts (23 µm). Laser-spot thermography works by virtue of two
effects, the thermal impedance presented by a defect, and the radiative black body effect.
Small defects tend to be tightly closed and so have a minimal radiative response from the
black body effect, limiting detection to the heat-blocking effect. Laser-spot thermogra-
phy as performed in Chapter 4 sees ≈1 Joule of optical intensity applied within a ≈2 mm
diameter spot on the surface of the specimen (heat deposited in 50 ms), causing a strong
thermal perturbation. The power was limited only to avoid damaging the test-piece. This
extreme perturbation capitalises on the thermal impedance mismatch presented by a de-
fect to maximise the observed heat-blocking effect. Whilst saturation of detectability was
expected beyond a critical opening [51], no signs of saturation were observed. In part this
was likely because at larger openings the radiative effect becomes significant and com-
pensates for increased openings not presenting notably higher thermal impedances. In
this Thesis unopened cracks of 6.1 mm and 6.5 mm were barely detected and not detected
(respectively) by laser-spot thermography, which compares poorly with the reported sen-
sitivity of thermosonics [81,136] and the observed sensitivity of eddytherm (Section 5.4).
This is because the cracks inspected in this Thesis are tight fatigue cracks, and detectabil-
ity by laser-spot thermography is observed to be a stronger function of crack opening than
crack length. This is also true of dye-penetrant inspection, to which laser-spot is observed
to have a similar sensitivity in some applications. Figure 6.2 shows the inspection of two
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of detectability as a function of pre-strain for thermosonics (TS), laser-spot
thermography (LS) and eddytherm (ET). Note schematic indicates trends and not the respective
absolute detectabilities.
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Figure 6.2: Example detection of two cracks in Inconel by (a) laser-spot thermography, (b) high
sensitivity dye-penetrant inspection. Both methods are observed to strongly detect the same re-
gions of the cracks, implying a similar detection capability.
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aligned (but separate) cracks in shiny Inconel: both laser-spot thermography and dye-
penetrant inspection detect the same regions of the cracks (though it must be noted that
dye-penetrant inspection is heavily dependent on the skill/experience of the operator). In
the author’s experience laser-spot thermography gave no false calls whilst DPI is known
to give a significant number of false calls [136], and so laser-spot thermography could be
employed to distinguish cracks from scratches.
Eddytherm is based upon an electrical impedance mismatch, fundamentally increasing
the maximum achievable sensitivity over thermal impedance based methods. The effect
of crack opening on eddytherm was therefore observed to be minimal; the crack faces
were electrically well isolated even in the unstressed case. Small areas between the crack
faces which electrically bridge the defect were observed to marginally inhibit the detection
until the crack opening was sufficient to break the bridge, but even the contact areas were
detected since the high current density coursing through the bridge causes a local increase
in heating.
6.3 Detection of Defects Under Coatings
Five cracks in Inconel were tested by thermosonics, laser-spot thermography, eddytherm,
dye-penetrant and eddy-current inspection before and after the application of 60-100 µm
of MCrAlY metallic bond coat and 200-300 µm of YSZ ceramic top coat. Similarly, a
further 17 cracks in Inconel through 300 µm of bond coat were inspected before and after
application of 200-300 µm of top coat. The detection counts for each method are given in
Table 6.2.
-Laser-Spot Thermography
Laser-spot thermography detected the 5 exposed (surface breaking) cracks, but failed to
detect the cracks once buried beneath coatings. All cracks through MCrAlY were detected
by laser-spot thermography, the detections manifesting as a fine network of discrete cracks
in the coating and not the underlying cracks in the substrate (Figure 6.3).
-Dye-Penetrant Inspection
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DPI EC LS TS ET
Cracked Inconel (/5) 5 5 5 5 5
Cracked Inconel under MCrAlY (/5) 1 5 0 5 5
Cracked Inconel under MCrAlY/YSZ (/5) 0 5 0 4 5
Cracked Inconel/MCrAlY (/17) 8 13 17 16 17
Cracked Inconel/MCrAlY under YSZ (/17) 0 12 0 11 16
Table 6.2: Detection of cracks at various stages of coating by dye-penetrant inspection (DPI),
eddy-current inspection (EC), laser-spot thermography (LS), thermosonics (TS) and eddytherm
(ET).
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Figure 6.3: Inspection of crack 6 in sample T26003 by laser-spot thermography and eddy-current
induced thermography (eddytherm). (a) Schematic of sample. (b) Detection of multiple fine cracks
in the MCrAlY bond coat by laser-spot thermography. (c) Detection of single contiguous crack in
Inconel substrate beneath MCrAlY bond coat by eddy-current induced thermography.
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The dye-penetrant inspections used level 4 ultra-high sensitivity, post-emulsifiable fluo-
rescent dye-penetrant, performed by a level 3 inspector to Rolls-Royce standard RPS702.
All five cracks in bare Inconel were detected by dye-penetrant inspection. However, the
cracks through MCrAlY gave a high background signature which made detection of the
cracks difficult, with only 8 of 17 cracks detected. Dye-penetrant only detected one buried
defect, detected under the porous metallic bond coat. The crack was detected as a dark
region on an otherwise bright background, believed to be a result of the solvent which
removes the dye pooling inside the crack [137]. If this was the case, the dye in the crack
and the porous coating neighbouring the crack were both subject to greater washing from
the solvent, and with enough solvent washing the penetrant may not have returned to the
crack site.
-Eddytherm
Eddytherm detected all defects in all cases except for one case of a crack through the bond
coat buried beneath top coat. Successive coatings weakened the eddytherm crack detec-
tions, though the observed heating remained adequate for detection of defects through the
full thermal barrier coating system.
-Eddy-Current Inspection
The eddy-current inspections were performed by a level 3 inspector with a Hocking 104P4
pencil probe (coil diameter of approximately 1-2 mm, current modulated at 200 kHz). All
five cracks in bare Inconel were detected by conventional eddy-current, though the oper-
ator noted significantly worsened signal quality after each successive coating. The rough
coatings were also felt to wear the pencil-probe. Eddy-current inspection of the cracks
through the bond coat was limited only by the spatial resolution dictated by the footprint of
the coil, with neighbouring cracks often confused as a single indication. It is unsurprising
that conventional eddy-current and eddytherm performed similarly, though the increased
spatial resolution that eddytherm offers allowed neighbouring cracks to be individually
resolved. A posteriori knowledge of the crack locations allowed the neighbouring cracks
to be distinguished by conventional eddy-current, albeit with some difficulty. Whilst it
is unreasonable to expect even a skilled eddy-current inspector to individually resolve
closely neighbouring cracks, this does not matter because the single unresolved detection
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of the neighbouring cracks would trigger rejection of the specimen. -Thermosonics
Thermosonics showed the capability to detect cracks buried beneath the full intact ther-
mal barrier system. However, the detections weakened to the point that whilst two of five
defects were detected fairly easily, two defects would have been missed without exten-
sive repeat testing and one defect was not detected. Results for cracks through the bond
coat were similarly compromised by the additional coating, with 16 of 17 cracks initially
detected falling to 11 of 17 after being buried beneath the top coat. Thermosonics was
performed with 400 W of electrical power supplied to the horn, a fraction of the 1-3 kW
typically reported on by others; a more powerful system would probably have detected
more of the defects.
6.4 Probability of Detection
Eddy-Current Induced Thermography
The study of 25 ferritic steel, 36 nickel-based superalloy (Waspaloy) and 43 titanium 6246
Rolls-Royce PLC fatigue crack specimens detailed in the Section 5.4 can be processed to
give probability of detection (PoD) data. The purpose of such data is to establish the prob-
ability of detecting cracks as a function of their crack length. Methods with signal capture
allow the inspection to be fully automated, with the detection or non-detection decision
based on the magnitude of the signal response. This study was performed directly from
the processed digital acquisition of the thermal camera, removing the potentially fallible
human operator from the decision process. Probability of detection can be calculated in
a number of ways depending on the distribution of the data [138, 139], with a cumulative
log-normal fit employed in this study. The model assumes that in log-space the relation-
ship between crack length and signal is linear, and that signal error is normally distributed
about the linear fit. The linear relationship for log-log type PoD data is described thus:
ln(aˆ) = αp + βpln(a) + γp (6.1)
where aˆ is signal (or SNR), a is crack length, αp is the signal axis intercept, βp is the
gradient of the log-space linear fit, and γp is error. The probability of detecting a defect
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of crack length a is the likelihood that the signal received (aˆ) is greater than the decision
threshold (aˆdec), i.e.:
PoD(a) = P(ln(aˆ) > ln(aˆdec)) = Φ
(
ln(a) − µp
σp
)
(6.2)
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function and:
µp =
ln(aˆdec) − αp
βp
(6.3)
σp =
σγ
βp
(6.4)
where µp and σp are the mean and standard deviation input to the cumulative distribu-
tion function respectively, and σγ is the standard deviation of the error (γp) between the
measured signal values and the linear fit (in log-space). The major strength of the log-
space approach is that whilst in linear-space the error is observed to increase with defect
size, in log-space the error can be described by a single normal distribution, accurately
determined by considering the error terms for all crack lengths. Use of continuous signal
data (i.e., not hit-miss type data) with a cumulative log-normal model typically gives a
reliable result for a study of 30 or more samples [139]. This relatively low number is
permitted because for signal response data the reliance is primarily on the linearity of the
relationship between the logarithms of crack length and of signal response.
The defect signatures were windowed from the full frame to 100×100 pixels (≈12.9 pix-
els/mm instantaneous field of vision), and processed as detailed in Section 5.2. The signal
was taken as the mean of the ten pixels that contrasted most from bulk temperature rise
(i.e., hot crack tips, rectified ‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions or a combination of the two),
divided by the standard deviation of a 40×100 pixel reference area immediately adjacent
to the region of interest. The SNR as a function of crack length is plotted for steel, tita-
nium and Waspaloy in Figure 6.4. For the three tested metals there is greater scatter at
larger crack lengths, and the relationship between SNR and crack length is potentially not
linear (though it is difficult to be certain given the scatter). In Figure 6.5 the data from
Figure 6.4 is replotted in log-space. The logarithm of SNR is observed to correlate lin-
early with the logarithm of crack length, albeit with a low saturation of log SNR at small
crack lengths (i.e., the pixel values sampled as signal are really noise). The low saturation
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Figure 6.4: Eddytherm SNR data as a function of crack length in linear-space for (a) steel, (b) tita-
nium, (c) Waspaloy. Each sample was inspected three non-consecutive times, the repeats denoted
by a green circle, red triangle and blue square.
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Figure 6.5: Log-normal fits of eddytherm SNR as a function of crack length for (a) steel, (b) tita-
nium, (c) Waspaloy. Each sample was inspected three non-consecutive times, the repeats denoted
by a green circle, red triangle and blue square. Samples beneath the decision threshold (red line)
were not included in the log-normal fit (blue line).
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is particularly evident for titanium and somewhat evident for Waspaloy, indicating that
these sample sets included cracks that are likely to be too small to be detected. So that the
signals that comprise only noise were not considered as defect detections, the decision
threshold was set above the low saturation. The decision threshold is set as a compromise
between false calls and the detection of small defects; a low threshold will detect more
defects at the expense of an increased false call rate. In this study the decision threshold,
aˆdec, was set at 6 (ln(6) in log-space) because this value was observed to be above the
low saturation but below the majority of the defects which can be discerned by a human
operator in Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22.
From the log-log plots in Figure 6.5 the probability of detection curves were calculated
(Figure 6.6). The probability of detection for each set of samples is represented by the
solid lines, with cracks in steel most detectable, followed by titanium and Waspaloy. The
confidence intervals [138] (dashed lines) indicate the confidence in detection of defects
not in the sample set tested here; 95% of similar sample sets are assumed to give cumu-
lative frequency distributions to the left of the 95% confidence interval, and 5% to the
right of the interval. The crack length at which 90% of defects are detected with 95%
confidence is referred to as a90,95, and was found to be 0.60 mm for steel, 0.78 mm for
titanium and 1.50 mm for Waspaloy. Titanium and Waspaloy are similar in electrical and
thermal properties [104], so the difference in a90,95 was not expected. Whilst both titanium
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Figure 6.6: Probability of detection for eddytherm inspection as a function of crack length for steel
(blue), titanium (green) and Waspaloy (red). Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence interval.
The crack length which is expected to be detected 90% of the time with 95% confidence (a90/95)
was found to be 0.60 mm for steel, 0.78 mm for titanium and 1.50 mm for Waspaloy.
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and Waspaloy show very similar values of crack tip heating as a function of crack length
(TMAX, Figure 5.23), titanium is observed to show a stronger contrast at the ‘cold’ central
region of the defect signature (TMIN). The reason for the difference is unclear, though
it is possible that the cracks in titanium are deeper, causing a greater obstruction to the
flow of current (the samples used in this study were decided too valuable to section to
verify this theory). The discrepancy could also be the consequence of differing surface
finishes, specifically how uniformly the machined surface finish accepted the paint. For
both Waspaloy and titanium, cracks of approximately 0.5-0.7 mm are discernible to a hu-
man inspector (Figures 5.21 and 5.22), though the strength of the detections relative to
the background noise inhibit automated detection.
Laser-Spot Thermography
The samples used in the eddytherm PoD trial could not be used to find the PoD for laser-
spot thermography because the cracks proved too small to be detected. This is perhaps
unsurprising given that 6.1 mm and 6.5 mm long cracks proved difficult to detect by
laser-spot thermographic inspection without artificially opening the defects (Section 4.2).
Clearly, laser-spot thermography has a lesser detection capability than both eddytherm
(previous Section) and thermosonics (next Section), though to better characterise the
probability of detection a full study is required. Given that PoD studies are designed
to give the probability of detection as a function of crack length and that detectability by
laser-spot thermography (like dye-penetrant inspection, next Section) is a poor function
of crack length, a full study would require defects specific to the desired application for
valid conclusions to be drawn.
Thermosonics and Dye-Penetrant Inspection
Permission was not granted to perform thermosonics on the samples used for the ed-
dytherm PoD study because there were concerns over potential damage to the samples.
Thermosonic PoD studies of titanium and Inconel (a nickel-based superalloy similar to
Waspaloy) samples have been reported by DiMambro et al [136]. For direct comparison
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of probability of detection studies equivalence of samples and calculation is required; in
both DiMambro’s study and the eddytherm study lab-type beam specimens with fatigue
cracks were employed. However, DiMambro et al used a hit-miss PoD model (i.e., the
operator decided whether he/she believed each thermal video to show a defect detection)
whilst a cumulative log-normal model based on directly on signal data was used in the
eddytherm PoD study. Therefore, the PoD curves are compared here superficially only.
DiMambro shows approximately 90% detection of cracks 40 mil (≈1 mm) long in both
titanium and Inconel (Figure 6.7). DiMambro gives 90% confidence limits, with a90,90
crack lengths (i.e., 90% detection with 90% confidence) of 60-70 mil (≈1.5-1.8 mm) for
both Inconel and titanium. It is clear that the detection capabilities of thermosonics and
eddytherm are similarly favourable for non-ferritic metals such as titanium and nickel-
based superalloys.
DiMambro also includes data for level 4 ultra-high sensitivity, post emulsifiable fluores-
cent dye-penetrant inspection (Figure 6.7), observing detection by DPI to be less depen-
dent on crack length. DPI has the capability to detect smaller cracks than thermosonics,
but confidence in the detection of large cracks remains low. In contrast, cracks above
a90,95/a90,90 can be detected by eddytherm and thermosonics with high confidence.
It is notable that DiMambro observed no false calls in any thermosonic inspection, whilst
DPI had a high false call rate owing to superficial surface damage being indistinguishable
from genuine cracks. An often given reason for low confidence in DPI is the requirement
for a highly skilled operator; the PoD curves given for DPI in Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) are
the best of seven DPI inspectors (of which three were level 3 certified), with significant
variation observed for each operator. The thermosonic inspections detailed by DiMambro
included PoD curves for both an expert and an operator with a single hour of training. It
is encouraging that whilst the new operator showed decreased probability of detecting of
small defects, longer cracks retained a high confidence of detection. Further, the novice
operator had no false calls.
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(a) Titanium.
(b) Inconel.
Figure 6.7: Probability of detection curves for thermosonic inspection and dye-penetrant inspec-
tion of cracks in (a) titanium, (b) Inconel. Flaw size is given in inches (0.04 inches ≈ 1.0 mm).
Sonic-IR1 and Sonic-IR2 refer to inspections by an expert and a novice operator respectively. Pen-
etrant 3-3 and Penetrant 3-5 are two different level 3 DPI operators, chosen as the most favourable
DPI results in each case (there were two level 1 operators, one level 2 operator, and four level 3
operators). The suffixes Lo and Hi refer to 90% confidence limits. Curves calculated from hit-miss
data. Figures taken from DiMambro et al [136].
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Ultrasonic Testing, X-Ray Radiography and Eddy-Current Inspection
PoD curves for manual ultrasonic immersion testing, x-ray radiography and manual eddy-
current inspection of cracks in two titanium plates (inspections believed to be by the same
operator) are given in Figure 6.8, taken from HSE Research Report 454 [139] (data refor-
matted from NTIAC handbook data [140]). The NTIAC PoD data was calculated using
the ‘log-odds’ model, using hit-miss type data (model not detailed here). Both x-ray
radiography and conventional eddy-current show that 5-10% of defects 0.7" (≈18 mm)
long are expected to be missed based on the samples inspected (no confidence limits were
given). The crack lengths at which 90% of the defects in the samples inspected are de-
tected (a90) are 3.4 mm, 14.8 mm and 18.5 mm for ultrasound, eddy-current and radiogra-
phy respectively. These sensitivities compare poorly to those achieved by eddytherm and
thermosonics (above). Like eddytherm and thermosonics, ultrasonic immersion shows ap-
proaching 100% of defects are expected to be detected at crack lengths not significantly
larger than a90.
It is useful to consider eddy-current data against eddytherm data since they both work by
the redirection of electrical current. PoD curves for conventional manual eddy-current
inspection of cracks in aluminium, titanium and steel plates are given in Figure 6.9, again
taken from HSE 454 [139]. The cracks in the plate samples and the plate dimensions
(excepting the width of the steel plate) are believed equivalent, allowing direct compari-
son of the different metals. Like the samples considered in the eddytherm PoD study in
Section 5.4, the samples in the eddy-current study were in an ‘as machined’ state, though
the specific quality of the machined finish was not quantified in either case. It is notable
that for titanium, eddy-current inspection finds an a90 crack length of 4.40 mm which
compares poorly to that found by eddytherm of 0.62 mm. Eddy-current inspection of ‘as
machined’ steel is extremely poor and was assumedly inhibited by high background noise
from a roughly-machined finish. It is noted that after further surface processing of the
steel samples the PoD results were markedly improved, but eddytherm may negate this
requirement and provide a more reliable and faster alternative inspection.
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6.5 Discussion and Review of Chapter
In this Chapter practical considerations for thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and ed-
dytherm were discussed to assist potential users of the methods in deciding which method
is most suited to their application. The effect of crack opening for each of the methods was
considered to give insight into the respective detection mechanisms. An eddytherm prob-
ability of detection study using data from Chapter 5 showed that the method is capable of
detecting cracks of ≈0.6 mm in steel, ≈0.8 mm titanium and ≈1.5 mm in a nickel-based
superalloy with a high degree of confidence. Laser-spot thermography was observed to
have a poor sensitivity for the inspection of tight fatigue cracks smaller than ≈6 mm.
The eddytherm probability of detection results were compared to a thermosonics study
from DiMambro et al [136], who found thermosonics to be capable of detecting cracks
on the order of 1.5-1.8 mm in titanium and Inconel with a high degree of confidence. The
thermal methods were compared to probability of detection data for conventional NDE
techniques dye-penetrant inspection [136], manual ultrasonics (immersion), x-ray radio-
graphy and eddy-current inspection [139,140]. Thermosonics and eddytherm were found
to be more reliable than dye-penetrant inspection, and significantly more sensitive than
manual ultrasonics, x-ray radiography and eddy-current inspection.
Eddytherm is clearly an appealing method for rapid and non-contacting detection of
surface/near-surface defects in metals, especially (but not limited to) cracks in ferromag-
netic steels. Eddytherm is therefore recommended for the inspection of surfaces which are
accessible such as the exterior of turbine blades. Further, as demonstrated in Chapter 5,
eddytherm can detect defects buried under intact coatings permitting inspection of coated
turbine blades, cracks under paint, etc. Thermosonics also has many of the advantages of
eddytherm such as a rapid detection of cracks in metals, though it has the disadvantages
of being a contacting and non-repeatable method. The primary advantage thermosonics
holds over eddytherm is the inspection of large areas such as monolithic metal structures,
e.g., large cast components or last stage steam turbine blades (approximately 1 m long).
These components could also be inspected with eddytherm, though a scanning rig would
be required for full coverage.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Findings and Further
Work
7.1 Summary of Findings
The studies of thermosonics (Chapter 3), laser-spot thermography (Chapter 4) and eddy-
current induced thermography (eddytherm, Chapter 5) detailed in this Thesis provide
quantitative analysis of the methods. In Chapter 6 the qualitative strengths and weak-
nesses of the methods are considered. Further, a probability of detection study for ed-
dytherm is detailed and compared to similar studies of thermosonics and conventional
NDE methods dye-penetrant, eddy-current, x-ray radiography and manual immersion ul-
trasonic testing to gauge the relative sensitivities of the methods.
7.1.1 Characterisation of the Methods
Laser-Spot Thermography
It was shown that detection by laser-spot thermography is a combination of ‘heat-blocking’
(thermal impedance) and black body effects. A processing method which combines con-
tributions from both the thermal impedance and black body effects and emphasises the
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defect rather than the heated spot was proposed. The processing regime also combines
multiple locations of the heated spot to build an image of a wider inspected area. The re-
quired scan density to ensure coverage of a semi-infinite crack was found by extrapolation
of real data. It was found that the required scan density is a function of crack opening, with
cracks opened 6 µm or greater requiring approximately 60-100 laser-spots/cm2 whilst a
crack opened to 3 µm requires approximately 200-300 laser-spots/cm2.
Eddy-Current Induced Thermography
The magnetic field generated by a ≈70 mm diameter coil which approximates a Helmholtz
configuration was modelled by consideration of the Biot-Savart law, and was found to give
good uniformity inside the coil. The amount of Joule heating induced in the surface of
a test-piece inside the coil was found to vary along the length of the test-piece, though
there was a region of approximately 25×20 mm within which the induced heating was
relatively uniform and was used for all further testing of the smaller sized test-pieces. It
was shown that the heat signature characteristic of an eddytherm detection can be found
by considering the current flow around and under the crack from a simple potential dif-
ference applied across the crack. The eddytherm temperature rises for the bulk substrate
and hot and cold regions of a crack signature were observed for a ferromagnetic steel and
a non-ferromagnetic nickel-based superalloy, and were found to be around an order of
magnitude higher in the steel sample. The importance of painting the samples to increase
emissivity was shown on a steel sample, with approximately ten times as much infrared
received by the camera in the painted case and with considerably better image quality.
A processing routine was proposed for quantitative analysis of eddytherm data which in-
cludes removal of underlying thermal gradients caused by geometric edge effects, and a
means of distinguishing paint-rich regions from small cracks in steel, thereby improving
the accuracy and sensitivity of the method. The effects of increasing the excitation pulse
duration on both observed temperatures and image quality were established, with no ad-
ditional image quality observed beyond a pulse duration of approximately 16 ms in steel
and 50 ms in the nickel-based superalloy. The effect of increasing the current applied
to the coil was also found in terms of observed temperature and corresponding image
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quality, with a view to reducing the power requirement. The rate at which image quality
improved with increased current was observed to decline markedly beyond approximately
150 A in the nickel-based superalloy and approximately 100 A in steel, though the exact
point at which diminishing returns were observed varies with crack length. Reducing the
current supplied to the coil is significant because a 100-150 A system would require ap-
proximately 14-31% of the power supplied to the 270 A system used in this Thesis, and so
could be made more portable. The effect of the relative orientation of the crack and elec-
tric field was found to be material dependent, with a crack in a nickel-based superalloy
not detected when the electric field was parallel to the crack. A crack in a ferromagnetic
steel remained detectable, although the hot and cold regions were reduced to ≈20% and
≈40% of the respective initial detection strengths. For both metals it is therefore advisable
that if the expected crack orientation is not known, that inspection be performed with the
electric field aligned in at least two orthogonal directions. Eddytherm was found to be
capable of detecting cracks down to approximately 0.25 mm in ferromagnetic steel, and
approximately 0.5-0.7 mm in non-ferromagnetic metals titanium and Waspaloy (a nickel-
based superalloy) by a human operator inspecting the processed thermal images. The
‘cold’ defect-adjacent regions of the defect signature were found to be more detectable
than the hot crack tips for cracks smaller than approximately 1.4 mm in steel, 2.6 mm in
the nickel-based superalloy and 4.0 mm in titanium. A scanning method for larger test-
pieces with a novel (and simple) non-linear operation to remove the coil from the field of
view was demonstrated.
7.1.2 Effect of Crack Opening
Thermosonics
It was found that the detectability by thermosonics is a complex function of crack opening;
as the cracks were opened detectability increased until a critical crack opening/pre-strain,
at which point detectability decreased. The crack signatures changed from a single region
of heat generation when the cracks were tightly closed to two or more discrete regions
which moved toward the crack tips as the crack opening was increased. The critical crack
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opening at which peak detectability was observed is most conveniently expressed in terms
of pre-strain, with the critical crack opening occurring at higher values of pre-strain for
longer cracks (≈637-989 µ for cracks 6.1-12.3 mm long). The separation of the discrete
regions of heat generation is most conveniently expressed in terms of crack gape, though
the heat generating regions were observed to move towards the crack tips at low values
of gape for some cracks and at higher values of gape for other cracks. A reduction in
thermosonic efficiency was observed after samples were excited for a total of approxi-
mately 2-2.5 minutes, a significantly longer period than a typical short-pulse thermosonic
inspection. Minor crack propagation was observed for only one of the five samples, the
largest crack extending from 12.3 mm to 13.7 mm. Given the extreme excitation times
and that the tests were performed with the cracks at a various of levels of pre-strain, the
tests provide some reassurance that a conventional short-pulse thermosonic inspection is
unlikely to propagate defects.
Laser-Spot Thermography
It was found that detectability by laser-spot thermography is approximately linear over
the range of tested gapes, which spanned from sub-micron to 23 µm openings. The de-
tectability is most conveniently expressed in terms of the summed (gross) defect signature
which accounts for both increased signal at each pixel and detection of a greater extent
of the crack. When gross detectability is plotted as a function of the pre-strain applied to
the sample the rate at which detectability increases was greater for longer crack lengths.
The detected extent of the cracks increased significantly as the cracks were opened, with
an approximately linear relationship between detected crack length and gape for four of
the five samples (one of the five samples was detected in entirety in the unstressed case).
The poor detectability of the cracks in the unstressed case demonstrates that the ther-
mal impedance and black body effects upon which laser-spot thermography functions are
weak for tightly-closed defects.
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Eddy-Current Induced Thermography
The effect of crack opening on eddytherm was found to be minor, probably because the
cracks are already electrically well isolated in the unstressed case. One of the four tested
cracks showed a hot-spot in the middle of the defect signature which was reduced as the
crack was opened before disappearing entirely. The hot-spot is assumed to be the result
of a small contacting region between the crack faces which electrically bridges the crack.
These results demonstrate that the electrical impedance mismatch between the substrate
and the crack is far greater than that for the thermal impedance mismatch upon which
laser-spot thermography functions (above).
7.1.3 Cracks Under Coatings
The detection of cracks under coatings by thermography has to-date been barely reported
on (though there exists a significant body of work on detection of delaminated coatings).
To the author’s knowledge there exists a single thermosonic case study of cracks detected
beneath a coating which is purported unbroken, though the cracks and coatings were
unspecified [127]. The applicability of thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and ed-
dytherm for the detection of characterised cracks beneath metallic and ceramic coatings
was established in this Thesis, with benchmarking against conventional eddy-current and
dye-penetrant inspections (Chapter 6). It was found that thermosonics, eddytherm and
conventional eddy-current inspection are capable of detecting cracks buried beneath full
thermal barrier coating systems of thicknesses typical for both power plant and aerospace
applications (i.e., 100 µm metallic bond coat plus 300 µm ceramic top coat), albeit each
with a reduced sensitivity. Laser-spot thermography was found incapable of detecting
cracks buried beneath coatings, though it gave the finest detail of surface-breaking cracks
through the bond coat of all the methods. Thermosonics and eddytherm gave practical
advantages over conventional eddy-current inspection of speed of inspection, full frame
imaging with a digital record, and in the case of eddytherm a non-contacting inspection.
The greater spatial resolution afforded by the thermal camera allowed thermosonics and
eddytherm to distinguish neighbouring cracks which could not be individually resolved
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by conventional eddy-current inspection.
7.1.4 Probability of Detection
An eddytherm probability of detection study employing automated sentencing was de-
tailed and found the crack length at which 90% of defects are expected to be detected
with 95% confidence (a90,95) to be 0.60 mm for steel, 0.78 mm for titanium and 1.50 mm
for Waspaloy. This study was compared to observations of the relatively poor detection
capabilities of laser-spot thermography in Chapter 4, and a cited study of thermoson-
ics [136] to provide a basis to choose between the available active thermal methods. Both
thermosonics and eddytherm are capable of detecting cracks approximately 1.0-1.5 mm
in length with a high degree of confidence, which for most power plant applications is
sufficiently sensitive that the choice between the methods can be made on the basis of the
practical constraints specific to the methods and application.
7.2 Summary of Scientific Achievements
The investigative work on laser-spot thermography and eddytherm undertaken in this The-
sis has provided knowledge of best-practice for the methods. Data processing for laser-
spot thermography and eddytherm were developed to aid identification of cracks near
the detection-limit. The work on thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm
has provided an extensive quantitative assessment of the potential of the methods for the
rapid detection of small cracks relevant to power plant environments. Further to the quan-
titative experimental data, the practical considerations relevant to implementation of the
three methods in an industrial environment were compared and explored. The summary
of the methods provides immediately available expert knowledge which can be compared
to NDE methods currently employed in power plant environments.
The studies of the effect of crack opening have given insight into the detection of small
cracks by thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and eddytherm. In the study of the ef-
fect of crack-opening on laser-spot thermography it was shown that small, tightly closed
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defects present a thermal impedance mismatch which is inadequate for reliable detec-
tion. Further, the black body effect which also contributes to crack detection by laser-spot
thermography was shown to be negligible for small, tightly closed cracks. Thermoson-
ics and eddytherm provide alternative detection mechanisms, and it was shown that these
methods are capable of detecting smaller cracks than laser-spot thermography. The rela-
tionship between crack opening and detectability by thermosonics was demonstrated to
be complex, and it was shown that the defect signature varies with crack opening. These
findings provide further insight into the means by which vibrational energy is damped
into heat in a thermosonic inspection, which has been a barrier to forming a complete
physical model. The study of the effect of crack opening on eddytherm showed that the
electrical impedance mismatch presented by a crack is a considerably stronger detection
mechanism than the thermal impedance mismatch used in laser-spot thermography. The
effect of crack opening on eddytherm gave further insight into the nature of current flow
around/across a crack. An additional hot-spot not predicted by the electrical impedance
model was observed in the eddytherm detection signature of one of the cracks. As the
crack was opened the additional hot-spot reduced in size and temperature before disap-
pearing entirely, strongly supporting that there may be small contacting areas which elec-
trically bridge the crack faces. The studies of the effect of crack opening on thermosonics
and laser-spot thermography were published in two conference papers [P1,P2] (see Publi-
cations). Separate submission of the results for each method to journals has been planned
[P3,P4,P5] with an additional comparison paper covering all three methods [P6].
The studies of the effect of coatings on thermosonics, laser-spot thermography and ed-
dytherm have shown the applicability of the methods for the detection of cracks buried
beneath thermal barrier coating systems. The studies were designed to be immediately
relevant to gas turbine engines in both power generation plant and aerospace. It was
found that thermosonics and eddytherm are viable candidates for cost-savings by screen-
ing coated turbine blades before stripping the coating at significant expense. Use of
thermosonics and eddytherm would also permit rapid ad hoc inspection of coated tur-
bine blades without removing the blades from the rotor. Early results from the study of
the effect of coatings on thermosonics were published in a conference proceedings [P2].
Separate submission of the results for thermosonics and eddytherm to journals has been
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planned [P3,P5] with an additional comparative paper covering all three methods [P6].
The practical experience gained in thermosonics throughout the building of this Thesis
has helped the author contribute to research into the use of thermosonic inspection for
composite materials such as quasi-isotropic carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) and
honeycomb core CFRP sandwich panels. The findings are not reported here because the
work was not the responsibility of the author, but a journal paper on the findings has been
planned [P7]. RCNDE targeted projects into laser-spot thermography and eddytherm
were carried out in parallel to this Thesis under the responsibility of collaborators at the
University of Bath. A comparison of modelled and experimental laser-spot thermography
results can be found in two conference papers [P8,P9] and a journal paper [P10] (in the
journal paper the author was acknowledged only, not co-author). An investigative study
of eddytherm was published in a conference paper [P11] and a journal paper [P12].
7.3 Further Work
Exposed Cracks
The probability of detection for cracks in nickel-based superalloy and titanium beam sam-
ples has been characterised for thermosonics [136] and eddytherm (Section 6.4) with
similar sensitivities found. Since the studies were performed in an idealised laboratory
environment the results can be considered a target to replicate in field testing. Laser-spot
thermography is not as well characterised, though it appears to have an inferior detection
capability to both thermosonics and eddytherm for most inspections of metal components,
except perhaps in the detection of pitting in samples with an otherwise uniform surface
finish of low emissivity, or dull cracked coatings such as MCrAlY. Further study of the
laser-spot method is therefore only advised for niche applications, since thermosonics
and eddytherm have proven themselves widely applicable and capable of detecting small
cracks. Further development of thermosonics and eddytherm are best focused on adapting
laboratory equipment to deployable systems and the inspection of genuine parts. Almond
et al have demonstrated a first generation hand-held thermosonics system for inspection
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of composite panels using a microbolometer camera [141]. The system employs a high
range microphone to permit validation by use of the heating index (Section 2.2). A sec-
ond generation unit could be further reduced in size and trialled for the inspection of large
metal components. Automated eddytherm systems have been demonstrated by Zenzinger
et al of MTU Aero Engines [113, 117] and Goldammer et al of Siemens [120], though
these are non-deployable (i.e., stationary) systems that require the inspected parts (com-
pressor blades and rotor wedges respectively) to be removed from service. An eddytherm
system that can inspect the parts in-situ and permit ad-hoc inspections could be of value.
Buried Cracks/Cracks Under Coatings
The applicability of thermal methods when the cracks are not surface breaking was ex-
plored in this Thesis. Now that the viability of detecting buried cracks by thermoson-
ics and eddytherm has been demonstrated, further studies of a large number of samples
specific to the intended application (i.e., exact coatings and coating thicknesses applied
to a part of complex geometry) are required to accurately identify the detection limits.
Whilst it is buried cracks initiated by thermo-mechanical loading which are ultimately to
be detected, it is more practical to characterise and then bury fatigue cracks beneath coat-
ings as performed in this Thesis. Application of the coatings required grit-blasting for
cleaning and surface preparation, two steps between which thermal testing could not be
performed. Separation of the effects of the grit-blasting and the coating on detectability
is difficult, but the effect of the coating could be isolated by starting with a thick coating
and incrementally reducing the coating thickness by an abrasive process. The effect of the
grit-blasting process could be separately tested, although a second round of grit-blasting
would be required if the sample was then to be coated. Alternatively, the effect of the
coatings could be modelled. For eddytherm the model could be relatively simple since
the magnetic field which induces the current flow has minimal interaction with the intact
ceramic coating, and so the effect of increasing the thickness of the top coat is mostly
the flow of heat from the crack to the surface of the coating. Modelling of thermosonic
inspection of buried cracks could be performed by building on the frictional finite element
model demonstrated by Han et al [75, 76], or if it is assumed that the rubbing/clapping
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modes by which a crack generates heat are unchanged by being buried beneath an intact
coating a conduction model with sub-surface reference heat generators may suffice.
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